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Whatever You Want in a Radio

WE GUARANTEE IT!

Do you want actual daily round the -world reception? Or 95 stations on the broadcast dial? Or
the simplest short-wave tuning of
any radio? Or a "down -to -the
noise level" sensitivity and the
hair line selectivity necessary for
championship "stunt" reception?
Or the most awe -inspiring tone
you've ever heard? Or power
enough to fill a cathedral?
Whatever it is you're looking for
in a deluxe custom radio, you'll
find it in the Howard 19 -tube Explorer. We guarantee it!

That is possible only because the

.om the LaboraExplorer r
manufacturer
tory of
of radios in the world -the Laboratory which gavc the radio

industry the Multiple -Ganged
Condenser, Metal Shielding,
Automatic Volume Control,
Built -in Power Supply. The Lab-

oratory that pioneered the AC
Dynamic Speaker, Wet Electrolitics, and Remote Control. In
recent years they have developed
Noise Suppression, and hold important patents on these circuits.
Some of the members of the
Howard Laboratory have been
there for more than ten years,

steadily building a small number
of the highest quality receivers.

Howards have sold for as much
as $4,000 for a table model!

We haven't the space to give a
complete laboratory analysis of
the Explorer here. Fill in the
coupon now for a free copy of

the complete details.

SEND COUPON TODAY!

r--r-r--Howard Radio Company
South Haven, Michigan.

-cx

Please send me every detail on the
Howard Explorer.
1
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LEARN RADIO 1110 WEEKS!

PAYAfiEß

YOU GßRDNUATE

I am making an offer that no other school has dared to do.
I'll take you here in my shops and give you this training
and you pay your tuition after you have graduated.
Two months after you complete my course you make your
first payment, and then you have ten months to complete
your payments. There are no strings to this offer. I know
a lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these
days, but still want to prepare themselves for a real job so
they won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs.
I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in my
training to give them the training they need and pay me
back after they have their training.
If you who read this advertisement are really interested
in your future here is the chance of a life time. Mail the
coupon today and I'll give you all the facts.

A scene in the big, busy Radio Shops at Coyne. Here you see
fellows working on real Radios
reading about them from
books or lessons. This is 7'ITE way to prepare for the big.

-not

money field of Radio!

pd TALKING PICTURES

TELEVISION

Television is already here Soon there'll be a demand for TIIOUSANDS of TELEVISION
EXPERTS The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at Coyne on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.
!

!

!

PREPARE NOW and be

ready for Radio's many
opportunities
-I:.

Forget pay- cuts
}- offs-unemployment! Don't be tied down to
an untrained man's future. You NEED TRAINING IN A FAST-

11,

GROWING MONEY -MAKING TRADE. Here's your chance of a
lifetime to get it! Hundreds of opportunities now open in Radio.
My sensational offer, explained below, makes it possible for you
to START AT ONCE!
The right way to learn Radio is the Coyne way -not by books,
but by actual, practical work on actual Radio, Television and
Sound equipment. Here at Coyne you'll service and operate scores
of modern Radio receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, late type
Television apparatus, Talking Picture machines, Code transmitters
and receivers, etc. In 10 weeks you can step into a REAL JOB,
leading to a salary of $50 a week and UP!

ALL PRACTICAL WORK

At COYNE in Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets,
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your own Television programs over our modern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture

machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on
actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on useless
10
theory. We give you the practical training you'll need

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING

You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne
Training is tested- proven beyond all doubt. You can find out everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon for my big free book!
H. C. LEWIS, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded I899

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept.34-8H Chicago, Ill.

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
H. C. LEWIS,

for

MARCH,

1934

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

Soo S. Paulina St., Dept.34.8H Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your big FREE Book ; details of
your FREE Employment Service; and tell me all about your
special offer of allowing me to pay for training on easy monthly
terms after graduation.
Name
Address
City
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IN OUR NEXT FEW ISSUES;
MANY WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR RECEIVER. There are
many thousands of radio receivers in use that have become
obsolete simply because later developments have introduced better methods. These sets are not by any means
useless. In fact they are probably giving good service at
the present time. But there is no reason why they cannot
be brought up to date by anyone who is acquainted with
the simple details of radio receiver construction. And it
is not necessary to have an engineer's degree to follow
the easy instructions given in this article telling how
many improvements can be made.
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will help You

start a Spare Time or Full Time
Radio Service Business
Here are a few examples

of the kind of money

I

train "myboys`to make
S50 to $75 a Week
"The National Radio Institute
put me in a position to make
more money than I ever vade
in good times. I am in the
radio service Lusiness fer myself, where it is possible for

i

me to make from $50 to $75
a week.
Service work has increased because people, who in normal times
would buy a new Radio, now are contented to
have the old one 'pepped up'."-BERNARD
COSTA, 150 Franklin St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I had not taken your Course
I would be digging ditches instead of running my own business.
One week I made $75 on
repairing alone, and this doesn't
count sales. If a fellow wants
"It

to get into radio, N. R. 1. is the starting
point. "
S. Lewis, Modem Radio Service,

-R.

Ill.

Averages

per
Month in Spare Time
SSO

:rat getting along

well In
my Radio work, always being
kept very busy. Since enrolling I have averaged around
$80 u month working on Radio
just part time, since 1 am
still holding down my regular
job."--.1011N lt. MORISSETTE,
733 Sort. rville St., Manchester. N. It.

My Free book gives you many more
letters of N. R. L men who have
made good in spare time or full
time businesses of their own

SPECIAL Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Given Without Extra Charge

I Will

Hold your job until you're ready for another.
Give me only part of your spare time. You

The world -wide use of Radio sets for home
entertainment has made many opportunities
for you to have n spare -time or full-time
Radin business of your own. I give you instructions early in your l'ourse for doing 28
1Ltdlo jobs common in almost every neighbor-

do not need n high school or college educa-

tion. Hundreds with only a common school
education have won bigger pay through
N. R. I. J. A. Vaughn jumped from $35 to
$100 a week. J. E. McLaurine increased his
earnings 100 per cent. The National Radio
Institute Is the Pioneer and World's Largest
organization devoted exclusively to training
men and young men by Home Study for good
jobs in the Radio industry.

hood. Many N. It. I. men make $5, $10. $15 a
week extra in spare time almost at once. I
show you how to install and service all types
of receiving sets. I give you Radio equipment

and Instructions for conducting experiments,
for building circuits and testing equipment,
and for making lests that will give von broad,
practical Radin experience. Clip the coupon
below and get my free 64-page book, "Rich
Rewards in Itadio "
gives you a full story
of the success of N. R. I. students and graduates, and tells how to start a spare -time or
full -tinte Radio business on money made In
spare time while learning.

You Must Be Satisfied

I'll

re Is not all theory.
show you how
to use nu' special Radio equipment for conducting
experiments and building circuits which Illustrate
hoportau principles used In such well -known sets
My l'uu

Westinghouse, General Electric, l'bllcu, It. C. A.,
Victor, Majestic, and others. You work out with
your own hands many of the
things you read In our lesson
books. This 50.50 method of
training makes learning at
home
interesting. L.
as

elnating.
practical.
how

they
make

Inter.
You I,

work.
work, how
them work.

sets

I will give you an agreement to refund every
penny of your money if you are not satlafled

my Lessons and Instruction Service
And I'll
when you complete my Training.
not only give you thorough training in Radio
principles, practical experience in building
and servicing sets, but also Advanced Training in any one of five leading branches of
Radio opportunities:.

with

Many N. R. I. Men Make SS,
$10, $ES a Week Extra in
Spare Time Almost at Once
Many of the .seventeen million sets now in
use are only 25 per cent to 40 per cent efficient. I will show vorn how to cash in on
this condition. I will show you the plans
and ideas that have ennbled many others to
make $5, $10, $15 a week In spare time while
learning. Ford R. Leary, 1633 Davison Road,
Flint, Mich., wrote: "M'y part-time earnings
while taking the N. R. I. ( ourse were $651."

Get Ready Now for a Radio
Business of Your Own and

for Jobs Like These

Rroadcasiing stations use engineers, operators, station managers, and pay up to $5,000
year. Radio manufacturers use testers. inspectors, foremen, engineers. servicemen and
buyers, and pay up to $7,500 a year. Radio
dealers and jolitiers employ hundreds of sera

vicemen, salesmen. managers. and pay
to $5,000 a year. Radio operators on ships
enjoy life, see the world, with board and
lodging free, and get good pay besides. My
book tells you of the opportunities in
Radio, Set Servicing, Aircraft Radio, Television, Police Radio, Short Wave, and other
fields.

Get

The man who has directed the
Home-Study Training of more
men for the Radio indnatry than
any other man in America.

Train You at Home
in Your Spare Time

Free Book Tells How
Mail Coupon!

-it

Now Owns Own
Business

Pittsfield,

without capital

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute

up

Free Book of Facts
Mail the coupon for

"Rich Rewards In
Radio." it's free to
any ambitious fellow over 15 years
old.
lt tells you
about Radio's spare time and full -time
opportunities; about
my training; what
others who have
taken it are doing
and making.
Mn!!

my newbook

It points out

what Radio
Offers You

-in

coupon now
an envelope or paste on a
lc post card.

J.E.SMITH, Pres.
Dept. 4CX,
National Radio

Institute,
Washington,
D. C.

it.

WE

Pi OM Nal

FREE Radio Servicing Tips

Let me PROVE that my Course is clear. easy to
understand and fascinating to study.
Send the
coutwn for a free lesson, "Trouble Shooting to
D.C.. LG.. and Battery Sets." This Interesting lesson gis-es
132 ways to correct
common Radio troubles. I am willing to
send this book to prove

that YOU too can master Radio-just as
thousands of other fellows have done. Many

of them, without even

a grammar school education. and no Radio

or

ence,

technical

Radio

have

experi-

become

experts
and
now earn two or three
times their former pay.
Mail the coupon now.

J. E. SMITH, President,
National Radio Institute, Dept. 4CX,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: I want to take advantage of your
Special Offer. Send nee your two books, "Trouble Shooting to D.C., A.C. and )tatter- Sets" and "Rich Rewards in Radio."
I understand this request doe. not
obligate. me. (Please print plainly.)

Name ..._

Aye

Address
City
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400 Pages

Over 2,000 Illustrations
9

12

Inches

Flexible, Looseleaf

$350
Reg. List Price

x

Leatherette Cover

of all

1933.1934
Radio Receivers.
Full Radio Servici:
Guide

There s plenty

in the

of Servicing Material

NEW 1934 Manual

THE necessity of GERNSBACK Manuals in the
radio field has been shown by the fact that the
total sales of the first three OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUALS, including the new CONSOLIDATED EDITION, now exceed 80,000 copies. Radio
Service Men and others engaged in various branches
of radio know the importance of such books, and how
they must depend upon them for reliable information.
Whether for public -address work, tube information
or a circuit diagram, the material needed is certain
to be found in one of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS.
In preparing this new edition many of the outstanding problems of the Service Men have been considered
-methods of servicing, the new equipment constantly
needed to cope with new tubes and sets, and the
other fields of radio, such as public- address systems,
short waves, auto radio and others.
The illustrations In the 19::4 Manual are more explicit
than before: inasmuch as the diagrams are not limited to the
schematic circuit, but other illustrations show the parts layout, positions of trimmers. neutralizers, etc. There are
hundreds of new circuits included, and not one from any
previous editions of the manuals has been repeated. This
we unconditionally guarantee.
As in previous years, the 1934 Manual also includes a
FREE QUESTION AND ANSWER SERVICE. In each book
will be found 25 coupons, which entitle you to free consultation on any radio service topic. These coupons give you a
complete mail service- questions on servicing and operating
any set or circuit are answered promptly and accurately
by the editors. Remember that, at the regular rate of 25e
per question which is usually charged by radio magazines,
this service alone is worth $6.00. And for the Manual, we
charge only $3.50.
It is quite evident that the 1934 Edition of the OFFICIAI.
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL is a decided improvement over
previous volumes.

ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW

It is important to every Radio Service Man and Dealer
to get his copy of the 19:14 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL now. The new book will prove itself to be invaluable as those volumes of previous years.
No need to delay sending us your order -the 1934 MANUAL. like its predecessors, is a necessity in your business.
We strongly advise you to order your copy today.

Contents of the 1934 Manual in Brief

Diagrams and service notes, more complete than ever before in any 5IANUAI.. Not merely the schematic hook -ups
be found. but chassis drawings showing parts layouts.
positions of trimmers, neutralizers. etc.
Voltage readings for practically all sets, as an aid In
checking tulles and wiring.
All values of intermediate-frequency transformers used
in superheterodynes. will. the manufacturers' own suggestions as to eo r rrrt balancing.
Detailed trouble- shunting suggestions and procedure as
outlined by the manufacturers'
nrers' own engineers -in other
words, authentic "dope" right from headquarters.
Values of all parts indicated directly on ali diagrams.
Section for reference to A.C. -l).0. eigarbox midgets.
Section for reference to public -address amplifiers.
Section for reference to short -wave receivers.
Section for reference to remote -control systems.
A complete compilation of radio tube data, covering both
the old and the many new types.
Section devoted to test equipment, analyzers, etc., with
full diagrams and other valuable information.
A ro niplete list of American broadcast stations with their
frequencies in kiloevcles; extremely useful In calibrating
and checking test oscillators and in calibrating reradvers.
free question and Answer Service, the some as In our
bast two Manuals.
No theory; only service information in quickly accessible
form.
.absolutely no duplication of any diagrams; nothing that
appeared in any of the previous Manuals will appear in the
1934 MANUAL. This we unconditionally guarantee.
A handy, easily -consulted master index making it easy
for you to find almost anything pertaining to your service
problem instantly. This index includes all the diagrams
published in all the previous (,ERNSRACK Manuals, as
well as the 1934 diagrams. A big convenience and time

kill

saver!

Clip

- Mail

This Coupon Today

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of $3.50
for which you are to send me. Postage Prepaid, One Copy
of the 19:14 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. (Send
remittance by check or money order; or register letter if it
contains cash. currency or unused U. S. Postage stamps.]

Name

Address

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
96 -98 Park Place
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New York, N. Y.
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"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio"
Editorial Offices: 96 -98 Park Place, New York,

N. Y.

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor

Vol. V., No. 9, March, 1934

RADIO OPPORTUNITIES
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
ARDLY a week goes by without some letters reaching
ula' from young men who wish to know if there are
II any opportunities in radio.
Most of these correspondents seem to have an idea
that since broadcasting is here, and the main radio boom is
over, radio has become so well established nothing much
further will happen; and that, in fact, it has come down to
the level of the butter and egg business.
These letters are always slightly amusing to me because
when I think back for three or four years -or for 10 years
when the same sort of letters came in; and when I notice
the tremendous progress that has been made in the radio
art, I am always amazed that individuals can be found who
seem to think that radio offers no further opportunities.
This puts me in mind of the case of a Washington Patent
Office official who, in the early '70s resigned his position with

-

the Patent Office because he was convinced that nothing
much further could be invented. Mind you, this man was
an expert in patent matters and had a good technical education. Yet after he quit, to speak of only a few, the telephone,
X -ray, automobile, airplane, radio, and hundreds of other
most important inventions came along.
It is so with radio. I have often pointed out that the art
of radio is constantly expanding, and expanding so fast that
even the expert in radio can no longer keep track of all
branches. When I say the radio art to-day, I mean -radio
broadcasting, point-to -point communication, television, photoelectric appliances, public address, automobile radio, radio
telemechanics, radio physics, and dozens of other applications too numerous to list here. Each one of these branches
is big to -day; in fact, many of the branches support huge
industries at this minute. And yet, I am convinced that the
surface has not as yet been scratched. We are still at the
very beginning in the radio art. The great radio inventions
have, as yet, not been made. Many marvelous and undreamt
of radio inventions are still to come. In the meanwhile, the
art is stepping forward naturally, with new improvements
being made every day. You cannot pick up any radio magazine, or a copy of the Patent Gazette without finding dozens
of new radio improvements, appliances, and what not.
The trouble with most young men to -day is, when they
talk of opportunities in radio, they really do not know their
own minds. They think of radio in a vague, incoherent
manner. The important fact is to determine in which particular branch of radio you are best qualified. As I said
before, the radio art is such a huge thing to -day that there
is not a single man alive who could qualify as a radio engineer in all of its branches!
So the important thing to find out is what you are best
fitted for. You must question yourself about your experience
in radio up to now. If you have had no experience, then it
becomes necessary to find out what branch you would be
most interested in. Would you be more interested in radio
broadcasting, or in the short -wave radio field? Would the
radio communication field be more attractive to you than
airplane radio? These are questions no one can answer for
you. Only you, yourself, can answer them.

First of all, you must become well grounded in the fundamentals of electricity; you cannot become a radio expert
unless you know electricity. This means book knowledge.
After you have mastered the electrical part, you then should
get hold of every book, every magazine, and every scrap of
printed information that caters to the particular branch of
radio in which you are interested. And while there may not
be separate books on each branch, most general radio books
carry a lot of information on practically every branch of
radio in which you may be interested. These. books should
be in your possession to give you the theoretical knowledge.
After the fundamentals have been mastered, you are now
ripe either to take a correspondence school course, of which
there are several excellent ones, or to go to a resident radio
school, which will teach you both the theoretical as well as
manual knowledge. After that, practical knowledge gained
in the field, in the laboratory, or in the factory, is essential.
The important thing for young men to-day is knowledge;
too many have half -baked ideas, and when the opportunity
and position come, they are not able to grasp the one and fill
the other because they have neither the theoretical nor the
practical knowledge. As I have often stated before, what is
wanted to-day is expert knowledge. Everybody needs experts.
For these people there is always a golden opportunity, because their number is never very large, and every employer
is on the lookout for the man who knows and can convince
others of his theoretical and practical knowledge.
And whether you take a job or go into business for yourself, the same principles hold true. Remember, radio opportunities to -day are greater than they were ten years ago and
they will become greater as time goes on.
But always bear in mind that no matter how much experience you have, remember that you must sell yourself to
those who need your services. There are all too many
walking cyclopedias in the country to -day who do not get the
right position because they have no idea how to present their
:,ervices to the right firms. This requires a study all by
itself. Writing letters to large concerns, asking them for
positions, is to-day useless. No attention is paid to them.
You must make some other form of contact; you must make
what is, technically, called a "presentation." And that means
studying the requirements of the particular firm you are interested in; it means studying their product; it means studying their literature. In other words, you must know what
the firm is doing and you must know it well. You must also
have some inventive ability in order to push yourself ahead.
For example, suppose you live in a city in which there is a
radio manufacturer, the XYZ Radio Company, making radio
sets. By getting hold of a set, either by buying it or by looking it over at the dealer's, perhaps you can think of some
improvements. This will give you your opportunity to get
in touch with the engineering department or the General
Manager. You ask for an interview, not with an idea of getting a position, but showing them something worth -while that
you have thought out for them. If the manager or head engineer is impressed by your presentation, employment then
often comes as a matter of course.
517

The RADIO MONTH in
do more tricks with a singer's Voic.
than a magician with a silk hat, according to Richard Crooks, world -famed
tenor of the Metropolitan Opera.
Mr. Crooks says: "For a singer with
a smooth voice, the engineer, or control
operator as he is called can make a voice
of little volume ring with the boom of
a Caruso or he can muffle a voice of stu-

Mn:.

.INTI- BALLYHOO BoaoT

Some apon...,rs that we could mention hare
well earned his attention!

A ROBOT TO DELETE

NAUSEATING
RADIO ADVERTISING

MAIL PLANE LOST
WHEN RADIO FAILS
Ai'IIICK icy fog
settled over

northern New
Jersey after Dean W. Burford, mail pilot, left the Newark airport for Pittspendous proportions. I have seen the burgh a few minutes after midnight one
man at the controls put the soft pedal day last month.
on Martinelli to such an extent that he
Burford was gone only a short time
sounded like a lyric tenor.
when he reported by radiophone that
"Anyone who would achieve success ice was forming on his wings and that
on the air must place himself religiously he was returning to the field. Then the
in the hands of the engineer and have fog began piling up, and to add to the
intrinsic faith in his judgment. And it pilot's difficulties the airport's radio apis surprising what a musicianly ear and paratus went out of commission.
a general appreciation of crescendo is
Until 4.40 A.M. the plan flew around
vested in these men.
blindly, many times flying very low over
"One thing that is deadly to any New York City without the pilot even
singer," Mr. Crooks continued, "is a knowing that he was over the great
studio hung with draperies as they were metropolis. Even the great floodlights
at the airport which
were turned on to
guide the lost pilot
were of no help.

Finally, the

if in answer
to our plea
for less ad-

vertising (RAmo- Carer, February 1934,
page 455) comes news of a new radio
robot
device which automatically
takes the "talk" out of radio programs.
This device which was developed by
Prof. Gleason W. Kenrick of Tufts College, acts whenever there is a quarter of
a second silence in the program and
keeps the radio set silent for ten seconds.
Prof. Kenrick's robot is a detector
and amplifier similar to the automatic
volume control devices incorporated in
many modern sets.
Whenever the
"brain" tube's current momentarily
drops to zero, a selective relay operates
and cuts off reception for a given length

transmitter at the
airport was re-

paired and communication with

-a

of time -ten seconds of silence is an effective antidote for most radio talk.
We wonder what would happen if a

fast talker such as Floyd Gibbons tried
lo beat out the robot, or, unless the device had "brains," how it would discriminate between a speech by the President, and advertising matter!

ARTIST PLUS
CONTROL ENGINEER
HE man who

sits behind the
glass window
on one side of a broadcast studio can
518

CONTROL ENGINEERS AT RADIO CITY
do more tricks with a singer's voice

"These men cat

a magician with

a

silk hat."

not so many years ago. This gives the
singer the effect of singing into a blotter
with a bag over his head. But that difficulty has been obliterated at Radio
City, where sliding panels are employed.
"Speaking of Radio City reminds me
that the acoustic engineers have much
to learn. One engineer said that there
was little difference accoustically betv.een a studio filled with visitors and
one that is empty. Another told me
there was all the difference in the
world."
Shame on the NBC engineers! At
least they should get together and stick
to one story. It sure creates a bad impression if so famed an artist as Richard
Crooks can catch them in such obvious
differences of opinion, especially after
they have just spent so many thousands
of dollars in fitting up their new studios
in Radio City.

titan can

the plane re- established. By means
of the radio beacon
a safe landing was
made. The value of
radio to air flight is
well illustrated by
this incident.

4

MAIL PLANE LOST OVER NEW YORK

Which shows just how important the radio
beacons are to air navigation.
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now such a vast and diversified art it
has become necessary to make a general
survey of important monthly developments
throughout the field. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes
these developments, and presents here a review of those items which are of interest to all.

Radio

REVIEW
THE "HUMAN"
FORD CAR
F

considerable interest

at the re-

cent Ford Motor Car exposition, in the
Port of New York Authority building in
New York City was a Ford automobile
that performed astonishing feats which
were both highly entertaining and mysterious to the on- lookers.
It talked, answered questions, started
its motor, turned lights on and off, blew
its horn, read serial numbers of paper
currency, and kidded the audience
although more partial to the fair sex.
(Smart work, Henny! )

-

is

Logically, to reveal these facts would
mean to remove the mystery and consequently the interest aroused concerning
how all these "tricks" were accomplished.
The reader who is interested in remote control of mechanical objects might
refer to the "Radio Robot" which appeared in the August, 1931 issue of
RADIO -CRAFT.

THE ELECTRONS
ARE WITH US
AGAIN
'N

the recent sojourns of Com-

mander Settle
and his predecessor, high -flying Pic ard, into the stratosphere, most people

have wondered

what possible use
could be made of
the information
gained regarding
the cosmic rays.
It appears that
very definite scientific advances can
be made by the use
of these rays, as recently revealed in
a startling manner
by Dr. Robert A.
Millikan.
By the use of a
Wilson cloud chamber, a complicated
device by which cosWC wonder how this ear will iarprore the agility of agwalker8,"
and how soon we will find this breed on the roads.
mic rays can be
bombarded upon
The car was, of course, radio equipped atoms, Dr. Millikan has made photoand all the operations performed through graphs of particles torn from the atoms.
remote control. The radio receiver and These photos revealed in one case, two
loudspeaker were so well disguised and positive and three negative electrons.
hidden that it was impossible to locate Another photo revealed about 26 partithem even by a close inspection of the cles, about half of which were positive
car. Sensitive relays which were oper- and half negative, and all of about the
ated by the impulses from the radio set, same energies.
Dr. Millikan said: "The indications of
in turn, operated the starter, horn.
lights, etc. The car was also equipped the photographs are that these particles
to drive and steer itself, in both forward were knocked out of the neucleus of the
atom itself. These rays (the cosmic
and reverse speeds!
Considerable interest was evidenced rays) are drilling holes through our
by the audience concerning the equip- bodies, from head to heel, and we like
ment used and how the car was made it."
Some of our readers may wonder just
to talk and control itself. The owner,
Mr. Harry Green of Detroit, Michigan, what this has to do with radio communihowever, was reluctant to disclose these cation, but when it is remembered that
details, in view of the fact that the car the previous theories regarding atomic
was to be placed on the vaudeville stage. structure (in which the positively
FATHER HENRY'S TRICK CAR

s
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THE WILSON CLOUD CI-A:MIER
means of which Millikan may toss into
the discard our books on radio and elec1171

trical theory.

charged electrons were supposed to have
a mass of some 2,000 times that of the
negative particles) form the basis upon
which the entire structure of electrical
conductance depends, the magnitude of
this development becomes apparent. If
this basis is incorrect, the theories upon
which radio is based also are incorrect!
This photographic proof is likely to
have some very wide-reaching effects on
radio communication.
In commenting further on cosmic
rays, indefatigable Dr. Millikan states:
"They come from the celestial dome, independent of the positions of the great
celestial masses, such as the sun, the
stars and the milky way. They are darts
of light, that is they cling together for
long distances."

AMERICAN VS.
BRITISH "RADIO"
t

11: National Uniersity Extension

Association

an-

nounced a. short time ago that it had
selected for debating purposes the question whether the United States should
adopt the essential features of the British system of radio operation and control. To meet the thousands of requests
for material on the topic that poured
into the headquarters of the National
Association of Broadcasters, this organization has found it necessary to prepare a 191 page book on the subject!
In presenting the negative or American side of the case, Dr. Herman S. Hettinger of the University of Pennsylvania,
who prepared this material, stated:
"Adoption by the United States of the
essential features of the British system
(Continued on page 553)
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RECENT RADIO DEVELOPMENTS
-ILLUSTRATED

In the photo above (2) is the shack
erected by station WSM to facilitate
the pick -up of sounds from the
"Pan American" express train which
is used to introduce one of the
programs on this station.

IT I$ no longer necessary to leave your watch for a week or more with a jeweler fo be regulated;
with the stroboscopic timer shown at I, it can be done in a few minutes! This device checks
the balance wheel speed against a standard by methods familiar to television enthusiasts. A
novel method of starting a broadcast by the sounds created by an express train is shown at 2.
The towers of the broadcast station appear in the background. The resonating tube reproducer
shown at 3 operates by sound reflection from a surface of liquid, a method described in
RADIO- CRAFT, May, 1930; the "system" shown at 3 is in the $1,000 class! The latest novelty
in radio set design is shown at 4 and 5. Photo No. 4 shows the interior of the "radio globe,"
in which is enclosed a 5 tube A.C.-D.C. receiver. This includes such modern refinements as
A.V.C. and a superheterodyne circuit. At 6 is shown an instrument which is attracting some
interest with radio listeners. It is a color organ that is capable of over 25 individual colors
which drift slowly across the screen like clouds, in an ever- changing array of color. The device
plays "color" records, which may be repeated continuously until stopped, or the user can form
color combinations of his own by the use of the simple remote control shown in the photo, the
beautiful effects produced form a pleasing accompaniment to radio reception.
Photo rourtr,les:
Institute of Light.
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The three photos above show views of equipment involved in the new
broadcasting center at Radio City. At 1 is the pack transmitter; at 2
and 3 are two of the studios.

IN THE January, 1934 RADIO -CRAFT, page 393, a photo was shown
of the new 150 W. mobile transmitter used as an addition to the service
presented by NBC in their new Radio City quarters. This transmitter is
in the form of a stream -lined sedan and has a stationary range of approximately 100 miles or a rango of 50 miles while in motion. It is to be
used for "spot" broadcasts where the use of land telephone lines for
the pick -up is not practical. Now, in order to still further expand this
service, NBC has announced the "pack" transmitter shown at I. This
small unit, which operates at ultra -high frequencies, is carried as standard equipment with the mobile transmitter and is to be used where the
car itself cannot reach the spot of assignment. The case of governmental broadcasts from the Capitol, as shown in the photo, is a typical
example of the usefulness of this tiny broadcaster. In most instances,
where the pack transmitter is employed, the I50 W. short -wave mobile
transmitter is used as a relay station fo carry the program to the
nearest NBC station (or "outlet," according to the technical termi-

nology).
Two additional views of the Radio City installation are shown at 2 and
3. At 2 is the Radio Guild studio which was designed especially for
Photo eourtosles

1,

2

and 3, RISC;

4

and 5,

dramatic productions. In contrast to most studios, this one is in the
form of a small theatre, with a stage, footlights and 250 permanent
upholstered seats. In addition to these conveniences for the dramatic
artists. a sliding glass curtain which completely covers the stage, prevents any pick -up of noise other than that desired for the performance.
This glass curtain is motor- operated from the control room. The audience in the studio hears the program from 3 concealed reproducers
mounted over this stage.
The studio shown at 3 appears more like a well- furnished Georgian
drawing -room than a broadcast studio. This is the speakers' studio.
The walls above the wainscoat are covered with silk damask, the fireplace and hearth are of marble and all woodwork is painted in ivory.
The microphone is inconspicuously located over the small desk at the
right of the photo, and certainly should not give anyone "mike fright."
Below, in 4 and 5 are shown two views of unusual P.A. installations.
The first, at 4, is installed in a park in New Rochelle, N. Y. It is used
to present band music, through the medium of phonograph records,
when the usual band is not present. The other, at 5, shows an installation in a bandstand in Chosica, Peru, South America.

Wright -DeCoster. Inc.

The views below show two unusual P.A. installations, demonstrating the wide
field open to men interested in this phase of radio.

r
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THE LATEST RADIO
EQUIPMENT

Phone adapter for pentode tubes.

The short -wave superhet. above has several
novel features including a unique dial and individual inductances for each band. (No. 404)

NEW ALL -WAVE SET
The receiver illustrated above, which
is adapted for reception of signals from
150 to 18,000 kc. (2,000 to 16.7 meters),
employs a superheterodyne circuit with
eight of the latest type tubes. (See DATA
SIIEET No. 109 in this issue.) The dial
is an "airplane type," calibrated In kc.
and megacycles. The shift from one
wave band to another is accomplished by
simply turning a knob which brings into
use a completely different set of coils for
each band. An additional R.F. stage is
added to the set on the highest frequency band, to increase the gain.

HEADPHONE ADAPTER
This item is designed for use with
sets having a single output pentode tube
such as the 47, PZ, etc., to provide facilities for switching to either phones or
reproducer. The feature is its connection into the screen -grid circuit of the
output tube, by means of the adapter
plug shown.

CONDENSER MIKE HEAD

MAGNETIC
UNIT

CONE

Magnetic -type midget reproducer.

of a two -stage amplifier using "dry- cell"
tubes and is adaptable for use with one
to ten headsets. Thus, the unit is useful for group operation at home, in theaters, churches, schools, etc. The circuit is shown below, at the right.

A group -type hearing aid.

522

(No. 405)

A studio-type condenser microphone. No. 408)

This condenser microphone and head
amplifier have been designed for use in
broadcasting and recording studies. The
amplifier employs two type 30 tubes. The
power for these tubes is supplied either
by external batteries or a power supply
unit. The output level of the mike and
amplifier is approximately -30 lb. The
output impedance may be reduced from
200 to 50 ohms by strapping terminals
iu the tube chamber.

BALANCEO
ARMATURE

3"

A "DEAF SET"
The hearing aid shown below consists

(No. 406)

(No. 407)

METAL -OXIDE RECTIFIER

This rectifier has been specifically designed for use with D.C. milliammeters
ULTRA -MIDGET SPEAKER
in converting them to A.C. service.
A small reproducer having a cone 3 The rectifier has several novel features
ins. in diameter, which is especially de- including complete insulation in Bakesigned for ultra -small receivers is shown lite and a new method of making conabove. The unit is of the magnetic type tact with the rectifying film resulting in
with a balanced armature.
fired resistance characteristics.

Circuit diagram of the hearing aid.

A metal -oxide rectifier. A metallic film provides contact to the oxide. (No. 409)
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RADIO SPARK PLUGS (right)
These spark plugs take into account
the popularity of auto -radio receivers.
In addition to the usual spark gap for
ignition purposes, a noise -suppressor resistor of approximately 20,000 ohms is
mounted inside the porcelain insulator,
eliminating the necessity for an external

suppressor resistor.
(No. 410)

Talkies tube -test adapters.

"TALKIES" 50 W. TUBE ADAPTERS
The units above permit 50 W. tubes to
be tested in ordinary set analyzers. They
are available with different prong arrangements for various analyzers. These
adapters facilitate "talkies" repair work.
"Suppressed" spark plugs. (No. 413)

A.C.-D.C. RECEIVER (center)
This receiver, shown at No. 912, which
uses a superheterodyne type circuit employs five tubes. A 78 is used as first FIXED CRYSTAL (left)
detector and oscillator; a 78 as I.F.
The fixed crystal unit shown at the amplifier; a 77 as second-detector; and
left is mounted in a die-cast housing of a 43 as output pentode. A 25Z5 rectifier
small size, finished in crystalline furnishes both the plate current and the
enamel. The crystal (iron pyrites) con- dynamic speaker field current. The I.F.
tact is scientifically adjusted to the most is 456 kc. An important feature is the
sensitive point.
use of a bypassed "overload" resistor in
Crystal detectors are in demand the second -detector grid circuit, which
among experimenters for such sets as increases the bias with a strong signal,
the MIegadyne, etc.
supplying a type of A.V.C. action.
An A.C. -D.C. midget superheterodyne. (No. 412)

A fixed crystal

detector.

(No. 411)

A "PERFECTED" 2
TUBE SHORT- OR

ALL -WAVE KIT SET
radio sets lay claim to such
merits as low cost, extreme sensitivity, or high volume, but the "short- wave"
receiver illustrated below establishes
priority as a "perfected" set; that Is,
MOST

one in which every single component
has been selected as the result of a
weeding -out process extending over sev-

eral years.
Although the wavelength range of this
set is generally given as 15 to 200 meters
(the "short- wave" range) by the simple
addition of two inductance units the
range may be extended to 625 meters.
Since the latter provision includes the
"broadcast" band, "all- wave" operation
is secured.
All the components, including the
metal panel and subpanel, are available
either in kit form or individually.
The following tabulation of coil data
refers to the use of the "standard" coil
form 1iip x 1% ins. in dia.; the spacing
(Continued on page 554)
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The circuit diagram of the 2 tube short -wave receiver of improved characteristics.
The details of battery connections are also shown
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A UNIVERSAL
ANALYZER AND
TUBE CHECKER

Front and rear views of the new test unit (415)

THIRD of three test units, the model 91 analyzer unit,
illustrated, is especially designed to be used in the
model 90 universal tester described in the October, 1933
issue of RAmo-CRAFT (item No. 145) ; the model 92
service oscillator is illustrated and described in the February, 1934 issue (item No. 401). The model 91 analyzer unit
is available in kit form.
In conjunction with the model 90 universal tester practically all radio measurements may be taken. The switching
arrangement, shown in the diagram, makes it possible to
read all voltage, current and resistance values without removing the radio set chassis. The feature of the instrument
is its low price-less than fifteen dollars. The kit consists
cf all parts including engraved panel and cast aluminum,

black, crystalline- finish case. 1n addition, a Na-Aid double
plug 6 foot analyzer cable with a conductor cord, and 7 to 4,
7 to 6, 7 to 5 and 7 to 7 Na -Aid adapters will be required.
The unit is available with a carrying case which will house
all three test units mentioned above.
The model 91 analyzer takes care of all type tubes using
the 4, 5, 6, or 7 prong socket; the latter accommodates both
large- and small -space tubes. The manufacturers call particular attention to the fact that they do not use "composite"
or multi -tube sockets, stating their experience has been that
such sockets do not stand up under continual use as do
single-purpose sockets.
Referring to the diagram, note that the contact arrangement of rotary switch Sw.5 opens the circuit at any point
so that resistance values can be read directly from the ohmmeter scale of a model 90 tester; also, it is possible to take
readings between contacts of switches Sw.4 and Sw.5.
The 90 and 91 units are connected together by means of
binding posts -plus to plus, minus to minus. The analyzer
cable is plugged into the upper 7 prong socket of the 91 unit.
One tube at a time is removed from the set and inserted in

the analyzer, using the proper terminal adapter, the analyzer
(Continued on page 549)

SOCKET SOUND SYSTEM

I

10

VOLT D.C. TO A.C. INVERTER

Here is a long- needed device for attachment to the A.C. operated radio receiver when it is re- located in a D.C.
locality. Instead of converting the set
so that it will operate from a D.C. source
by making inconvenient internal wiring
changes this unit may be used to supplying the necessary A.C. power.
This will be found to be more advantageous, particularly when the set is
moved back again to where alternating
current is available. The inverter, in
that case, is simply removed and the set
plug is inserted in the light socket without any further expense for rewiring.

An innovation in public address amplifiers is this "socket mike." The
device operates completely from the electric light socket, the A.F. output being
sent over the same power lines (RemoCRAFT, November, 1933), to various outlets.

The socket mike is plugged into an
outlet where the sound is to be transmitted from (the reproducer and amplifier unit are at the location where reception is desired). No wires or additional
expense for installation is required. The
simplicity with which this unit may be
installed will please many P.A. men.

A "wide range" microphone

(417).

A "TRIAD" CONDENSER MIKE

This "socket mike" eliminates wiring

524

(416).

The microphone above is of the condenser type and has many unusual feaSimilarly to present, widetures.
range sound installations, the microphone is composed of three sub -divisions,
each of the units being designed for a
definite section of the normal sound
spectrum, i. e., bass, treble, and higher
frequencies. This unit has further improvements that make it more efficient
than the conventional type.

An inverter, 110 V. D.C. to A.0
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A NEON -TYPE

ELECTRO -MUSICAL

"TROMBONE"
A musical instrument played by "sliding"
the manual; a switch controls staccato effects. This branch of radio is becoming
more and more interesting and is attracting
many radio experimenters. RADIO -CRAFT
is always on the look -out for new electronic
instruments. Those who have developed
ideas will find it profitable to let us know!

MELCHOR CENTENO V.
Fig. A
The electronic "trombone" being played.

THE photoelectric glow- discharge oscillator, operating at
audio frequencies, is well adapted for use in electromusical instruments. The tonal variations are produced by varying the amount of light which falls on
the photoelectric cell of the device. Many practical arrangements are possible for this application.
An experimental form of electro-musical instrument involving the photo- electric glow discharge oscillator is shown in
Fig. A. The circuit diagram is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The variations of illumination on the photocell are secured, in this particular instrument, by means of a shutterlike affair which is operated by hand through a lever. The
shutter gradually opens or closes a small aperture through
which a beam of light passes to a photocell.
A single stage of amplification, provided by a 45 tube, is
required to bring the generated oscillations to a good sound
level.
A manually-operated switch -key, shown at the top of the
box in Fig. A, permits the player to obtain staccato effects.
The correct degree of illumination is adjusted by means of
a rheostat, the knob of which is located on the left side of
the box. This rheostat varies the current through the lightPT
ti
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Sehematio circuit of the complete "trombone."
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source and thus provides means for tuning the instrument.
Since the photo- entissive gas -filled cell is used, it is necessary to operate the light- source by D.C., because A.C. operation of the light -source would introduce modulation in the
oscillator's output. If a photo -conductive cell were used
instead, no such precaution would be necessary, due to the
usual electrical inertia of this type of photocell.
The neon tube is a 2 W. type, and without protective resistor. The light- source consists of the lamp and a small
hemispherical metallic reflector.
The hand -operated lever of the instrument is shown at the
(Continued on page 552)
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Fig. B

Interior view.

Note simplicity of assembly.
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO REVIEW
is what the radio experimenter has been wanting for a
long time
semi -technical review of the thousands of new
ideas which are continually appearing in overseas publications. Each month there are received at the offices of RADIO CRAFT hundreds of daily, weekly
and monthly magazines originating from every point on the
face of the globe.

HERE

DELAYED AUTOMATIC GAIN

CONTROL
THE title above is the expression used
in England to mean the same thing as
"delayed A.V.C.," in this country.
The receiver shown in Fig. 1, which
appeared in POPULAR WIRELESS, is one
of the first circuits that we have seen
published using this advanced form of
automatic volume control. The duo
diode triode has just appeared on the
market, there, and is naturally receiving some interest with set builders.
Regarding the circuit, you will note
that it is a T.R.F. arrangement, designed
to cover both the broadcast band and
the long waves used for broadcasting in
Europe. This is accomplished by virtue
of the tapped inductances in the aerial
and interstage circuits. One plate of
the double -diode detector is used for rectification, while the other serves the
purpose of varying the bias on the R.F.
tubes, both of which are of the variable

-a

-

SINCE the cost of subscribing
to each of these would be prohibitive for most radio men, we
have arranged with technical
translators to prepare for our
readers reviews of all the really
important, new developments illustrated and described each
month in these international
radio periodicals.

The article in TELEVISION then continues:
The building up of the line screen is
accomplished by means of the two electrical circuits shown in Fig. 2. The
principle of the circuit is the generation
of a "saw- tooth" wave form of voltage,
which gives a uniform deflection of the
beam in a vertical or horiontal plane.
The condenser C is charged from the
"B" battery through the diode, which
acts as a variable resistance of constant
current characteristics. Across C is the
mercury vapor discharge tube, the grid
of which is biased to a small negative
value. The voltage across C increases
uniformly until the striking potential of
the discharge tube is reached, when the
tube flashes over and discharges the condenser rapidly.

The deflector plates connected across
the discharge tube thus have a uniformly increasing voltage applied to
them which deflects the beam across the
NOTE that the only available inscreen. When the condenser discharges
formation is that which is pubmu type.
the beam returns practically instantanelished; the experimenter must
The values of all parts are indicated
ously to its initial position.
adapt the ideas to whatever
on the diagram, so that any dyed in the
By adjusting the bias on the grids of
equipment he has on hand.
wool experimenters who desire to try
the discharge tubes, and the filament pothis circuit will have little difficulty in
tential applied to the diodes, the speed
changing it over to use American parts.
of travel of the beam and the rapidity
with which it moves in a vertical plane
can be adjusted to match the scanning of the television transCATHODE RAY TELEVISION
mitter.
A recent edition of TELE%ISIOS, an English magazine deNvoted to the science of transmitting and receiving pictures
A LOW VOLTAGE PENTODE OSCILLATOR
of radio, appears a clear description of how the cathode ray
oscillograph tube is applied to scanning.
little oscillator described here, which appeared in
It will be remembered that the oscillograph tube contains THE
RADIO WELT magazine, operates satisfactorily with a plate
a cathode, around which is placed a shield which is biased potential of 4 to 9 V.; and consumes such a small amount
with a negative potential to focus the electron stream in a cf current, that it can be supplied from an ordinary "C"
beam. Four flat plates surround the path of this beam -the
battery.
plates being in two parallel sets, each set at right angles to
The circuit of the oscillator is shown in Fig. 3. The ost;te other. These two sets of plates serve to move the beam
cillatory circuit connects the plate to the screen -grid and
from one place to another on a screen of fluorescent subthe plate potential lead is connected to the middle of the
stance on the top of the tube. The electron stream then inductance coil. A condenser of 200 to 500 mmf. concauses a greenish spot to appear on the screen.
nects the screen -grid which in turn is connected to either

1%5

Fig. 1, left
An English version of the duo -diode triode.

A

626

Fig. 2, above
cathode -ray type of television scanner,
using the mercury vapor discharge tuba.
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We positive or negative end of the filament through a grid -leak of 2 to 3 megs.
The oscillator can be considered of the

If

/''''

Hartley type, in which the tendency to
oscillate is considerably increased by the
fact that the generated A.C. voltages are

V}

M`

impressed on both screen- and control-

grids.
The output, which is small with a
plate voltage of 6 V., goes up rapidly,
when the plate voltage is raised to 12
Also, the frequency is
V. and higher.
hardly affected either by the variation
of the heating current or by a change
of the plate voltage. Thus, the frequency varies less than .02;', even when
the heating current is reduced from its
normal value to a point where the oscillation is at the verge of stopping. Doubling the plate potential has practically
no effect on the frequency.

A

TUBE SUPERHET. REFLEX
THIS set, which appeared in hump
INAMATEUR, an Austrian publication, the
use in the first stage of a high-frequency
pentode, as a mixer, instead of an ordinary screen -grid tube leads to a larger
I.F. output from this stage and permits
simplification of the design of the oscillator, on account of the small feed -back
effect required with a pentode. A number of additional improvements are introduced through the use of a diode triode in the second stage. While the
diode system of this tube is used for the
rectification of the I.F., its amplifying
system is used for the amplification of
the I.F. and the A.F. That is the reflex
feature of the receiver.
Generally, reflex circuits, on account
of certain oddities in their operation are
not used, particularly in receivers designed for mass production. In this
case, however, good results are possible,
because the existing conditions are favorable for a satisfactory operation of
the tube in a reflex circuit. On account
of the considerable power output of the
last pentode, the amplitudes of the I.F.
currents and the A.F. in the second tube
are kept relatively small, so that they
can remain on the straight part of the
characteristic. The use of a band filter
for the transfer of I.F. currents to the
diode circuit produces, together with
an efficient I.F. transfer, a very weak
A.F. coupling, The main advantage of

FLUORESCENT

Nt man

SCREEN,
PATH OF

Q'

CATHODE
RAY

s

-

Ill

DEFLECTING
PLATES

Fig. 6
The use of a dry -disc rectifier for A.V.C.

the reflex circuit is the fact that, without resorting to an extra amplifying
stage, an additional band filter for the
I.F. is introduced. The number of local
selective circuits is thus increased to
six, which, naturally, insures a higher
selectivity. The drawing in Fig. 4 shows
the circuit of the receiver.

(ANODE) PLATE

FILAMENT
-4-- ENGLISH
5 PRONG

TUBE BASE

3

Fl g. 3
The circuit of this pentode oscillator supplies
almost Ideal characteristics; stable frequency
and light weight being features.
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CATHODE -RAY TUNING
INDICATOR
THE development of superheterodyne
receivers to their present high degree
of selectivity has necessitated the use
of some visual means of tuning to permit a station to be tuned -in "on the
nose,"
An English answer to this problem is
the cathode -ray tuning tube, called the
"tunograph" which was featured in a
recent issue of WIRELESS WORLD,
An idea of the operation can be gained
from the photo, Fig. A, and circuits
shown, Fig. 5. It is a miniature cathode ray oscillograph tube which is connected
in the plate circuit of the last I.F.
amplifier in the set. Two methods of
connecting the tube are shown. The
first, Fig. 5A, requires a resistor, R, of
10,000 to 20,000 ohms in series with the
last I.F. tube. In this case, a spot of
green light appears at the extreme left
side of the fluorescent screen, mounted
in the upper part of the evacuated glass
bulb. Upon tuning in a signal, this spot
of light moves to the right.
In the other method of connection,
shown in Fig. 5, the tube is connected
across the last tuned circuit of the receiver and a dash of light indicates the
(Continued on page 554)

Fig- A
The appearance of the cathode -ray tuning
tube showing the deflecting plates and the
fluorescent screen on which the beam appears.

Fig. 5
Two circuits for the cathode -ray tuning tube;
that at A, produces a moving spot of light;
B, produces a varying band of light.

Fig. 4
The reflex action in this set is as follows: the signals after being converted to the intermediate
frequency, pass through IFT1, Into the screen -grid portion of V2: through IFT2; rectified In
diode of V2; amplified at A.F. in screen -grid circuit of V2 and then pass to V3,
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HOW TO MAKE

"PHONOSONE"

THE

HUGO GERNSBACK

Et g. A
Use

your (tore -) head"

-tor

listening!

Through the use of a radio set and a correctly- designed "reproducer," the hard -ofhearing are now enabled to enjoy radio reproduction to the fullest extent. Bone conduction is the "open Sesame" -not sound
through the air, but sound through the bone
structure of the head. By connecting a
phono. pickup or microphone to the radio
set, the usefulness of the "Phonosone" is
greatly increased; groups may be addressed-

THE hard -of- hearing have good grounds for complaint orating electromagnet which carried two hard rubber bit since the advent of radio, because little is being done pieces which were placed between the teeth of the user. The
to make radio reception available to such individuals.
instrument was plugged into the radio set, or used in conOf course, when it comes to the totally deaf, science
junction with a microphone and an A.F. amplifier; sounds
cannot do much tor them as yet, although the problem does were thus conveyed to the near -deaf. This was a forerunner
not seem utterly insoluble.
of a number of bone -conduction instruments, many of which
Those, however, who still have their auditory nerves, or are in use to -day.
vestiges of them, can be made to hear by various artifices.
The trouble with most appliances for the deaf to -day Is
Without wishing to go into the technical, anatomical consid- that they are rather expensive, and very often are out of
erations of the inner ear, let it be understood that it is not reach of those who cannot afford their high prices. Nor is it
absolutely necessary to make use of the eardrums in hear- always possible, with some of the instruments that are on
ing! The vibrations which reach the inner ear do not have the market to -day, to get full satisfaction, due to the fact
to go by way of the eardrums.
that it is difficult to obtain a sufficient amount of power.
It was known long ago that the near-deaf could hear Most of the hearing devices on the market now are equipped
through the bones of their head by means of sound conduc- with a pocket battery, and therefore supply their own curtion. Over a hundred years ago, the deaf composer Beethoven rent. They are, as a rule, not made to be connected with
found that, when he held a thin resonant wooden board be- the radio receiver except indirectly; that is, you must hold
tween his teeth, he could recognize sounds that were con- the microphone in front of the radio set; then the sounds
veyed by the vibrations of the wooden board.
impinging on the microphone are stepped up and delivered to
This led to the invention of the first electrical bone-con- the receiver (headphone) of the deaf -set, and in this way
duction instrument, developed by myself in the year 1923. the near -deaf person hears the radio sounds. This is a
It was first described in the November, 1923 issue of SCIENCE roundabout way, of course, and a good deal of energy is lost.
AND INVENTION magazine, the name of the instrument being
In my experiments with a number of near-deaf people, it
the Osophonc (Latin, os -bone; Greek, phono-voice). The was found that in order to really enjoy music, the instruinvention was patented under date of Dec. 30, 1924 (U. S. ment must have a considerable amount of power, in order to
Patent No. 1,521,287). The Osophone was nothing but a vi- transmit sounds satisfactorily, so that the subject can enMICA
DIAPHRAGM

-BEFORE-

`

WASHER. CEMENTED
TO

DIAPHRAGM

-AFTER-

Fig. 1
Details of the "deaf aid" mechanism.
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SHOULDER
CEMENTED
f( TO CASE

joy it.
In designing the present instrument I was mindful of the
experimenter and those who are mechanically inclined, so
that they can build such an instrument for themselves at
low cost.
The Phonosone (phono-voice; os-bone) is the result of
some experiments conducted by myself, and I am certain
that the instrument will prove of interest to those of my
readers who are mechanically inclined, and who wish to do
some of their more unfortunate fellow -men a real service in
bringing radio entertainment to them.
The instrument of which I spoke before, i. e., the Osophone,
was not practical, for the reason that holding the bit -pieces
between the teeth was uncomfortable, and could not be done
comfortably for more than ten minutes at one time. The
Phonosone, to the contrary, is easy to wear, and does not
tire one, even if worn for hours.
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NEAR DEAF
THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT

Since 1923, when Hugo Gernsback first
showed the latent possibilities in the "bone
conduction of sound, as exhibited in connection with his "Osophone," he has carried on
experiments and developed instruments for
all
breaking down the wall of silence that
too often unnecessarily-the years have built
around those who are afflicted with various
degrees of deafness. The new "Phonosone"
described by the author is capable of many
practical modifications and applications. This
design opens up a lucrative field for those
with sufficient initiative to grasp the opportunity which this design presents to radio men.

-

In order to build the instrument, proceed as follows: select
unit, with a mica diaphragm, because
this is perhaps the easiest type to use. (There are, however, other Baldwin units which have aluminum diaphragms;
these can be used in the same way, with but little change
from the plan given herewith.) It has been found that the
Baldwin unit, due to the special anchorage of the armature
and diaphragm, gives a greater degree of movement to the
diaphragm than other phone units, and that is the reason
why I recommend this particular product, which, to my
knowledge, is the only one of this type made. The unit can
be taken from a pair of headphones, or bought singly. It
will be found in most of the catalogs of radio mail -order
houses, and many dealers also carry the phones or units in
stock. If you use the unit as shown in the illustration -Fig.
B, which has a bakelite or hard- rubber case -the first thing
to do is to cement the metal unit, which has a shoulder, to
the case. For cementing I used Duco cement, which comes
in a tube and only costs a few cents. Use a good deal of
cement, and, after it has been spread on the rim, press the
two parts firmly together. Then weight with books or other
heavy weights, and allow it to stand for at least twenty -four
hours. After this, the metal unit and the case should be
firmly cemented.
If we were to use the unit in this manner, it would
be found that the small pin, which projects from the diaphragm, would dig into the skin of the forehead; and, besides, it would kill most of the vibrations, because practically
all of the diaphragm would make contact with the forehead.
This is exactly what must be avoided.
Experiments proved that you need a small support in the
center, to keep the rest of the diaphragm clear from the
skin, so that only the center, and the rim of the diaphragm,
come in contact with the forehead. For that reason, an iron
cr brass washer, 1/2-in. in diameter and not more than 1/16 in. thick is cemented, also with Duco cement, to the center
on the diaphragm. Do not use wood or fiber. Metal, or if
this is not available, hard rubber or bakelite, can be used.
Weight the washer with heavy objects and leave it standing
for twenty -four hours. The washer is now cemented firmly
to the diaphragm. You will note that this assembly extends
but little above the outer rim, which is what is wanted. Now
a headband is put on, and the instrument is worn as in the
photograph, Fig. A, and the cover painting; it will be found
a Baldwin headphone
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Fig.
The

B

"works" of the phonosone.

that only the center washer and the rim of the unit contact
with the forehead. This assures full vibration, without
damping the free, normal swing of the diaphragm itself.
The unit is now ready for use. It is comfortable to wear,
and can be worn for hours without tiring.
The particular unit described is valuable, because it can
take the output of a six- to ten -tube radio set satisfactorily
and, though with the large number of tubes there may be
some distortion, I, for one, do not think that the individual
who is hard of hearing or near -deaf will object to this. He
wishes to hear music and sounds, and he will not be overcritical. He also will understand that a unit of this kind,
if prepared according to my instructions, will cost very little,
and while the quality may not be 100% (as it is from a
high- priced, factory -constructed article) I believe that, all in
all, he will now enjoy, for the first time, real music.
For those who have their full hearing, and who wish to
test the instrument, it is necessary to stop up their ears
with both hands, in order to enjoy the music. Those hardof- hearing, of course, need not do so, as not much outside

sound reaches them, anyway.
The unit should not be connected to the radio, with the
full power turned on, when it is not resting against the forehead. If this precaution is not taken, it will be found that
the diaphragm rattles wildly, simply because no work is
performed. This rattling ceases immediately when the instrument is applied to the forehead.
A word as to pressure: if too much pressure is developed,
by the headband's pressing the unit too tightly against the
forehead, the volume is cut down. A little experimentation
will be necessary to find the best pressure, which is determined by sliding the unit in its holder back and forward.
In a few minutes, the user will easily find the best position.
You may wonder why I picture the instrument as being
used on the forehead. To my mind it makes little difference
whether you use it on the forehead or you place it above
the mastoid bone, behind the ear. Different individuals will
wish to try different methods, and while, if the instrument is
(Continued on page 558)
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Fio. 2
How to connect the Phonosone to your radio set.
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SHORT -CUTS

Hints,

FILTER CHOKE SUBSTITUTION
Byron C. Paul

amateur

By soldering a binding post to each
of the contact buttons of the spark coil

an easy connection is made.

extruded fiber washer. Mount the spark coil on quarter-inch thick spacers and
fasten to the base by passing the binding post that is soldered to the bottom
contact of the coil through the fiber
washer and tighten the nut from the
bottom side. Drill a hole in the base,
at any convenient place, large enough
to pass a wire through to the bottom
binding post on the coil, F, in Fig. 2B.
The two leads from the secondary of
the spark -coil should be well insulated
and provided with small clips with
EITHER POST

TRANSFORMER TURNED

FLASHER

SWITCH
MOUNTED

(RADIO- CRAFT, October 1929).
The rebuilding procedure is as follows: Remove the electrolyte jar from
the charger and discard it; clean the
rest of the charger thoroughly. Turn
the transformer around on the base by
prying up the lugs extending down
from the bottom of the transformer case
through the base; turn the case half
way around so that the terminals
marked "A," "B" are on the end, as indicated in Fig. 2A, and then push the
lugs back into the slots and clinch as
before.

It"

VOICE
COIL

TRANS
CORNER.
ON

THOUSANDS of Balkite model "N"
trickle chargers were in use a few
years back. Nearly every Service Man
has one or more of them in his junk
box. One of these, in conjunction with
a model T Ford spark -coil, can be made
into a flasher capable of repairing
burned -out A.F. transformers, reproducers, headphones, etc., as described
in the article, "How a Service Man Does

FIELD
COIL

POST

-ABINDING POST SOLDERED
ON COIL

SPEAKER
SOCKET

CLIPS

F

ti SPACER

MP

con.

HOLE IN BASE

Fig. 2
The apparatus for repairing transformers.

and

professional

which to grip the A.F. transformer connections, as shown in Fig. 3.
Mount a small knife switch on the
transformer case and connect it across
transformer posts "A," "B," or the blade
and clip may be mounted directly on the
posts as illustrated in Fig. 2A.
Audio-frequency transformers may be
repaired without removing them from
the set by disconnecting the "B" plus
lead from the transformer and shortcircuiting the secondary winding at the
transformer terminals, as shown in the
diagram of the completed connections,
Fig. 3.
Clip the high- tension leads to the primary of the A.F. transformer and close
the switch across "A," "B" for several
seconds at a time, with short intervals
to keep the coil points from overheating.
I have successfully repaired A.F.
transformers, both primary and secondary sides; headphones; and magnetic
reproducers by this method of "burning
through" the open winding. Another
Service Man, to whom I gave this information, reported twenty successful repairs out of twenty -three trials. An
average of over eighty per cent.
Of course, when a set is good enough
to justify the cost of new transformers
that is always the best way to repair it,
but many an old battery set that the
owner cannot afford to have repaired
otherwise can be given a new lease on
life with very little expense. I always
explain the process to the customer and
let hint make the decision as to whether
or not to use this method.
A LOW -COST CALL SYSTEM
Robert C. Potter

THERE have been many call systems

described in past issues of RADIObut for cheapness and performance the one I built recently, will, I
think, "take the cake" since no expensive microphones are required and all
(Continued on page 567)
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BINDING POST EYTENPING
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A HOME -MADE TRANSFORMER
Ellis H. Disney

and

to save time and money.

IHAD a model 20 Philco in my shop to
Drill a hole in the charger base, in
be repaired, which would not make a the center of the space occupied by the
sound. I plugged the adapter of my an- rectifier jar, large enough to hold an
alyzer in the detector socket and could
not get any plate, cathode, or grid readings whatsoever. As I traced the continuity up to the speaker I found the
field coil open circuited and the output
transformer shot. To determine if that
was the only reason why the detector
tube showed no voltage, I connected a
filter choke to the field -coil terminals
(Fig. 1) and found that plate voltage
then reached the detector socket. I put
a new coupling transformer and field
coil in the dynamic speaker and the set
worked O.K.

ideas

suggestions that enable the

RADIO

IN

"kinks,"

a

separate choke.

Fig. 3, above
of the transformer repair unit.

-

Fig. 4
This two way P.A. system made from junk
box parts has numerous uses in the shop.
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PLACE
TUBE
INTO

CONOENSER
( FIXED)

VARIABLE
CONDENSER
(MICA)

MEASURING WIRE GAUGE
WITH A METER AND BATTERY

CLEAR
VARNISH

BLACK
INDIA INK
BRUSH

(E

`_

FINE

Louis B. Sklar

SOCKET

PEN

WHITE
INK

1

ALCOHOL
RAG

r7
THERE are two instruments on the
market manufactured for the purpose
4)
of measuring the gauges of wires. One
PLACE THIS END INTO
C
is
disk
the circular
type, which is used
TUBE TESTER
for quick determination of the wire size.
PANEL
The rim of this instrument has a num- s = -ber of slots of various widths, each one
corresponding to the diameter of one
of the wire sizes. The slots are marked
with the corresponding gauge size.
Fig. S
The other type is the micrometer caliMaterials for engraving your own panels.
per which measures the diameter of
wire in mils, and this figure is compared idea of using a meter, battery and wire
Fig. 5
A simple plug -in oscillator adapter.
to a table of wire sizes.
table was conceived. The hook -up is as
TABLE I
shown in Fig. 6. The rheostat was adOhms
Size
Size
Ohms
Size Ohms
justed so that the meter gave a full deA SERVICE OSCILLATORB. & S. per ft. B. & S. per ft. B. & S. per ft. flection of 1 ma. The next step was to
TUBE TESTER
1
.000124
16
.00402
31
.130 shunt the meter with 30 ft. of the wire
2
.000156
17
.00506
32
.164 of unknown gauge. The new reading
C. F. McCann, Jr.
3
.000197
18
.00639
33
.207 on the meter was approximately .1 -ma.
IHAVE noticed in back issues of RADIO 4
.000249
19
.00805
.261
34
This indicated that the current
CRAFT that most Service Men have a
20
.0102
.329 through the shunt was .9 -ma. or nine
6.
.000313
35
constant need and use of a simple, in6
.000395
21
.0128
.415 times the current in the meter; thus,
36
expensive oscillator that is self-con7
.000498
22
.0161
37
.523 the resistance of the shunt was 1/9 of
tained; perhaps the description of this
23
.0204
8
.000628
38
.660 the resistance of the meter, or 3 ohms.
little job, that I am using will help some
24
.0257
9
.000792
39
.832
Since thirty feet of wire equals 3
of the fellows.
10
25
1.050 ohms, the resistance of one foot is .1.000999
.0324
40
1.330 ohm. A glance at Table I shows im11
.00126
26
.0408
41
As it is necessary to always have a
42
1.680 mediately that the wire size is No. 30
12
.00159
27
.0515
tube tester on the job, I constructed this
28
43
.0649
2.120 B. &S. gauge.
oscillator with the idea of using power 13 .00200
14
.00253
29
44
2.670
.0818
A wire table similar to Table I can
from the tester, and it has proven satis45
3.300 be found in any electrical handbook,
30
.103
factory for all practical work. In some 15 .00318
cases I have simply replaced the oscilQuite often the radio experimenter is giving the resistance of all wires "per
lator tube of the superheterodyne set confronted with the problem of finding 1,000 ft." The writer has reproduced it,
with this instrument and find the re- the gauge of a certain size wire. Very giving the resistance "per foot," for
sults have always proven good.
few men engaged in radio research or convenience.
Incidentally, the same scheme can be
experimenting
have such instruments in
For adjusting superhets., several of
used
for other purposes; for instance, to
these units pre -tueed to different fre- their tool box, because of their high cost find the internal resistance of any meter,
quencies, for the commonly used inter- and limited use.
Not long ago the writer had occasion especially meters of very low internal
mediate frequencies, will be needed.
resistance. All you have to do is shunt
They are easy to construct, though, and to use one of these two instruments, but the meter with a few feet of wire whose
do not take up much space. See Fig. 6 not having one in his possession, the resistance is known from the "table."
for constructional details.
By using the calculations shown above
a very accurate indication of the meter's
9V
internal resistance will be obtained.
Knowing the resistance of wires, accurate shunt multipliers of 100 or even
I
MULTI -LAYER COIL WINDING
more can be made. As an illustration,
H. G. Holm
the writer is using as a shunt on a Wes-J+)
ton 0-1 ma. milliammeter, No. 40 wire
HERE is an idea which I have worked
WIRE TO BE TESTED
HIGH
about 31,E ins. long in order to increase
out very successfully in my own
FOR GAUGE SIZE
RESISTANCE
the range of the meter to 100 ma.
workshop for winding A.C. power and
Fig. 6
A.F. transformers; the device illustrated
Measuring wire gauge by resistance method.
counts the turns and puts them on
MARKING PANELS
quickly.
HAND
HAND CRANK
01.0
F. R. Harris
FINISHING
TRACKING SwRE
FROM
CROSLET
OMEET
This hookup was first used with an
OFF COIL
SAND sox CENTER
NO
SINGLE
factor lends more to the
CONDENSER
old 12 V. D.C. automobile horn motor
distinguished appearance (and in
and a toy transformer of fairly good ammost cases the usefulness also) of a
perage (later I changed to 110 V. A.C.
piece of laboratory apparatus than a
by obtaining an old phonograph motor
1/4
nicely engraved panel; and no single
BRASS
and removing the governor).
factor is to be found less often around
As you see from Fig. 7 I use a strip
the average service and "ham" shop.
from an old inner tube for a belt to
The reason, of course, is not far to seek.
give the correct tension for all windings
VARIOUS
Engraving is a highly skilled art and
SIZED BLOCKS
OLD
and an old Stewart speedometer for a
FOR CORES
an accomplishment which is possessed
turn counter which gives a secondary
COUNTER
by very few technical men and is hence
(BELTINOOE
to a split volt.
Irov,A C,MOOR
FOOT SWITCH
most gosh -awful expensive, and after
ON FLOOR
ANO TRANSFORMER
I resurrected an old drum dial supone has completed paying for the absoport for keeping the shaft rigid and an
lutely necessary "innards," the appaAC
ratus is sometimes darn lucky to have
old dial collar, plus a piece of tin and a
a panel!
suitable handle, for turning heavy filaFig. 7
ment windings.
(Continued on page 571)
A set-up for winding multi -layer coils.
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WIRING
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Whether you are interested in battery sets from the standpoint of constructing or experimenting with them, or if you
Aactually intend to make a profit by their use, you cannot
.4R
afford to miss reading this article. It covers in a complete Á2.A
manner the use of the aircell, first described in the April,
'
1931 issue of RADIO -CRAFT, page 594, showing different
e
receiver filament circuits for best results.
'

12NE05T4T

Fig. 2
The conventional battery
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The principle difference between this

new, or "aircell" receiver and a conventional battery set is in the filament

circuit. This difference overcomes the
shortcomings and the hazards inherent
in old battery receivers and makes the
aircell receiver truly practical for use,
in unwired homes, by non-technical people. Overcoming the impractical nature
of the battery set has been made possible
by the development of the new aircell
"A" battery, which, unlike all other
practical forms of primary batteries, delivers its output at approximately constant voltage.
Figure 1, plotted to scale, shows the
essential difference between the aircell
"A" Battery and an "A" battery made up
of a bank of dry cells. To obtain these
curves, a large dry "A" pack, consisting
of 16, "6 in." dry cells, and an aircell
battery were discharged at a drain of
600 ma. (0.6 -A.) four hours per day,
until the battery voltage fell to 1.8 V.
The dry battery started off at an initial voltage of 3.12 V. and thereafter exhibited the characteristic voltage decline
until, at 367 hours, the voltage was
down to 1.8 V. 367 hours at 0.6 -A. is
an output of 220 ampere -hours, and since
the battery consisted of 8 sets of cells
connected in parallel, this is equivalent
to 271/2 ampere -hours per cell, a fairly
good output for a 6 in. cell discharged
in this manner.
The aircell battery started off at an
initial voltage of 2.53 V. and when it
had delivered its rated output of 600
ampere -hours (1000 hours at 0.6-A.) the
Sales Engineer, National Carbon Co.,
532

voltage had fallen only to 2.22, a drop
of only 0.31-V. in 1000 hours of use as
compared to a drop of 1.41 V. in 367
hours for the dry "A" pack.
Inasmuch as tube filaments must be
operated at practically constant voltage,
some form of voltage regulator is essential when a dry cell "A" battery is employed. In the old days, before the
constant- voltage aircell battery was developed, the universal practice was to
equip battery sets with a filament rheostat to function as the voltage regulator.
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NEW and improved kind of battery operated set, differing in
several important respects from
the battery receiver as it was
known before the "A.C. days," may now
be built for amateur or commercial pur-
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Fig. 1
A comparison of dry cells and aircells.
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Fig. 3
Filament connections for aircell use.

huskier storage battery tubes when
burned at constant voltage, but this essential of constant filament voltage
could not be realized with a variable
voltage battery working through a rheostat. The rheostat made rural radio impractical, not the tubes.
The aircell battery overcomes this one
barrier to practical rural radio by making the rheostat unnecessary. As shown
in Fig. 1, a fixed, non- regulating resistor
is all that is needed to insure correct
filament voltage at all times, never too
high to cause the damage, never too low
to cause weak reception.
The outstanding feature which characterizes the aircell receiver and which
keeps it from being "just another battery
set," is that it has no rheostat or voltage regulator of any kind. Instead, a
small, fixed resistor of correct value, incapable of adjustment and usually located where it can't easily be tampered
with, takes care of what used to be the
most difficult phase of battery receiver
design, the problem of how to reconcile
the variable voltage output of the "A"
battery and the constant voltage input

A "Dry Cell" Circuit
Figure 2 shows the essentials of the
filament circuit of a conventional set
built around dry cell tubes (type 99).
The tubes had to be operated at, or very
close to, 3.0 V., which called for an "A"
battery of an appropriate number of
cells connected 3 in series, so they could
be worked down to at least as low as
1.0 V. per cell. The initial voltage of
such a battery nominally is 4.5 V., so
that, in the beginning, the user had 50%
more voltage at his disposal than the
tubes could stand. His task was to
manipulate his rheostat so that no more
than 3 V. could get through to the tubes,
no matter what his battery voltage
might be. This was asking too much of
the non -technical user. He just couldn't
The natural tendency was to
do it
over -voltage the tubes, since turning on
more power made the set "play" louder,
but this tendency naturally ruined the
tubes. The result of trying to sell and
scrvice dry battery sets was that the
dry cell tube got the reputation of being of the tubes.
The initial working voltage of the
delicate, fragile, short -lived and generally unsuited for practical use, and be- aircell battery is 2.53 V. This is higher
cause of this, the dry battery set had to than the voltage of a single storage cell,
be abandoned by the Industry. It was and lower than that of two dry cella
connected in series. Because of this,
a complete commercial failure.
The truth of the matter was that the there were no tubes available with
dry cell tube was all right! It would which the battery could work, and it
(Continued on page 551)
Inc. last as long, and perform as well as the
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HOW TO MAKE A SELECTOR UNIT
FOR VOLTAGE
OR RESISTANCE

ANALYZING
The sad experience of many Service Men
who purchased servicing instruments, only
to discover that they had become obsolete
with the last influx of new tubes, can be alleviated by this Selector which makes them use-

Fig. A
The appearance of the selector and adaptera.

ful for even the latest types of receivers.

\

TEST ORO6
OHMMETER OR VOLTMETER

C. W. PALMER

(RIN

GROUND CLIP
BLACK

PEON

EitE are many thousands of Service Men who are trying to struggle along with set analyzers having test
plugs with only 4 or 5 prongs, or with simply an ohmIIImeter.
These Service Men are hopelessly involved
when trying to check the circuits of a modern radio receiver
having 6 or 7 prong sockets.
In fact, there are about forty different tube base wiring
arrangements for tubes having from 4 to 7 prongs. In other
words, there is absolutely no uniformity as to the location
of various tube elements on the base. Thus, a Service Man
without one of the latest set testers must refer to a tube base
diagram to determine the location of each tube element at a
socket; a process that consumes much valuable time.
The Test Position Chart
To overcome this difficulty, the test unit adapter and special tabulation described here, have been originated. The
nucleus of the instrument is the test position chart which
has been tabulated after considerable correspondence with
the various tube manufacturers. It contains the test positions for over 105 tubes, going back to the earliest and including the very latest types of tubes.
The adapter itself consists of a multi -pole switch, a cable,
an analyzer plug with various adapters permitting it to be
plugged into any tube socket, as well as clips and a test prod.
All these parts are housed in a small metal box, as shown
in Figs. A and B; on the front of the instrument is the
special chart. The result is that an analyzing instrument is
produced in combination with either an old type set analyzer
or an ohmmeter, which will test receivers using the latest
types of tubes, without the necessity of referring to complicated and insufficient tube base diagrams and similar data.
In the instrument as shown, the box is sufficiently large
so that the analyzer plug, the cable and the 4 -, 5- and 6 -prong
adapters fit inside (the bottom of the box being removable).

The Operation of the Unit
For resistance analysis of receiver defects, the Selector
Unit is adapted for use with any ohmmeter. The test prods
of the ohmmeter are simply inserted in the two pin jacks
on the side of the unit.
Most ohmmeters require that the battery voltage be adjusted from time to time, so that the indicator on the instrument will deflect full scale. The usual procedure is to short
the ohmmeter leads together when this adjustment is needed.
To make removal of the ohmmeter connections unnecessary,
the No. 12 position on the switch directly shorts the ohm(Continued on page 570)
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C.

"6F7" SERVICE OSCILLATOR
The advantages of this service oscillator over previous units are as follows: it is compact
and can be included in the service kit; it is universally operated from A.C. or D.C. lines;
it is light in weight; it covers all popular I.F., broadcast and many of the short waves; it

provides substantially pure A.F. modulation; it provides complete control of both the
R.F. and A.F. outputs; and finally the output is arranged to be coupled to any circuit,
either grid or plate of a vacuum tube. The author has calibrated the attenuator.
F. R.
THE service oscillator has been one of the perennial problems of the radio technician. All types, from the single
tube, self- modulated, battery- driven job to the multi tube, all-electric (fearfully and wonderfully made) contraption, with provision for controlling everything necessary
and unnecessary, have been, on occasion, presented. The
simple units had the advantage of extreme portability and
low cost, but were strictly limited in their application. The
big jobs, on the other hand, would do everything but were
complicated and expensive. Of course, they also were portable-W ith the aid of two men and a horse!
In designing the oscillator presented herewith these extremes were kept in mind and an effort was made to design
a piece of apparatus capable of as many as possible of the
applications of the elaborate layouts while at the same time
preserving the simplicity, low cost and portability of the
simpler outfits. After a great deal of experimental work,
the author is of the opinion that he has achieved this happy
medium in the design presented for your approval.

for the testing of P.A. and other audio equipment.
Fifth, the output at both R.F. and A.F. must be controllable
and capable of calibration.
Sixth, the output must be so arranged as to make impossible a short in the device being tested, whether it be fed
into grid, plate or regular input circuits.
That the first of these objects was attained is shown by
the fact that the entire oscillator and power supply assembly
fits in an aluminum box 41/a x 61/4 x 5% ins. deep. However, no specific details or drawings are given as to the construction of this case since it is assumed that every person
building one will have different space requirements to meet
and therefore such details would be of little use to the average builder. The photographs show how the layout was
made in this case, a little juggling of parts will enable you
to put them into the space you have available. One point in
particular works to the end of compactness in this case;
unlike a receiver, extreme precautions against feed back
need not be observed since it is already an oscillator and a .
little feedback more or less will make no practical difference.
The second point is gained by the use of the 6 V. type of
tubes with the filaments in series and a 25Z5 as a rectifier
for A.C. use. While on this point it might be well to forestall
questions by clearing up one
point. The Wunderlich tube
used, requires a filament current of .4 -A. while the other
two require .3 -A. However, if
the current is adjusted to .35A. it will not overload the two
tubes and will be very slightly
under that required by the
Wunderlich. In fact, this will
be an advantage as the stability of any oscillator is improved by operating the cathode at as low a temperature
as possible and the sensitivity
(Continued on page 550)

Design Considerations

The objects to be attained were set forth at the start of
the experimental work (covering several months) as follows:
First, it must be compact to
be included in the portable
service kit..
Second, it must be line -operated to avoid the space and
weight requirements of batteries; and it must operate on
both A.C. and D.C. lines.
Third, it must cover all the
I.F., broadcast and as much
as possible of the short-wave
spectrum; and must provide
all these both modulated and
unmodulated.
Fourth, it must provide as
nearly as possible pure A.F.
Fig.

The

HARRIS

1

circuit of the entire oscillator unit.

Fig. A, above
The panel with its tuning and output controls.
The

Fig. B, right
interior, showing the layout

A veritable portable laboratory
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Fig.
of parts.

instrument.

C

appearance of the oscillator from the
back.
Note that two tubes are horizontal.

The
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FACTS ABOUT

DYNATRON
OPERATION
A

Fig. A
service application: aligning

a

T.R.F. chassis.

The RADIO EXPERIMENTER, that is, the man who
is always on the look -out for new things to improve
radio reception and allied subjects, will be pleased
to learn about the many applications that can be
worked out for this new system of operation. Do
you know that oscillators, detectors, amplifiers,
and test equipment of all sorts may be designed

tubes are designed and
constructed for many purposes
and are made in many types and
VACUUM
sizes. In general, a given type
of tube serves a single purpose, though
it may serve a group of purposes; as is
the case with the "general service" tube
which may be used as an amplifier, detector, or oscillator by varying the operating conditions imposed upon the circuit of which the tube elements are a
part. Usually the operating conditions
in the tube circuit are controlled to a
greater or less extent by varying the
voltages applied to the plate and the
°ontrol -grid (and also the screen -grid,
provided the tube in question has such
an element). These controlling factors
determine, as a rule, whether the tube is
to function as a detector, amplifier or
oscillator; and also the extent to which
the particular function desired is to be
carried.
The

'. Dynatron"

Action

Under certain governing conditions, a
given tube may be expected to do certain things in a fairly orthodox manner,
a2 determined through the medium of
investigations carried on for many
years. It has been found that certain
vacuum tubes, when caused to function
with unusual biasing potentials, will operate under conditions that give results
decidedly different from the ordinary
run of vacuum tube characteristics.
Among this number of rather unusual
indications is an interesting one known
as "dynatron operation." In addition
to being interesting, this peculiar mode
of operation has practical value and may
be put to good use by the experimenter
and Service Man.
It is the purpose of this article to explain some of the properties and principles of dynatron tube operation and to
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C. M. DELANO

I

around vacuum tubes of nearly all types employed
in a "dynatron" connection
is, with the grid
at a higher voltage than the plate? In the concluding chapter the author furnishes twenty bibliographical references, in connection with the many
experiments he describes. Experimenters are requested to report the results they secure.

indicate some of the practical uses to
which it may be put; keeping in mind
the fact that there are certain limitations to the practical application of the
principle.

-that

ment heated by a battery and that we
have 90 V. of "B" battery available. Instead of connecting our 90 V. of potential supply to the plate, connect the plate
to the 22% V. tap and connect the 90
(Continued on page 556)

The Theory of Operation
To effect a reasonably clear under-

standing of the subject, consider for the
time being the ordinary general -purpose
type of radio receiving tube having
three elements used in a single tube
circuit, as, for instance in the common,
one -tube receiver hook -up; the filament,
being heated, liberates electrons which
move in the direction of the field set up
Inside the tube. Surrounding the filament is the grid, which may be in the
form of a helix or cylinder of wire
gauze. Surrounding the grid, in turn,
is the plate, which, commonly, is made
of sheet metal; as the electrons fly from

Fig. 1
A one tube

a

circuit showing electron flow.

¡RBEO

45v

V

the filament they pass through the grid
and bombard the plate. This electron
stream completes or closes the electrical
circuit, thus permitting plate current to
piss from plate to filament, as shown in
Fig. 1. The grid, being interposed between these two elements, tends to restrict the flow of electrons (due to
change in intensity -of the electrostatic
field -which the grid is capable of producing) and thus, the amount of current
passing in the circuit. This plate current, energizing as it does, the components of the output circuit, controls the
volume with which the signal is heard
in the receiver. The conditions discussed
refer to Fig. 1.
With the foregoing action (commonly
referred to as the "valve" action) of the
radio tube in mind, let us rewire our
circuit somewhat and employ our appa- .
ratus for the purpose of conducting an
experiment. Assume that we have a
tube, say of the 01A type, with the fila-

}

tPl

A-

It1tltltlt-UItItI4t
e

-

501-

Fig. 2
Compare the electron flow with that of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3
to show the dynatron

An experiment
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HOW TO

P.

SELECT

A. EQUIPMENT

Do you know how to select the correct power amplifiers and reproducers for any type
of sound installation? The important fundamentals are discussed, in simple language, by
the author. P.A. workers will find this comprehensive article a useful reference.

CLIFFORD

E.

DENTON*

THERE are three common sources from which sound in
the form of varying electrical impulses can be obtained.
First, the output of a radio set; second, the microphone;
and last, from phonograph recordings.
Therefore, one of the first things that a purchaser of sound
equipment must know is which one of the above stated
sources or combinations is to be used in conjunction with
the amplifying equipment. Having decided upon the method
of sound production to be used, then one is in a position to
select the necessary associated equipment so that the correct
results can be obtained.
Choice of Mixing System
In general, a mixing system consists of a series of volume
controls so arranged that the incoming electrical impulse,

whether it be from a radio set, a microphone or a phonograph record, can be correctly fed into the main amplifying
system with a minimum loss in energy, and a minimum
degree of frequency discrimination.
In poorly- designed mixing systems the loss in signal
strength may be so great as to necessitate additional amplification to bring the signal back to a level where it would be
usable. In general, poor mixing systems have the very dis-

agreeable feature of frequency discrimination. By this is
meant, that the volume control governing the particular circuit in operation may cause a loss in the high -frequency
response at the low- volume level setting. Then again, there
may be a loss in the low- frequency response at the highvolume level setting. The ideal mixing system would use
volume controls of such electrical characteristics that there
would be no discrimination in the range of sound frequencies
being transmitted from the minimum to the maximum setting of the control.
A mixing system should be so designed and operated that
it will supply to the input system of the power amplifier, a
level of sound which is constant in value whether it be from
a radio set, microphone or phonograph record. This is an
important consideration, as the modern radio set is capable
of far greater output than that which can be obtained from
the best phonograph recording and all those who have had
experience with microphones know that it is impossible to
build microphones that have the sane signal output as that
which can be obtained from the modern electrical recording.
Care should be taken in the selection of a mixing system
because it is the bottle neck through which the source of
sound is transmitted to the amplifier. If the mixing system
is poor, it is impossible to obtain satisfactory results from
the amplifiers or speakers, regardless of excellence or cost.
Amplifiers
of this article to express opinion as
to the merits of a particular type of amplifier or circuit.
but there are a few things that stand out as definite facts
which were determined only after many years of constant

It is not the purpose

research and develoment.
First, that push-pull amplification offers the maximum in
results and the minimum in frequency discrimination.
Second, that class A operation of modern tubes in the
voltage amplifier and power stages results in a high degree
of efficiency and a minimum of distortion. The younger but
bigger brother to class A tube circuits is now known as A
Prime, and this rather recent development has brought the
operating efficiency of tubes used in the last power stage in
the modern amplifier to the point where even the novice can
readily detect the superior quality of this new output system.

In the view above is illustrated a practical application of the principles
This sound system, an installation on the
discussed by Mr. Denton.
boardwalk, Long Beach, New York, Is designed to "address" a promenading public totalling 725,000 each week!

536

Sound Distribution System
The word "loudspeaker" is meaningless, and a more accurate term should be employed so that the proper understanding of a sound distribution system may be recognized even
by a layman.
We are all familiar with the dynamic, cone-type reproducers which are generally mounted on baffles; or, as is the
modern trend, the use of these units in large horns. Both
of these methods of reproducer "loading" are quite satisfactory and fill their respective needs very well. When dynamic
reproducers of the cone type are used in rather small rooms
a baffie made up with acousti-celotex or some similar material is generally very satisfactory. However, in cases
(Continued on page 555)
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A COMBINATION

A. AMPLIFIER

P.

AND

BROADCAST
TUNER
Fig. A
The appearance of the receiver and P.A.

PART

unit.

I

A.C. -D.C. radio receiver has made an impression on the radio industry that will
not soon be forgotten. And now we have a P.A. system combined with an efficient super het. that works on the same idea. In Part I, the receiver details are given.
The

LEON J. LITTMANN*
THE combined radio and P.A. system described here may be operated from any 110 V. D.C. or 110
V. A.C. 25-60 cycle power line, without having to snap any switches, and
without circuit changes of any kind. In
fact, it may be operated from 220 -290 V.
lines by simply employing a series resistor of 165 ohms (85 W. rating),
which method is not advisable for systems employing power transformers. It
Chief Engineer,
Corporation.
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R.F., I.F., and A.F. components are fully
identified, and separately housed and
shielded. This eliminates all stray couplings and resulting undesirable feedback
effects.
The complete system is mounted on a
chassis measuring 10 x 18 in. and con (Continued on page 556)
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article to enable anyone to successfully
build and operate this universal system
in a totally foolproof and relatively simple manner, without requiring much
practical or theoretical knowledge. All
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Coast -to -Coast

can also be operated from a 6 V. battery
or a 32 V. D.C. power source with the
aid of a vibrator and transformer type
power unit, provided the heater circuits
of the tubes are wired in parallel or in
a corresponding series -parallel arrangement (shown in Fig. 2).
In any one of the above modes of operation, the full undistorted power output of 712 W. may be obtained, whether
it be operated as a receiver or as a P.A.
amplifier.
Enough information is given in this
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OLD AUDIO TRANSFORMER CASE TO
HOUSE LAMP

FRONT OF
PROJECTOR

FILM RUNS IN TRACK,
EXCITING LAMP IS
FOCUSED ON THE
SLIT IN THE DRUM

FLASHLIGHT
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LAMP

DRIVE
SPROCKET

HOW TO MAKE
AN INEXPENSIVE

"TALKIES"
SOUND HEAD
LEWIS C. COOK

Fig. 3
The operation of the sound head In detail.

RADIO engineers and experimenters
will find a very profitable field in

Flo. A

The appearance of the P.H. cell and exciter
lamp.

Fig.

B

The two units which make up the P.E. cell
assembly.

METAL STRIP 21N.

LONG.FOLDED;
FOLDED SIDE

1

TOWARD EDGE OF

FILM

35
FILM

UX4
-

PRONG

SOCKET

SLIT CUT THE WIDTH OF SOUND TRACK
PHOTOCELL IN CAN

building a sound head which can
be used with standard motion picture projectors. The following sound
head was built for a portable projector,
converting an old, "silent" 35 millimeter
device into a "sound" type for reproducing sound on film.
The sound head shown in Figs. A, B
and C, was built for a little over ten
dollars! When used with a high -gain
amplifier and one speaker, excellent results were obtained. The writer, to
date, has built five of these sound heads
and results are equal to that secured
from many high- priced installations.
The sound head described here was
designed to operate with any or all
standard makes of portable 35 millimeter projectors. The universal motor
usually found in projectors is not used
as a power source, as it is generally
known that this type of motor is not
dependable for the uniform drive required in true reproduction of sound
without waver or other distortion. By
removing this motor and purchasing a
synchronous motor from a motion picture supply house for a price of about
five dollars, the problem of correct speed
(90 feet of film passing through the projector sound head drum per minute) is

just the width of the film from the open
end of the can, so the film will be guided
smoothly through the track. Now, by
holding a piece of sound film in place
on the track of the film drum at about
the middle, mark the width of the track.
(Continued on page 568)

Fig.

C

The cell ready to be mounted In Its "can."
Note its relation to other projector mechanism.
TIN CAN

METAL TUBING
FOR OPTICAL
SYSTEM. (PART

PULLEY

OF A TONE ARM
OF A

PHONOGRAPH.

solved.

Now for the construction of the sound
head. The parts necessary are as follows: One motion picture feed sprocket
OPEN END

METAL STRIP
SOLDERED TO
CAN

2 SMALL BRACKETS TO HOLD
SOCKET FOR PHOTOCELL

Fla. 2

The P.E. cell
PHOTO -CELL

unit showing the "light slit."
,00E

/SHIELDED

S

MEGS

MF.

TO"
HIGH GAIN

AMPLIFIER
10
MEGS.

-B#-90V.

Fig- 4
The hook -up of the P.E. cell to the amplifier.
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and shaft and a 2 in. pulley. These
parts can be obtained from any motion
picture supply house or theatre for a
few cents: one small tin can 31/2 x 21/a
ins. in diameter; four small iron angles;
two small flashlight lenses with a small
metal tube about 31,4 ins. long to hold
the two lenses; one exciter lamp 81/2
V. A.C.; one photoelectric cell; one 4
prong socket; one 5 meg. resistor; one
10 meg. resistor; and a .006 -mf. condenser, to couple the photoelectric cell
to the input of the amplifier. A transformer was wound to supply the exciter
lamp with 8% V. A.C. at 3 A.
Figure 1 is a schematic plan of the
can, which is now called the film drum.
Cut a small piece of tin 2 ins. long and
14 -in. wide.
Fold it lengthwise to form
a right -angle and solder it on the can

T
-4
1'

tU

2 SMALL
L

INCH LENSES

HOLDER
FOR
EXCITING

FROM A
FLASHLIGHT
MOTION PICTURE
FEED SPROCKET

LAMP

PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL.

e.5V.. A.C.
EXCITING
LAMP

Fig. 1
Details of the assembly of the sound head.
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HOW TO INSTALL

Flo. 1
"universal" transformer.

The windings of the

Do you know the factors which govern the replacement of
power transformers in sets? Mr. Cole explains them.

G. McL. COLE*
RECENTLY it was shown (MomClue r, November 1933, page 266)
that a single transformer of correct design could readily handle
many different types of sets with just
about every combination of tubes now
in use (Fig. 1). Four multi-tap transformers of this type replace defective
units of these various set types in sizes
f2 om 4 to 10 tubes.
Notice that each of
the transformers supplies correct voltages to 1.5 V. 26's, 2.5 V. 24's, 2.5 V.
45's, 2.5 V. 82's, or 5 V. 80's. Also that
by using series combinations of the filament windings it supplies the 6.3 V.
heaters of either 6.3 V. power tubes or
the new 2A3, 2A5 or 2B6 power tubes.
In either case, the 2.5 V. 82, or the 5.0
There is
W. 80, 83, or 5Z3, may be used.

one class of tubes, however, whose conditions cannot be met with these four
units. This refers to the types 10 or 50
power tubes, and the 81 rectifier tubes.
The 10 type tubes require high voltage at high current drain such that the
normal A.C. plate voltage of the secondary is 1,400 V. at about' 5t'ma. drain
105 W. in the high voltage circuit alone!
The usual 10 tube set using 24's, 27's,
47's, and an 80 rectifier only drains
about 105 W. for plate power, filament
supply -everything.
While the four
transformers could readily have been
extended to include the 10 and 81 tubes
as well as the 24, 27, etc., for which they
are intended, why penalize, say, a 6 or
7 tube set with a much- too-large transformer for the sake of "super- super"
universality? No, it was better to draw
Chief Engineer, General Transformer Corp. the line and make one transformer to

-

SERVICING
THE TALKIES

-__..CT.
24'5
1

I4 .V

24.27,35
55.56 ETC

5EC

C-464
1

PRI M

24.27,55

Cl'

55, 56. ETC

.

-

Cl'
CT

ro, ao
-

C-210

C-

586

2.YP4Ra9LLE2eIL

CT

1

2eI.C2eI
5ERiE5

Fig. 2
The

"high -voltage" replacement transformer.

supply power to all such sets and amplifiers. Figure 2 shows the general
circuit diagram of the "high voltage"
transformer. Let us list some of the
(Continued on page 559)

this installment, the author concludes the

discussion of the psychology of the projec-

tionist and how he is best "handled.

AARON NADELL

PART V
BIDE from sound, the projectionist has always been
required to know enough about electricity to handle
his arc -lamp circuits intelligently, and to care for
his projector drive motor and for his arc -lamp generator or rectifier. He is sufficiently familiar with optical
science to prescribe the lenses needed for any size of screen
or for any distance of "throw." He is commonly a good mechanic, capable of keeping his projector gearing system in
good working order and of repairing it when necessary. In
many localities his competence in all three fields is tested by
a licensing examination prescribed by law, and of recent
days questions relating to sound apparatus have been added
to many of these examinations.
The addition of sound, with its vacuum tube circuits and
more delicate electrical requirements, found many projectionists who had built their own radio receivers during the days
when that sport was popular, some projectionists who were
radio amateurs, here and there a graduate electrical engineer of a projection room, but the bulk of the craft were
men who had to make, and have made, fairly strenuous but
highly successful efforts to adapt their pre -existing electrical
knowledge to the requirements of audio amplifiers.
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The average projectionist of the present day is quite competent to repair all the more ordinary troubles of his own
sound equipment. He will, moreover, be likely to know
more than the average radio man about certain types of
trouble, hums, noises or flutter, which are commoner to
sound equipment than to "radios" or (as, in the case of
flutter) impossible in any radio except a radio -phonograph
combination. Nevertheless, there are at least four ways in
which the radio man can be of great help to him in repair
work.
1. Repairing trouble is the exception and not the rule with
a projectionist. The radio man, if 12e knows the circuit,
will probably do a far faster job. And with an audience
waiting, time is of vital importance.
2. The projectionist has little testing apparatus, often not
even a voltmeter. He has little experience in using test
kits. The radio man, who can provide both the tester and
experience in using it, will not only find some troubles faster,
he will also uncover obscurer defects and causes of trouble
that the projectionist working by rule of thumb may have
great difficulty in locating.
(Continued on page 564)
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BROADCAST STATIONS OF THE U.

S.

A list of all the broadcast stations in the LI. S. as licensed by the Federal Radio Commission and brought up to date to December
Abbreviations: T, location of transmitter; C. P., construction permit authorized; LS, power until local sunset.

Call

Location

Letters

KABC
KALE

KARK
KASA
KBPS

KBTM

Antonio, Tex
Portland, (he
Little hock, Ark
Elk City, Okla
Portland, Ore
Paragould, Ark
San

Power
(walls)
100

500
250

KU
100
100

WaveFreq. length
(ka) (me :as)
1420
1300
890
1210
1420
1200

211.3
230.8

KC RC

KCRJ
KDB
KDFN

KDKA

Texarkana, Ark
Enid, Okla
Jerome, Ariz
Santa Barbara, Calif..
Casper, Wyo

KDYL

Pittsburgh, Pa
T-Saxonburg
Devils Lake, N. D....
Salt fake City, Utah..

KECA

Los Angeles,

KEIW
KELW
KERN
KEX
KFAB

Burbank, Calif
Burbank, Calif
Bakersfield, Calif
Portland, Ore
Lincoln, Nebr

KFAC
KFBB

fore Angeles,

KDLR

KFBI

Calif....

Calif....
Mont....

Great Falls,
Abilene Kans

100
100
100
100
540

50kw
100

lkw
lkw

1420
1370
1310
1500
1440
980
1210
1290
1430

500

780

100

5kw
5kw

1261
1180
770

lkw
lkw

1300
1280

5kw

10511

100
50

1310

500

560
550
920

250

211.3

KGFK
KGFL

219
229
200
2(18.3
306

KGFW
KGFX
KGGC
KGGF

337.1

247.9
211.3

21

9

232 6
2119.6

385
250

KGGM
KGHF
KGHI
KGHL
KGIR
KGIW

254.2
390

230.8
234.4
285.7

KGIX
KGIZ
KGKB
KGKL
KG KO

Sacramento, Calif.....
Everett, Wash
Beaumont, Texas
Brookings, S. D
Denver, Colo
T -1 dgewater

KFEQ
KFGQ
KFH

St. Joseph, Mo
Boone, Iowa

2! Om

Wichita, Kans

lkw

500

100

Calif....

Lus Angeles,

lkw

50kw

137(1

680
1310
1300
640

KFLV
KFNF
KFOR
KFOX
KFPL
KFPM
KFPW
KFPY
KFQD
KFRC
KFRU
KFSD
KFSG
KFUO
KFVD
KFVS
KFWB
KFWF

Spokane, Wash
Fond du Lac, Ris....

Marshalltown, Iowa...
Klamath Falls, Ore...
Grand Forks, N. D....
Portland, Ore
Forth Worth, Tex

KGO

San Francisco,

441

KG RS
KGU

2.29

230.8
469

KCVO
KGW

230.8

KICK
KID

219

K1D0

219

880 341

KIDW
KIEM
KIEV
KIFH
KIGY

100

1210
1250
1310
1310
1210
1340

247.9

KIT

240
229
229

KJBS

500
492
476
500

500
500
250

600
610
630
600
1120
550
1000

100

1210

247.9

lkw

950

Lincoln, Nebr
Lung Beach, Calif
Dublin, Tex.
Greenville, Tex.
Ft. Smith, Ark
Spokane, Wash
Anchorage, Alaska....
San Francisco, Calif...

Columbia, Mo
San Diego, Calif
Los Angeles, Calif

Clayton, Mo
Las Angeles, Calif
Cape Girardeau, Mo..

Hollywood, Calif
.Y. Louis, Mo

Calif...

KGA
KGAR
KGB

Spokane, Wash.
Tucson, Ariz
San Diego, Calif.

KG BU

Ketchikan, Alaska....
Springfield, Mo.
York, Nebe
Decorah, Iowa
Watertown, 8. D
Mandan, N. D

540

247.9

1410 212.8
890 337

KFXM
KFXR
KFYO
KFYR

KGEK

KHJ
KHQ
KICA

500
5J0

Nampa, Idaho
Denver, ('ono
Grand Junction, Colo.
San Bernardino, Calif.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Lubbock, Tex
Bismarck, N. D

KGCR
KGCU
KGCX
KGDE
KG DM
KGDY

KCY

211 3
250

Rockford, Ill

San Francisco,

KG CA

267.9

1220

Iowa....

Wolf l'oint,

Mont....
Minn...

Fergus Falla,

Stockton, Calif
Huron, S. 1)
Yuma, Colo.

lkw
100
15

100

lkw
250

lkw
500

lkw

100

500
100
500
100

100
100
100

lkw
5kw
100

lkw
500
100

500
100
100
250
100
100
250
250
100

245.9

247.9
223.9

267.9
545
300

316
1200 250
930 323
1200 250
920 326
1200 250
1210 247.9
1310 229
1310 229
550 545
1470 204.1
1370 219
1330 '825.6
900 333
1310 229
930 323
1270 236.2
1210 247.9
1240 241.9
1310 229
1200 250
1100 272.7
1340 223.9
1200

San Angelo, Tex

326

500

Shenandoah,

Butte, Mont
Trinidad, Colo
T- Alamosa
las Vegas, Nev
Springfield, Mo
Tyler, Tex

KGNF
KGNO

500

KFXD
KFXF

KGBX
KGBZ

1120
1420
1200
1210
1370
1300
1370

Moorhead, .Minn
Raton, N. Mex
T- Roswell
Kearney, Nebr
Pierre, S. D
San Francisco, Calif...
Coffeyville, Kans
T -S. Coffeyville, Okla.
Albuquerque, N. M...
Pueblo, Colo
Little Rock, Ark
Billings, Most
...

Wichita Falls, Tex
Scottsbluff, Nebr
Honolulu, Hawaii
North Platte, Nebr.
Dodge City, Kans....

Greeley, Colo
Lawrence, Kan
T- Tonganoxie

KFW1

KFXI

100
100
100
100
100
500
100

Long Beach, Calif
Kalispell, Mont
Shawnee, Okla
Oklahoma City. Okla.
Corpus Christi, Tex...
Los Angeles, Calif

KGKY
KGMB

T -Buena Park

KFIO
KFIZ
KFJB
KFJI
KFJM
KFJR
KFJZ
KFKA
KFKU

Location

229
219
536
545

T- Milford

KFBK
KFBL
KFDM
KFDY
KFEL

KF1

KG ER

KGEZ
KG FF
KGFG
KG Fl
KGFJ

C.P.T-Jonesboro

KCMC

Call

Letters

250

KJR
KLCN
KLO
KLPM
KLRA
KLS
KLUF
KLX
KLZ
KMA
KMAC
KMBC
KM ED
KMJ
Km LB
Km MJ
KMO
KMOX
KMPC
KMTR
KNOW
KNX
KOA
KOAC
KOB
KOH

KOIL
KOIN
KOL
KOMA
KOMO
KONO
KOOS

KORE

KOY

Calif...

T-Oakland
Amarillo, Tex
Honolulu, Hawaii
Missoula, Mont
Portland, (Ire
T-Faloma
Olympia, Wash
Loa Angela, Calif
Spokane, Wash
Clovis, N. M
Carter Lake, Iowa
Idaho Falls, Idaho....
Boise, Idaho
Lamar, ('ono

Eureka, Calif
Glendale, Calif
Juneau, Alaska
Lowell, Ariz
Yakima, Wash
San Francisco, Calif...
Seattle, Wash

Blytheville. Ark
Ogden, Utah

Power
(watts)

lkw
100

100
100
100
100
100
100

630

100

500
250
250
100

lkw
500
100

250

7yzkw

lkw
23zkw
100

lkw
100

lkw
lkw
100
100
250

lkw
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

5kw
100

100

lkw
lkw
500
100

lkw
100
500
100

k
1
250

50kw
500
500

Albuquerque, N. M...
Reno, Nev
Councils Bluffs, Iowa.
Portland, Ore

10kw

Tex.....
Marshfield. Ore..,....
Eugene, Ore
Phoenix, Ariz.

200
219
229
476

211.3
297

243.9
227.3
250
316

KQV
KQW
KRE
KREG
KRGV

KRKD
KRLD
KRMD
KROW

220.6
211.3
211.3

1410 212.8
750 400
120(1 250
620 484

1210
900
590
1370
1420
1320
1350

247.9

KRSC
KSAC
KSCJ
KSD
KSEI

KSL

333
509
219

lkw
500

lkw
lkw
lkw
5kw

lkw
100
100
100

lkw-LS

Houston, Tex
T- SUgarland

Berkeley,

Calif.......

Santa Ana, Calif
Harlingen, Tex
Los Angeles, Calif

Dallas, Te
..
Shreveport, La
Oakland, Calif
T- Oakland
Seattle, Wash
Manhattan, Kans.....
Sioux City, Iowa
St. Louis, Mo
Pocatello, Idaho
Salt Lake City, Utah..

KSUN

KTAB

San Francisco,

KTAR
KTAT

KTFI
KTHS
KTM
KTSA
KTSM

1420
1210

211.3
247.9

KTUL
KTW

850
1310
1200
1310
1070

353
229
250

KUJ

KUMA
KUOA

280.4

232.6
1400 214.3
1240 241.9

560 536
930 323
219
316

KVL
KVOA
KVOO

KVOR
KVOS
KWCR
KWEA
KWFV
KWG
KWJJ

KW LC
KWSC

KWWG
KXA

1500
1050

200

KXL

285.7

830
550
1180
1380
1260
940
1270
1480
920

361

KXO
KXRO
KX YZ
KYA
KYW

319

236.2
202.7
326
219
219

211.3
215.8

341

247.9
200
326

1380 217.4
1010 297
1:370

2219

1500

200

500
500

1260 238.1

10kw
100
500

11211

1040
1310
930

267.9
288.5
229
:123

lkw-LS
100

11211

500

580
1330
550
900
1130

lkw
500
250

50kw

lkw

1370
1110

15kw-LS

100

14(10

lkw

Los Angeles,

Calif ....

Houston, Tex
San Antonio, Tex.....
47 Paso, Tex
Chickasha, Okla
Seattle, Wash
Walla Walla, Wash...
Yuma, Ariz

Fayetteville, Ark

500

lkw
lkw-LS
10kw
500

lkw-LS
lkw
lkw
100

250

lkw
100
100

500

D.....

Tacoma, Wash
T -Des Moines
Seattle, Wash
Tucson, Ariz
Tulsa, Okla
Colorado Spgs., Colo..
Bellingham, Nash.....
Cedar Rapids, Iowa...
Shreveport, La

223.6
275.2

254.2
217.4
238.1

880
210
1500
920
1

100
100

Shreveport, La
Twin Falls, Idaho....
Hot Sp. Nat. Pk, Ark.

Vermillion,

KWKC
KWKH

54.5

650 462
1500 200
680 441

500
500

lkw

KVI

229
517
250
403

423
570 526

k
1

100kw

100-L .S

KUS)

1290

1390 215 .8
1440 208.3
1370 219
880 341

500
50

(meters)

2(17.9
517

225.6
545
333
2(15.5
219

270.3
205.5

1200 250
560 536
620
1240

484

241.9

1450 206.9
1240 241.9
1040 288.5
780 385
1120
1290
1310
1400
1220
1370
1420
1260

267.9
232.6
229

214.3
245.9
219

211.3
238.1

T-Mt. Sequoyah

229

970 309

5kw
C.P.50kw

Calif
T-Oakland
Phoenix, Ariz
Fort Worth, Tex......
T-Birdville

1 -Santa Monica......
:3

100
100

(ke.)

212kw-LS

Pittsburgh. Pa.
San Jose, Calif

T -Radio Center
Lowell, Ariz

KTRH

1420
1390

('alif
Wenatchee, Wash....
Pasadena,

Des Moines, Iowa....
Sioux Falls, S. D
St. Paul, Minn

2

1370
1370

Denver, Colo

KsOO
KSTP

227

1310
580
1200
740
1330
1090
710

Seattle, Wash
Prescott, Aria
San Francisco, Calif...

Wave -

Freq. length

T- Saltair
KSO

211.3

1370
950

Power
(watts)

Location

T -Near Belmont
KPOF
KPPC
KPQ
KPRC

KWK

100

San Antonio,

KPO

219
200
250

KTBS

25kw
1210kw

Seattle, Wash
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Seattle, Wash

211.3

1500 200
1500 200
1370 219
570 526
1500 200
1320 227.3
1430 209.8
1340 223.9
790 380

Los Angeles, Calif.....
Denver, ('ono
Corvallis, Ore
.

KPJM

1420

250

Austin, Tex

1230
1320
1210
950
1360
1420

KPCB

229

100
100
100
250
100
250
500

Oakland, Calif
Galveston, Tex
Oakland, Calif
Denver, Colo
Shenandoah, Iowa.
San Antonio, Tex.....
Kansas City, Mo
T-Independence
Medford, Ore

Calif....

1420
1010

Call

Letters

220.6

100

500
250

Los Angeles,

1200
1500
1370

200

lkw

Tacoma, Wash
St. Louis, Mo
Beverly Hills, Calif....

1.500

1310

Little Rock, Ark

Monroe, La
Clay Center, Neb

1361
1310
1420
1370

100

Minot, N. D

Fresno, Calif

WaveFreq. length
(kc.) ( mews)

22, 1933.

WAAB
WAAF
WAAM
WAAT
WAAW
WABCWBOQ

S.

Hilo, Hawaii
Stockton, Cal
Portland, Ore
St. louis, Mo

Shreveport, La
T-Kennonwood
Decorah, Iowa
Pullman. Wash

100

1370

219

1260
1140
1270

238.1

250

lkw

1200
1420
1210
1210
1200
1060
1350

100

1370

219

lkw
100
100
100
100
100

100

lkw

Seattle, Wash
Portland, Ore
El Centro, Calif
Aberdeen, Wash
Houston, Tex
San Francisco, Calif
Chicago, Ill
C.P. Philadelphia, l'a..
Boston. Mass.
T-Quincy
Chicago, Ill
Newark, N. J
Jersey City, N. J
Omaha, Neb
New York, N. Y
T- Wayne, N. J.

890 337
570 526

500

25kw

10kw

Brownsville, Te<

for

500

500

T-Kirkwood
Kansas City, Mo

RADIO -CRAFT

500

500
250
100
100
100
250

283.2
216.2
211.3
247.9
247.9
250
283

222.2

850 353
1270
1220
1260

236.2
24.5.9

238.1

760 395
1420
1500

211.3

10kw

200
229
1440 208.3
1230 243.9
1020 294.1

500

1410 212.8

500

920
1250
940
660
860

lkw

lkw
500
500

50kw

MARCH.

131(1

326
240
319
455
349

1934

Call

Wave Freq. length
(kc.) (meters)

Power
(watts)

Location

Letters

Call

Power
watts

Location

Letters

WABI
WACO

Bangor, Maine
Waco, lea

100

1201

250

WDRC

1420

'l'allmadge, Ohio
fresque Isle, Maine...

1kw

13211

WDSU

New Orleans, La

lkw

100

14_MI

211.3
227.3
211.3

Hartford, Conn.
T- Bloomfield

lkw

100

WADC

Columbus, Ohio
Zanesville, Ohio
Anniston, Ala
Laurel, Mis

500

640
1210

4188

W DI

T- Gretna
Tuscola, Ill

100

Birmingham, Ala

5kw

WAGM
WAIU
WALR
WAMC
WAML
WAPI
WARD
WASH
WAVE
WAWZ

WAIL
WBAA
WBAK
WBAL

WBAP

WBAX

247.!1
14211 211.:3
1310 229
114.1 263 2

100
100
100

Long Nand Cy, N. Y.
Grand Rapids, Mich

500
600

llepkinaville, Ky

Ikw

Zarephath, N. J

250
100

liaxelton, Pa.
W. Lafayette, Ind....
Harrisburg, Pa
Baltimore, Md
1'- l'ikeville, Md.
Port Worth, Tex

214.3

1270
940

2:16.2

319

13.50

1420 2113
1400 214.3

]kw-LS
Ikw
10kw

l'

14011

WEAF
WEAN
WEBC
WEBQ
WEBR
WEDC
WEED
WEEI

WBBL
WBBM

Richmond, Va
Chicago. Ill

247.9

WESG

25kw

1210
770

WBBR

')'Glenview
Brooklyn, N. Y
T- Itoanille

1kw

1300

230.8

WBBX
WBBZ
WBCM

390

WEVD

WEW

New Orleans, La
Ponca City, Okla
Bay City, Mich

100
100

1200

120)

250
250

500

1410

212.8

T-Hampton 'fop.
WBEN

Buffalo, N. Y

WBEO
WBHS

T-Martinsville
Marquette, Mich.....
Huntsville, Ala.

100
100

WBIG
WBNX

Greensboro, N. C
New York, N. Y

500
250

WBOQ
WBOW
WBRC
WBRE
WBSO
WBT
WBTM
WBZ

WBZA
WCAC

WCAD
WCAE
WCAH
WCAL
WCAM
WCAO
WCAP

WCAT
WCAU

1kw

T- Cliffside, N. J
(See WABC-WBOQ)
Terre Haute, Ind
Birmingham, Ala

229

50kw

1310
930
1310
920
1080

100

Camden, N. J

500
250

Baltimore, Md.
.Asbury Park, N. J....
'l'- Whitesville
Rapid City, S. D.....
Philadelphia, Pa
T-Newton, Square Co.

500

Burlington, Vt.

100

WCAZ

WCBA

('arthage, Ill
Allentown, Pa

50
250

1200
1070
1440

WCBD

Zion,

Ill

5kw

1080

WCBM
WCBS
WCCO

Baltimore. Md
Springfield, Ill
Minneapolis, Minn....
l' -Anoka
New York, N. Y
T-Cliffside, N. J.

100
100

50kw

WCFL
WCKY

Chicago,

Ill

Covington, Ky

234.4
500

234.4

1200 250
1170 256.4

100

50kw

WCAX

WCDA

240

WC BB
WGBF
WGBI
WGCM
WGCP
WOES
WGH

WGL
WGLC
WGN

WGNY
WGR

1370
1210

219

WGST
WGY

810

370

WHA

lSRkw
5kw

970
1490 201.3

WHAD
WHAM

WCNW
WCOA
WCOC

WCRW
WCSC

WCSH

WDAE
WDAF
WDAG
WDAH
WDAS

WDAY

Janesville, Wis.

Chicago, W
Charleston, S. C
Portland, Me
T- Scarboro
Tampa, Fla
Kansas City, Mo
Amarillo, Tex
11 Paso, Tex

Roanoke, Va

WDBO
WDEL
WDEV

Orlando, Fla

WDOD

1200
1310
1500
1341

500
500

1210
1360

100

2!

940

rkw-LS
Ikw
Ikw
Lkw
101
100

lkw
500-LS
250
250
500

Wilmington, Del
Waterbury, Vt
Minneapolis, Minn
1kw
Chattanooga, Tenn...
1kw
T- Brainerd
2! xkw-I.S

RADIO -CRAFT

for

250
229
200

WHAT
WHAZ
WHB

223.9

880 341

500
Lkw

Philadelphia, Pa
Fargo, N. D
1' -West Fargo

WDBI

WDGY

100
100
100

.)diet, Ill
Brooklyn, N. Y
Pensacola. Fla
Meridian, Miss.

217.9
220.6
319

1220
610
1410
1310
1370
940

245.9

930
580
1120
550
1180
1280

323
517

492

WHBC
WHBD
WHBF
WHBL
WHBQ
WHBU
WHBY

212.8
229
219
319

WHDF
WHDH

WHDL
WHEB

267.9

WHEC

545

WHEF
WHET

254.2
234.4

MARCH.

Flint, Mich

2:0.8

700 395
1310 229
800 375

Ikw
2! ¢kw-LS
Ikw
500
100
100

Manchester, N. H.....
Philadelphia, l'a
Clearwater, Fla

500
500
250

Anchorage, Alaska.

l'a
100
Cleveland, Ohio
500
T-Cuyahoga Heights
lkw-LS
Freeport, N. Y
100
Evansville, Ind
500
Scranton, l'a
250
Mississippi City, Miss.
250-IS
Newark, N. J
C.P. lkw
Chicago. Ill
500
Newport News, Va....
100
Ft. Wayne, Ind
100
Hudson Falls, N. Y...
100
Chicago, III
C.P. 50kw
Chester Twsp., N. Y..
Buffalo, N. Y

T- Amherst Twp.
Atlanta, Ga.
Schenectady, N. Y....
T ,South Schenectady
Madison, Wis

Milwaukee,

%Vis

Rochester, N. Y

WHFC
WHIS

1934

Louisville, Ky.
T- Jeffersoutown
Philadelphia, Pa

Troy, N. Y
Kansas City, Mo.. ...
'l' -North Kansas City
Canton, Ohio.
Mt. Grab, Ohio
Rock Island, III
Sheboygan, Wis.
Memphis, Tenn
Anderson, Ind
Green Bay, Wis
T-West De l'ere
Calumet, Mich
Boston, Mass
..
T Saugus
Tupper Lake, N. Y....
Portsmouth, N. H.....
T-Newington
Rochester, N. Y
Kosciusko, Miss.
Troy, Ala
C.P. T- Dothan

WIND
WINS

W100WMBF

1270
1310
1500
1430

220.6

229
200

209.8

T-Miami Beach
Philadelphia, l'a.
Columbia. S. C
Milwaukee, Wis.
Johnstown, l'a
Norfolk, Nebr
Providence, It. I

WJA Y
WJBC

WJBI
W1BK

WIBL
WJBO

W9BW
WJBY

6_ro

4W.

600
1310
1450

500
229

WJEJ
WJEM
WJJD

:8)6.9

WiR

1210

247.9

WJSV

476

WJTL

341

WJW
WJZ

WJMS

1210

247.9

12:0

240

1360
1310
1370
1370
720

220.6

WKA(11

229

W

100

1210

550

250

WJAX

WJDX

630
880

219
219
417

890
790

KAR
WKBB
WKBC
WKBF

247.9
545
3.37

380

WKBH
WNW
WKBN
WKBO
W KRV

1kw
250

5kw
C.P. S0kw

50kw
100

500
500

910
1120
1150

319

820

366

1310
1301

029

267.9
260.9

231).8

860 349

WKBW

WKBZ
WKEU
WKFI
WKJC
W KOK
W KRC

WrtY

100
100
100

1200 250
1370 219
12IJ 247.!1
1410 212.8
1370 219
1210 247.9
1200 250

100

1370

Lkw

830

100
160
100

500

W KZO

WLAC
WLAP
WLB

WLBC
WLBF

WLBL

100

1420

250

74

219
361

211.3
405

111

Wilmington, Del
T-Edge Moor
Gary, Ind
New York, N. Y
1'- Carlstadt, N. J.
Miami, Fla

WIS
WISH
WJAC
WJAG
W JAR

560 5:36

Lkw

50kw

1370
1210
580

Wlr

WJ AS

100
100

100
100

Mich........

l'oynette, Wis.

1kw-LS

1300

50kw

Jackson,

500-LS

500

511

1310 229
1280 234.4
970 309

Urbana,

288.5

W LBW

l'ittsburgh, l'a
T -No. Fayette, Twp.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Cleveland, Ohio

1kw
100
250
100

100

lkw

12181

601)

219

247.9
517
250
500

250
8!0 337
1420 211.3
1200

536

500

500
1180

1kw

1300

500
500
250

610
1010
1120

492
297

100

1310

1kw

1060
891
1290

229
283
337

250

]kw
2yikw-LS

lkw

254.2

267.9

232.6

Detroit, Mich
T- highland Park

100

900
610
1200
1210
1370

Decatur, Ill
New Orleans, La.
C.1'. Baton Rouge

100
100

1200
1420

250

100
100

250

lkw

1200
1210
1270

100

1210

la

Salle,

Ill

Red Bank, N. J

New Orleans, La.
Gadsden, Ala
Jackson, Miss

Hagerstown, Md
Tupelo, Miss
Mooseheart, Ill
Ironwood, Mich

Detroit, Mich
C.P.T- Detroit
Alexandria, Va
Oglethorpe Univ., Ga.
Akron, Ohio
New York, N. Y
'1 -Bound Brook, N.J.
Sam Juan, 1'. R
E. Lansing, Mich
Joliet, IU
T -E. Dubuque

Birmingham, Ala.....
Indianapolis, Ind.....
'I' -Nr. Indianapolis
La Crase, Wis.
Cicero,

Ill

Youngstown, Ohio....
Harrisburg, Pa
Connersville, lad
Buffalo, N. Y
T-Amherst Twp.
l.udington, Mich.
La Grange, Ga

Greenville, Miss.
C.P. I-Greenwood
Lancaster, I'a.
Sunbury, Pa
Cincinnati, Ohio
Oklahoma City, Olds.
Kalamazoo, Mich
Nashville, Teno

500
100
100

500
120kw
100

10kw
10kw
100
100

50kw
1kw

lkw
100

333
492
250

247.9
219

211.3

247.9
236.2
247.9

990 303
1130 265.5
1420
750

211.3

1460
1370
1210
760

205.5

1240
1040
1500

241.9
288.5

400

219

247.9
395

200
229

600

1310
1406

Lkw

1380

100

14211

217.4
211.3

500
100
100

570 526
1200 250
1500 200

100

214.3

5kw

14811

202.7

100
100
100

1500

200

17011

'200

12111

247.9

100

1'200

200

100
500

1210
550
901
590

247.9

14711

204.1

lkw
Lkw
5kw

545
333
509

1200 250
100
Louisville, Ky
Lkw
1250 240
Minneapolis, Minn....
T -St. Paul
Muncie, Ind
C P.100-LS 1310 229
1420 211.3
100
Kansas City. Kans....
900 333
2} ,kw
Stevens l'oint, Wis...
T -Nr. Ellis

I:rie,

Pa

T- ummit Township

500

1260

238.1
484

1kw-LS

WLBZ
WLCI

Bangor, Me.
Ithaca, N. Y

500
50

WLEU

100

500

620
1210
1420
1370
560

100

1500

219
536
200

250-LS
50kw

870

345

500

1441)

208.3

W LEY

100
100

1500
1370

200

WLIT

Erie, Pa
Lexington, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.

219

WLOE

Boston, Mass

Ill

100

Bluefield, W. Va.

250

1420 211.3
212.8
141

Cicero,

215.8

1010 297
1450 206.9
1430 209.8

100
500
100

T-Bridgeport
St. louis, Mo

870 345

1390

lkw-LS

WILL
W ILM

1041

(kc.)

Wavelength
(metre)

Ottumwa, Iowa
Madison, Wis.
Glenside, l'a.
T-Elkins l'ark

WI L

lkw

Rome, Ga

'f- Victor Twp.
WHAS

T-Crescent Springs
WC LO
WC LS

lkw

250
250
500

211.3
1420 211.3
1420 211.3

361

T-Elgin

280.4
208.3
277.8

1350 222

250

100

50kw

Harrisburg, Pa.

lkw

Freq.

2!kkw -LS

13.50

243.9
236.2

250

247.9

50

New York, N. Y
Jersey City, N. J

WICC

12:50

245.9

Cleveland, Ohio

Power
(watts)

Topeka, Kans.
Utica, N. Y
Iridgeport, Conn

509

100

303

1kw

211.3

590

Greenville, S. C
Cincinnati, Ohio
Altoona, Pa.
Syracuse, N. Y
T- Collamer
Indianapolis, Ind.....
Baltimore, Md

303

Minn.....

14_11

1kw

250
247.!1
250
250
229

9!x)

201.8

229
247.9

1200
1210
1200
1200
1310
1360

990

500

1310
1210

100
100

lkw

24.5.9

WIBM
WIBU
WIBW
WIBX

1211)

South Bend, lad
White Plains, N. Y

50kw

lkw

WIEG

100
100
100
100

WFAM
WFAS
WFBC
WFBE
WFBG
WFBL

WFI
W FLAWSUN
WFQD
WGAL
WGAR

500

St. Louis, Mo
Royal (yak, Mich.....
Dalla, Tex

WI BA

232.6
247.9

230.8

219

001
1220
1220
1430
1250
1280
600
1280

'l'- Ithaca
New York, N. Y
'l'- Brooklyn

385

1:100

1370

22!1

Battle Creek, Mich....

780
1230

1kw

WFEA

Pa

1420

WIAS

New York, N. Y
T- Carlstadt, N. J.

277.8

323

Location

1'- Lemoyne

455

T- Grapevine

326

250
500

830

100

Ill

600

WFAB

WFBM
WFBR
WFDF
WFDV

Columbus, Ohio

Northfield,

WFAA

333

1310 2211
1200 250
1440 204.3
1350 222.2

100
500
100
500

Wakes-Barre, Pa.
Needham, Mass.
Charlotte, N. C
Danville, Va
Boston, Mass
T -Millis Twp.
Boston, Mass
T -Eat Springfield
Storrs, Conn
Canton, N. Y

l'ittsburgh,

900

WEXL

WHOM
WHP

500

Americus, Ga
Chicago, Ill
T- Downers Grove
)mira, N. Y

100

280.4

1kw

WENC

WENR

107

Charlottesville, Va....

373

247.9

WHN

lkw

Cicero,

1210

240

250

WEHS
WELL

100

Grapevine
Wilkes -Barre, Pa

1250

Superior, Wis.
Harrisburg, Ill........
Buffalo, N. Y
Chicago, Ill
Greenville, N. C
Boston, Mass
T- Weymouth
Reading, Pa.

WEEU
WEHC

T- Plains Twp.

WHK

l'rovidence, H. I.

25:3

SIN)

1:330

225.6

50kw

2119.S

Call
Letters

1',Seven Hals

...

111611

Wavelength

kc,) ,meters)

New York, N. Y
T -Bell more

14:g)

50kw

Freq

T- Chelsea
W LS

Chicago, Ill
T- Downers Grove

l00

247.9
211.3

541

Call

Letters

WLVA
W LW

WLWL
WMAC
WMAL
W MA

Power
(watts)

Location

100
Lynchburg, Va
50kw
Cincinnati, Ohio
T -Mason
c.p.500 kw
5kw
New York, N. Y
T- Kearny, N. J.
(See WSYR-WMAC)
250
Washington, D.C.....
Chicago, 111
5kw

Frey. Wave (ko.) length

WOOD

219
429

1370
700

Call

wOPI
WOO

1100 272.7

WOR
WORC

630 476
670 448

WORK

T- Addison

WMAS
WMAZ
wmBC

WMBD
WMBF
WMBG
WMBH
WmBI

WMBO
WMBQ
WMBR

WMC
WMCA

WMMN
WMPC
W MSG
WMT
WNAC

WNAD
WNAX
WNBF
WNBH
WNBO
WNBR
WNB
WNBX
WNBZ
WNOX
WNRA
WNYC
WOAI

WOBU
WOC

WOCL
WODA

WODX
WOI

WOKO
WOL
WONT

Springfield, Mass.....
100
500
Macon, Ga
100
Detroit, Mich
500
Peoria, III
T-Peoria Heights
Lkw-LS
(See WIOD -WMBF)
100
Richmond, Va
100
Joplin, Mo
Chicago, III
5kw
T-Addison
100
Auburn, N. Y
Brooklyn, N. Y
100
100
Tampa, Fla
C.P. Jacksonville, Fla
500
Memphis, Tenn
Ikw -LS
T-Bartlett
500
New York, N. Y
T-Flushing
Fairmont, W. Va.....
250
100
Lapeer, Mich
...
250
New York, N. Y
500
Waterloo, Iowa
Ikw
Boston, Mass
T- Quincy
Okla
500
Norman,
2 %kw -IS
Yankton, S. D
100
Binghamton, N. Y
110
New Bedford, Maas...
250-LS
T- Fairhaven
100
Silverhaven, l'a
500
Memphis, Tenn
10
('arbondale, l'a
250
Springfield, Vt
Saranac Lake, N. Y...
50
2kw-LS
Knoxville, Tenn
100
MuecleShoalsCity,Ala
500
New York, N. Y
50kw
San Antonio, Tex.....
T-Selma
250
Charleston, W. Va....
50kw
Mitchellville, Iowa....
50
Jamestown, N. Y.....
25ikw -IS
Carlstadt, N. J
500
Mobile, Ala
T-Springhill,
5kw
Ames, Iowa
500
Albany, N. Y
100
Washington, D. C
100
Manitowoc, Wis

1420
1180
1420
1440

1210
1420
1080

211.3
254.2
211.3
208.3

WOS
WOSU
WOV

247.9
211.3
277.8

WPAD
WPAP
WPCH
WPEN
WPFB

1310 229
1500 200
1370 219
780

wow
wowo

WPG
WPHR

385

WPRO
573 526

WPTF
890
1500
1350
600
1230

337
200
2'22.2
500

WQAM
WQAN
W QAO-

243.9

WQRC

1010

297

570

526
200
229

WPAP

WQDM
WQDX

500
Grand Rapids, Mich.
100
Bristol, Tenn
Ikw
Kansas City, Mo
5kw
Newark, N. J
T-Kearny
C.P. 50kw
500
Worcester, Mass.
T-Auburn
York, Pa
Ikw
T -W. Manchester
500
Jefferson City, Mo....
750
Columbus, Chio
New York, N. Y......
Ikw
Secaucus, N. J.
Omaha. Nebr
Ikw
Ft. Wayne, Ind
10kw
Paducah, Ky
100
(See WQAO -WPAP)

T

New York, N. Y
T- Flushing
Philadelphia, Pa
Hattiesburg, Miss ....
Atlantic City, N. J
Petersburg, Va
T- Ettrick
Providence, R. I
T- lrovidence
Raleigh, N. C
Miami, Fla

WRNY

New York. N. Y

WRBX
WRC
WRDO

WRDW
WREC

563 536
1420 211.3

WREN

810 370
1190 252.1

WRHM

240

HIO 212.8

WROL

WRR
WRUF

640 469
1440 208.3
1310 229
1210 247 n

WRVA

Freq. Wave-

Call

(kat length

Letters

1270 236.2
1500 200
1300 230.8
710 423
1280

234.4

1000

300

630 476
570 526
1130

265.5

590 509
1160 258.6
1420 211.3

WSAN
WSAR
WSAZ
WSB
WSBC
WSBT
WSEN
WSFA
WSIX
WSJS

WSM
WSMB

WSMK
WsoC
WSPA
WSPD

100

1210 247.9

WSUI

WSUN
WSVS

WSYB
WSYR-

Ikw
Ikw
250

100
100
100
100
100

C.P. 500

680
560
880
1010

441
536
341
297

WSYU

1360
1370
1210
1370
1370
1310

220.6

WTAR

920

250
500
100
100

500
Ikw -IS
Ikw

WTAD
WTAG

WTAM

219

247.9

WTAR

219
219
229

WTAW

326

WTEL

1200 250
1110 212.8

100

950 316
1370 219
1500 200
600 500

WTAX
WTBO
WTFI
WTIC

WTJS

WTMJ
WTNJ

1220 245.9

WTOC

WTRC

T-Coytesville, N. J.
Knoxvile, Tenn
Dallas, Tex
Gainesville, Fla
Richmond, Va
T- Mechanicsville

Ikw

1250 240

WvFW
WWAE

100
250

1370 219
1010 297

WW1

100

1310 229
1280 234.4
830 361
1110 270.3

WWNC
WWRL

500
5kw
5kw

Power
(watts)

Location

Cincinnati, Ohio
T -Maven

WSAJ

920 326

100

5kw

WSAI

570 526

1370 219
1100 272.7
1200 250

500

247.9

WRBL

100

St. Albans, Vt.

WRJN

WRAW
WRAX

1200 250
1430 209.8
1200 250
1260 238.1
1290 232.6

C.P. 500

250

517
300

WRAK
WRAM

500

Scranton, Pa
New York, N. Y
T- Cliffside, N. J.
Vicksburg, Miss
Thomasville, Ga
Willimnsport, Pa.
Wilmington, N. C.....
Reading, l'a..........
Philadelphia, Pa
Columbus, Ga.
Roanoke, Va
Washington, D. C
Augusta, Me
.Augusta, Ga
Memphis, Tenn
T-Whitehaven
Lawrence, Kans
T-Tonganoxie
Minneapolis, Minn....
T- Fridley
Racine, Wis.

1500
1310

580
1000
1210
1250

Power
(watts)

Location

Letters

WM.

wwSW

WWVA
WzYZ

2,a

Grove City, l'a
Allentown, Pa
Fall River, Mass
Huntington, W. Va
Atlanta, Ga
Chicago, III
South Bend, Ind
Columbus, Ohio
Montgomery, Ala.....
Springfield, Tenn
Winston -Salem, N. C..
Nashville. Tenn
T-Franklin
New Orleans, la
C.P. T- Algiers
Dayton, Ohio
Charlotte, N. ('..
Spartanburg, S. C
l'oledo, Ohio
Iowa City, Iowa
(See WFLA -WSUN)
Buffalo, N. Y
Rutland, Vt
Syracuse, N. Y

500
2kw -LS
100

250
250
500
50kw
100

Freq. Wave(ka) length
1330 225.6
1310 229
1440 208.3
1450 206.9

580 517

500

740 465
1210 247.9
1230 243.9

100
500

1210 247.9
1410 212.8

100
100

50kw

1210 247.9
1310 229
650 462

500

1320 227.3

200

1380 217.4
1210 247.9

100
100

1420 211.3

Ikw
500

1340 223.9
880 341

50
100

1370 219
1500 200

250

570 526

Quincy, Ill.
500
Worcester, Mass.
500-L
50kw
Cleveland, Ohio
T- Brecksville Village
Eau Claire, Wis
Ikw
T-'fwp. of Washington
Norfolk, Va
500
500
College Station, Tex..
Springfield, Ill
100
Cumberland, Md
100
Philadelphia, l'a
100
500
Athens, Ga.
50kw
Hartford, Conn
T-Avon
Jackson, Tenn
100
Milwaukee, Wis.
Ikw
T- Waukesha
2, Ayr-LS
Trenton, N. J
500
Savannah, Ga
500
Elkhart, Ind
100-LS
500
Brooklyn, N. Y
100
Hammond, Ind
Detroit, Mich
Ikw
New Orleans, La
10kw
T- Kenner
Asheville, N. C
Ikw
Woodside, N. J.
100
Pittsburgh, Pa........
100
T-Wilkinsburg
250-LS
Wheeling, W. Va
5kw
Detroit, Mich
Ikw

1440 208.3
580 517
1070 280.4
1330

225.6

780
1120
1210
1420
1310
1450
1060

385

1310
620

229
484

1280
1260
1310
1400
1200
920

234.4
238.1

267.9
247.9
211.3
229

206.9
283

229

214.3
250
326
353

850

570 526
1500 200
1500 200
1160 258.6
1240 241.9

POLICE STATIONS (Alphabetically by Call Letters)
Call

Letters

KGHO
KGJX
KGOZ
KGPA
KGPB
KGPC
KGPD
KGPE
KGPG
KGPH
KGPI
KGPJ

KGPK
KGPL
KG PM
KGPN
KGPO
KGPP
KGPQ
KGPR
KGPS

KGPW
KGPX
KGPY
KGPZ
KGZA
KGZB
KGZC
KGZD
KGZE
KGZF
KGZG
KGZH
KGZI

542

Freq.
(kc.)

Location

Des Moines, Iowa
Pasadena, Calif
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Seattle, Nash
Minneapolis, Minn
St. louis, Mo
San Francisco, Calif
Kansas City, Mo
Vallejo, Calif.
Oklahoma City, Okla
Omaha, Neb
Beaumont, Tex
Sioux City, la.....
Los Angeles, Calif....
San Jose, Calif
Davenport, Iowa
Tulsa, Okla
Portland, Ore
Honolulu, T. H
Fort Worth, Tex
Bakersfield, Calif
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, Colo
Baton Rouge,La
Wichita, Kam
Fresno, Calif
Houston, Tex
Topeka, Kans
San Diego, Calif
San Antonio, Tex
Chanute, Kam
Des Moines, la
Klamath Falls, Ore
Wichita Falls, Tex

Call

1534 KCZJ
1712 KGZL
2470 KGZM
2414 KG IN
2430 KGZO
1712 KGZP

2470
2422

KGZQ
KGZR

242'. KGZS
2430 KIDA

.

......
.....
.

24711

KSW

1711'

MVP

247( W2XC1
1712

W2XCJ

2470
2470
2430
2447
2450

WBA
WBR
WCK

1712

WKDT
WKDU
WMB
WMDZ
WMJ

WDX
WEY

2414
2470
2442
1574
2450 WM0
2414 WMP

2450

WNDA
WPDA
WPDB
WPDC
WPDD

24711

WPDE

1712

2442
24'10
2500i

2442 WPDF
1712 WPDG

Freq
(Ito,

Location

Letters

...

Phoenix, Ariz.......
Shreveport, la
El Paso,

Tex...

....

.

WPDI
2414 WPDJ

J......

.....
.

WPDH

1712

Tacoma, Wash..
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Coffeyville, Rana..... ....
Waco, Tex
Salem, Ore
McAlester, Okla
Seattle, Wash.
..
Berkeley, Calif... ...
Dallas, Tex
W. Trenton, N.
Bayonne, N. .1.... _ ..
Harrisburg, Pa....... ...
Butler. l'a
Belle Island, Mich
Wyoming, l'
...
Boston, Macs.
Detroit, Mich.
Cincinnati, I)hio
...
Reading, l'a
...
Indianapolis, Ind
...
Buffalo, N. Y
Highland Park, Mich.......
\tacs......
..
Framingham,
Miami, Fla.
Tulare, Calif
Chicago, III
Chicago, Ill
Chicago, Ill
Louisville, Ky
Flint, Mich
Youngstown, Ohio
.

2430

Call

Letters

.

.

.

.

.

2414
2414

WPDK

24511

WPDM

1712

WPDN
WPDO
WPDP
WPDR
WPDS
WPDT
WPDU
WPDV

2442
24.50

1574
242'2
1712

60010
14(101)

257
2.57

2414
257

1558

WPDL

WPDW
WPDX
WPDY
WPDZ
WPEA

1558 WPEB
1712 WPEC
257 WPEO
2442 WPEE
2422 WPEF
2414 WPEG
1574 WPEH
2442 WPEZ

2414 WPEJ
1712 WPEK
1712 WPEL
1712 WPEM

2442 WPEP
2442 WPEP
2458

Freq.
Ikc.,

Location

Richmond, Ind
Columbus, Ohio.....
Passaic, N. J
Milwaukee, Wis
Lansing, Mich
Dayton, Ohio
Auburn, N. Y
Akron, Ohio
Philadelphia, Pa
Rochester, N. Y
St. Paul, Minn
Kokomo, Ind
Pittsburgh, Pa
Charlotte, N. C
Washington, D. C
Detroit, Mich.
Atlanta, Ga
Fort Wayne, Ind
Syracuse, N. Y
Grand Rapids, Mich...
Memphis, Tenn
Arlington, Maso
Brooklyn, N. Y
New York, N. Y
New York, N. Y
Somerville, Mass
E. Providence, It. I
Brookline, Maas
New Orleans, La
W. Bridgewater, Mass
Woonsocket, R. I
Arlington, Mass
Baton Rouge, La

...

....

2442

2430
24111
24511

Call

Letters

WPES
WPET

WPEW

WPEY
244" WPEZ
2430 WPFA
... 245" WPFC
2458 WPFD
247( WPFE
2458 WPFF
24:to WPFG
247( WPFH
1712

..

....
.

WPFI

2458 WPFJ
2422 WPFK
2414 WPFL
2414 WPFM
2470 WPFN
2458 WPFO
2442 WPFP
2470 WPFQ

Free.
Location

(ke.)
2442

Saginaw, Mich.
Lexington, Mass
Northampton, Mass
Chattanooga, 'Penn
Framingham, Mass
Newton, Mass
Muskegon. Mich
Highland Park, Ill
Reading, l'a
Tons River, N. J.
Jacksonville, Fla
Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ga
Hammond, Ind.
Hackensack, N. J.

1712
1574

2470
1574
1712

2442
2430
2442
2430
2442
2414
2414
1712

1712

WPFR

Gary, Ind
Birmingham, Ala...........
Fairhaven, Mass
Knoxville, Tenn
Clarksburg, W. Va
Swathmore, Pa
Johnson City, Tenn

2450

WPFS

Asheville, N. C

WPFT
245( WPFU
1712 WPFV
24:10

1712
1712

WPFW

2430

WPFX
WPFY

1574

WRDH

2470 WRDQ
1712 WRDR
1574 WRDS

RADIO -CRAFT
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Lakeland, Fla
Portland, Me
Pawtucket, R. I
Mt. Pleasant, N. Y
Palm Beach, Fla
Yonkers, N. Y
Cleveland, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Grosse Point Village, Mich..
East Lansing, Mich

MARCH.

2430
2470
2414
1712
2470
2414
2470
2470
2458
2442
2422
2470
2414
2442
2414
2458
2470
2414
1574
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READERS' DEPARTMENT
A department in which the reader may exchange thoughts and ideas with other readers.

THE PENTODE AND QUALITY
SLAP AT POOR DESIGNS

5 METER

-A

-COMMENTS
Editor,

Editor, RADIO- CRAI1:
Please give us an article on the "rottenness" of half the
radio receivers on sale today. I mean the midgets and any
set containing pentode tubes.
I'm anxious to buy a nice, "round- toned" set, but every one
I hear has a strained, metallic, yes, even a sort of asthmatic
tone -nothing like the tone we used to get from the old 45
type tubes. Pentodes afford more volume with fewer tubes
yes; but is that anything to brag about?
Stromberg-Carlson doesn't fall for pentodes. At first, I
wondered why. Now I know. (Well, well -Mr. Gordon
must have read the article, "Why Stromberg- Carlson Sticks
to Class A," in the August, 1933 issue of RADIO-CRAFT, page
123. -Technical Editor) They know what's good for 'em and
they have a reputation to sustain.
I can't see why a decent -sized mantel set can't be made to
give good tone quality. Why use pentodes at all? And if so,
is there no way of getting a rounded tone from them?
Some of the 1931 console sets being almost given away
today are marvelous compared with the 1933 receivers containing pentodes. Maybe it's regeneration that spoils the
tone. (This is true to a considerable extent, ordinarily.
T. E.)
The "three- tubes -in -one" idea is all poppycock; simply a
delusion and a snare.

RADIO- CRAFT:

have read your publications for the past ten years and
know the part you play in the advancement of many phases
of radio.
Your statement in the Editorial (RADIO- CRAFT, September
1933) on "Our Changing Radio" is very true as everyone
knows and another change I would like to see is the addition
of 5 meter converters on B.C.L. receivers; and the licensing
of 5 meter broadcast stations.
There is no doubt that many towns and small cities would
welcome the chance to have a local broadcast station. If
the broadcast band wasn't as limited as it is, many new stations would "get on the air," as the number of applications
received by the F.R.C. shows. Many stations of low power
are not interested in reaching listeners outside of their city
and its outskirts.
Five meters could very well be adapted to their purpose
and as interference would not set up, all these stations could
operate on the same frequency -and without a doubt the
F.R.C. can spare 20 kc. or so in this region.
Receivers with 5 meter converters would not necessarily
have to be tuned to receive these stations, as the frequency
could be set. This would simplify the manufacture.
The introduction of 5 meter broadcasting would create a
new era for the industry and another reason why those
homes without a radio set should get one.
I

-

-

GEORGE GORDON,

Jerome Street,
Rahway, N. J.
The Editor is inclined to agree with Mr. Gordon regarding
the quality of receivers using pentode output tubes. While,
theoretically the output pentode is capable of high-quality
reproduction, the practical factors entering the situation
usually overpower this possibility. The impedance of the
transformer or other form of load into which the pentode
feeds must be closely adjusted to the optimum value for the
tube, with the applied potentials, as clearly described in
the article, "How to Use
Pentodes," Part III, in the

JOHN L.

11

SR

October, 1931 issue of RADIO CRAFT, page 227. And this
load impedance value is
really critical otherwise,
harmonics are amplified out
of all proportion to the
fundamental tones and new
harmonics are generated in
the tube circuit.
To prevent this action, individual laboratory matching of the tube and load is
required -which is certainly
not done in most factory
production lines. Theoretical results are seldom realized in practice.
Of the present -day sets,
we have yet to hear one with
pentode output tubes that
could rival a well -designed,
class A amplifier using tri-

-

..

odes.-Editor
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Penna.
The facts mentioned by Mr. Gershry have been first recognized by those interested in supplying police equipment.
Licenses have already been issued for experimental operation. Soon other interests will be clamoring for these, and
lower, wavelengths.-Technical Editor
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CHANGES FOR RESISTANCE TESTS
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT:
Many who constructed the
RADIO -CRAFT Universal Analyzer which was described in
the September, 1932 issue on
page 138, which for voltage
measurement used doublepole push button switches,
can very conveniently make
the improved RADIO -CRAFT
analyzer in the October, 1933
issue.
While this analyzer uses
single- contact push button
switches for the voltage

r!- 5we

EN`

GERSFHRY,

R -4, Lake Ariel,

Se'6

Ii

BROADCASTING
BY AN "OLD TIMER"

TO

measurement, the old

double -pole push button

SW l

x

Fig.

1

Adapting the "Universal Analyzer" for resistance analysis.
changes are indicated by dotted lines.

MARCH,
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The

circuit

switches may be used in the
improved analyzer with an
additional D.P.S.T. toggle
switch Sw.14, two single
contact push button switches
(Continued on page 554)
543
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G.

MODEL

E.

K -80, 16.7

TO 2,000 METER,

8

TUBE ALL -WAVE SUPER.

(This chassis is used in the models K -80 -X and K-85 receivers. Incorporates T.R.F. ahead of the first- detector; A.V.C.; class "B" A.F.;
full- vision, illuminated, frequency -calibrated, aircraft -type vernier dial; tone control; 110 V. or 220 V. operation on 25 to 60 cycles.)

C: for band D an additional R.F. circuit is of the wand. Unless the alignment is perutilized to increase the sensitivity and im- fect, the output meter reading will be inage- frequency selectivity, and to reduce the creased to a peak for a critical position of
interference caused by tube hiss, and 445
kc. signals or static. The I.F. of 445 kc.
gives an especially good frequency ratio and
makes easier the alignment of the set oscillator at the higher frequency bands. There
are 15 coils in the coil assembly. Following are the tube operating voltages at a
line potential of 120 V.; voltages are measured from tube element to cathode.

A bottom view of the G.E. model K -80. Note
the 15 coils employed for all -wave reception.

That short -wave reception is here to stay
as a practical branch of radio operation is
an undisputed fact. Efficient short -wave re.
ception has been realized only through the
construction of high -power sots. The latest.
most advanced engineering have been incorporated in the receiver design that is the

subject of this Data Sheet; not only short -,
but all -wave operation have been efficiently
obtained.
The power rating of this set is 110 W.;
undistorted output. 6 W. The ranges are
as follows: selector switch position D,
16.7 -37.5 meters; C, 30-77; II, 77 -200; A,
200-555 ; and X, 732 -2,000. This receiver is
available with or without band X.
Except where otherwise indicated the directions apply only to bands X, A, B and

7

Tube
Type

Plate
Volts

V1

255
255

V2
V3
V4
V5
V6

C. -(l.
Volts

2.0
2
2%
2
1%

250
255
105
245
300

S.-(1.

Volts
100
100
1(0

100
35

12

densers.

if alignment correction is required at the
L.F. end of a tuning range, it may be accomplished by sliding the end winding of
the 1t.F. transformer. The turn furthest
Plate from the trimmer panel is pushed forward
Ma. to increase the inductance and further away
6

6

5

0
1%
6

0

30
Voltages and current readings apply to
the detector portion;
cannot be measured
because of the high resistance of the circuits. Tube V8 measures (140 Y.. plate to- plate; plate current is 130 ma. per plate.
This receiver introduces to the Service Man
the use of a particular type of -tuning
wand." One end of the wand consists of a
brass cylinder which when inserted in a coil
reduces its effective inductance; the other
end contains a special, finely- divided iron
I suitable
for use at radio frequencies)
whit-h, when inserted in a coil, raises its
effective inductance. To use this "tuning
wand" the signal is first tuned in at the
frequency at which a check is desired on
alignment.
The wand is then inserted
slosri¡t in the antenna and R.F. transformers, using first one end and then the other
V7

the wand in the coil. The end of the wand
required will indicate whether the "coil" is
high or low in resonance. Alignment at
the I1.F. end of a tuning range is accomplished by the use of the trimming con-

to decrease it. On band D coils the last
two or three turns may be pushed in a similar manner to obtain the correct inductance
value. Note that this adjustment should
not be attempted sinless a quite appreciable
improvement, as indicated by the use of the
tuning wand, will result.
Magnetic pickup connections are provided on a terminal board at the rear of
the chassis.
The output of the service oscillator should
be set at the minimum value necessary to
obtain a deflection of the output meter whets
the volume control is at its maximum position. The output posts of the service oscillator should he connected to the antenna
and ground for the IL.F. and oscillator adjustments: and between the first- detector
control -grid and ground for the I.F. settings. Make all adjustments for a maximum
deflection of the output meter. The recommended antenna system has a length of 25
to 75 feet, including lead -in and ground
wire. The black lead of the chassis connects to the antenna, the yellow lead to
ground. The power switch and tone control are ganged.

,
I

r...

..

...

a..u ..

Imam

vg

1

-

L.

o4

PACK

Schematic circuit diagram of the G.E. model K-80 all -wave superheterodyne receiver.
reception band.
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A wave -change switch selects the correct coil for the desired
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THE MAJESTIC MODEL 460 CHASSIS 6 TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE
(Models 461 and 463 receivers with type G -24 -C reproducer; also set models 67, 68, 196, 666, 776, 886, left, in views below and 996,
right, in views below. Includes delayed A.V.C., police -call reception, improved pre -selector system, flat sensitivity, tone control, line
noise filter and new tubes, although the circuit used in this receiver is in general of conventional type. Modernistic cabinets.
The improved pm-selector circuit gives a
greater image attenuation and greater stage
gain resulting in a much lower percentage
of noise for a given output level.
Very
careful design is carried out to insure excellent H.F. response.
The new A.V.t% circuit follows the modern trend of having an improved overload
nisd A.V.C. action, but without the customary disadvantages of the more conventional
circuits. This is accomplished by utilizing
one diode plate for .\.F, development only,
and the other for .\.V. '. voltage only. It
is, therefor.., possible to design an .V.I', circuit and an ANA'. circuit of optimum constants without any sacrifice of one to :ill
the other as lias been the case In prev i,nn
receivers. The result of this is a much
greater power output for very weak, as well
ns strong, signals and a very constant output level over an extremely wide range of
signal inputs. which of course effectively
overcomes fading.
The use of It type 2.175 pentagrid converter results in a very flat sensitivity over
the band covered: and makes it possible to
control this stage with the A.V.C. voltage.
To align the receiver, adjust the volume
control to maximum, supply a service oscillator frequency of 175 kc. to the control grid of Vg, and adjust the trimmers of
l.l'.T.1 and I.1.'í'.2 for maximum sensitivity.
Finally, set the gang condenser at minimum
capacity : be sure and supply n service oscillator frequency of 1.739 kc. to the input
of the receiver and align the trimmers in
shunt to the gang condenser sections. When
correctly aligned. the sensitivity should be
10 microvolts or less at 109 milliwatts output with 30 per cent modulation.
Following are the tube voltages:

sistaucc voltmeter is used, titi to the drop
across It3.
The first row of figures for V2 is for the
modulator section ; second ros, the oscillator. The first row of ligures for V4 refers
to the second-detector section of the tube;
second row, the first A.F. Filament to
ground potential of V6 is :100 V., L.C.; line
voltage, 115 V., A.C.; volume control in
maximum position.
Resistance values, in ohms, for the induetances are ns follows: L1 primary, 22.16;
secondary, luttai. 5.;ts. ('oil I2 primary,
Coil I.:1 primary,
146 ; secondary. 4.15.
2.7; secondary, 2.1:1. Coil 1.F :'I'.1 primary,
oudary, 12" 1.10.T.2 primary, Its;
.I'. \ -econdn ry. 69.:1; A V./'. secondary.
'transformer 'l'1 primary, 599. Field
1.11711.
Each side of P.T. high -voltage

l'

.

:eel, ud0 ry. 360,
The chassis -wiring color code referred to
in radio service sheet No. 101, November.
1933 issue of ItAOao-Ct.ti-r, is followed in
this rcei ci r, .Uso, the same condenser
color rude is used. The resistor code is the
Standard one in which the body color represents the first figure of the resistance value;
the end, the second figure Of the resistance
value; and. the dot, the number of ciphers
following the first two ligures.
This circuit is used in the model 403
Century Six ultra- midget set having a side
panel of larewood. The model 461 Master
Six set is of matched butt walnut. with the
controls on either side of n central, vertical
decoration. The model 146 Gothie receiver
has a "church window" patterned midget

cabinet: and the controls are central and
close together on a chromium finished dual
scale. More pretentious are the floor models.

Left, model 886 modernistic cabinet teL
Right, model 996 with built -in bookcase.

nut finish and central panel of matched butt
walnut with overlay of !firewood. I'1'he
model 611 receiver. of which no record cati
be obtained at the moment of writing. is
also said to be included in this series.)
The three dots on a mica condenser indicate its capacity and the two colored dots,
its D.C. working voltige. On condensers
having three dots on one side and two on
the other, the designations are to be read
with the capacity rating (3 dots) at the
bottom, while on condensers having all Ove
dots on one side the designations are to be
read with the capacity rating on the top.
Capacity : referring to the 'figure code,"
the first color indicates the first digit of the
capacity expressed in mmf. The second
color indicates the second digit of the capacity expressed in mmf. The third color
indicates the number of ciphers following
the second digit of the capacity. As an examide. is red, green and brown dot combination would indicate a capacity of 250 mmf.;
and brown. black and red, .001 -mf. Voltage: the first colored dot indicates multiples
of 100 V.. and the second one, multiples of
111
V.
An example is orange and green
dots. 350 V.; and, blue and black (lots,

These include the model 066 Ritz, a modernistic cabinet with central panels and sides
of striped walnut. and pilasters of dark
Tube
Plate
Cath. walnut. Also, the model SSO Park Avenue,
S.-C.
Type
Volts
Volts
Volts
n modernistic console of red and white birch
VI
260
92
finished in natural and ebony. Another
4.2
V2
200
4
model is the 770 Lido, a console cabinet
02
V2
92
with five different tones of wood from natu9.2
\':t
ral to ebony. Still other sets using this
200
02
42
V4
chassis ineliude the model 67 Barclay. its
V4
05
large console is in modified period design.
23
V5
243
260
15
in an over -all finish of brown walnut with a
.V etual voltage at plate of tube.
This central panel of walnut. Also. the model
reading will be much lower when a low re- Os Plaza, a console cabinet iu all -over wul- 600 V.
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ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

THE

OPERATING NOTES
BERTRAM M. FREED
WHAT THIS DEPARTMENT
FOR

IS

It is conducted especially for
the professional Service Man. In
it will be found the most unusual
troubles encountered in radio
service work, written in a practical manner, by Service Men for
you.

Have you, as a professional
man, encountered any unusual
or interesting Service Kinks that
may help your fellow workers?
If so, let us have them. They will
be paid for, upon publication,
at regular space rates.

RCA-VICTOR RI I,

RE -18, RE -19,
RAE 26

R -2I,

IN the June,

1933 issue of RADIO -CRAFT,
mention was made by one contributor

that the cure for distortion at any volume level on the RCA -Victor models
R -11, RE-18, RE -19, R -21, RAE -26, and

equivalent Westinghouse and General
Electric receivers, was to throw the adjustment trimmers on the tuning gang
slightly off one way or the other. This
is absolutely incorrect and should never
be attempted, for not only will it fail
to accomplish the desired results, but
will throw the calibration of the receiver off, because of disturbance of the
oscillator trimmer; and reduce the senRF
35

DET

1

frequencies.
(Only in e>tceptional cases is it expedient to throw a circuit off tune; in general, it is poor practice. -Tech. Ed.)
With these receivers, distortion at any
volume level is due to a defective voltThe screen-grid
age dividing system.
voltage on the R.F., first- detector and
I.F. tubes will be found much higher
than the correct potential of 70-75 V. If
a point -to -point resistance measurement
it: made between the plate and screen grid, and screen -grid and cathode of the
I.F. tube, an indication of the real
trouble will be found. In the R -11,
RE -18, R-21 and RAE -26 models, the
reading obtained with the ohmmeter
from plate to screen -grid should be approximately 19,000 ohms; the value being about 8,000 ohms for the RE -19.
This is shown in Fig. 1.
Because of the heavy current passing
through the screen -grid voltage drop resistor, a 2 \V. "carbon" unit, the resistor
carbonizes (aut becomes GREATLY REDUCED in value, in sonic cases as low
as 1000 ohms but in most cases about
3,000 ohms. When this occurs, the unit
connected from screen -grid to cathode
often carbonizes at the same time, because of the additional stress placed
upon it.
All explanation for this change in the
value may be of some interest. A carbon resistor unit is usually composed of
minute carbon particles thoroughly
111

35
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sitivity greatly, particularly at the high
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Resistance values for various models.
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The trimmers in the Stewart- Warner set.
Detuning reduces image- trequency reception.

Fig. 3, above
The A.V.C.

circuit of the model

R -55.

mixed with equally minute particles of
an insulating material, such as bakelite
and, by the aid of a binder, formed unThe, quantity of
der heavy pressure.
carbon or insulating particles determines the resistance. When the current passing through the resistor is
greater than its watts rating, many of
the bakelite particles burn or carbonize,
thus resulting in a unit of reduced
value.
Remedy for the condition described is
replacement of the large screen resistor
unit A with one of higher current rating, preferably wire- wound, to keep within the physical limits. Resistor B from
screen -grid to cathode should be replaced
also, if it has changed in value.

STEWART-WARNER 105 SERIES

T

O

SERIES of Stewart- Warner

corn-

models 50 to 59 is an

tube

'

11

all -wave receiver employing a double
superheterodyne circuit with 4 tuning
ranges. When this receiver is installed
in a locality where a powerful broadcasting station is transmitting on a fregrency of 1,500 kc. it may be noted that
this station will be received all over the
short-wave tuning ranges. This is due
to the fact that the short -wave intermediate frequency is set at 1,525

kc.-

entirely too close to the broadcast band.

If

the district distributor is notified of

this condition, instructions will be given
to realign the short-wave I.F. trimmers
at 1,525 kc. but in every instance this
failed to produce the desired results.
After a great deal of trial and experimentation it was found that after the
short -wave I.F. had been realigned at
1.525 kc. to maximum output, it was
necessary to throw the alignment out,
by giving the middle trimmer a Vs- to
'h -turn to the left (loosening the adjusting screw) while the interfering station, which may be even a nearby powerful broadcaster at 1,400 to 1,450 kc. is
heard on any one of the short-wave
bands. Of course, the harmonics of these

interfering stations may be heard on the
short -wave band, but this is normal.
Often, this receiver is very weak with
the local -distance switch in the local position. Although the purpose of this
switch is to eliminate noise while tuning
from station to station, it is also possible to obtain greater response by realigning the broadcast gang trimmers,
with the switch in the local position. A
diagram showing the position of the
trimmers is illustrated in Fig. 2.
(Continued on page 560)
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Radio's GREATEST
Servicing Book
The Most Complete Directory

of Radio Circuit Diagrams

published!

In ONE VOLUME of over 2,300 Pat ges
Extra Heavy Corer- Loosehwi /found
Buy this Big Volume on our Neu-

DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN
Itere are two of the most surprising announcements that we have ever made to the radio trade
and we know that it is such good news that
every radio man will be greatly enthused.
FIRST -that the three editiodu of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have
now been combined into one big volume of
over 2,300 pages.
SECOND -that this new single volume of consolidated radio circuit diagrams and complete
radio servicing course can be bought on a deferred payment plan -and at a big saving.
It is needless to say how valuable the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have been
to members in every branch of the Radio Industry, and how many thousands of each edition have been sold to manufacturers, jobbers,
dealers, Service Men and experimenters.
But
we must emphasize this one fact: Service Men
now realize that they are tremendously handicapped without the full set of Gernsback Manuals. So much so, that those who have purchased only one or two volumes, are NOW ORDERING THE MISSING BOOKS. They want
their files to be complete.
The complete book gives you a volume of over
2,300 pages with over 5.500 diagrams, charts
and photos. There are absolutely no pages or
illustrations or diagrams duplicated. There is
no radio book published today which is so mod-

ern, up -to -the- minute, and which contains so
much useful information as is to be found in
this single volume. It is a book that will outlast
any other radio book in print Look carefully
at the illustration of the complete edition on
the top of page. It measures 9" wide, 12"
long. 4% thick.
Included in this volume is a complete radio
servicing course. This course covers every step
needed to learn the servicing business
from
starting in business . . . materials needed
and how to go about servicing receivers and repairing other radio equipment. This course in
itself, is actually worth the price of the entire
book.
Our new plan now enables every radio man to
get this single volume
Complete Directory of
all Circuit Diagrams, of over 2,300 pages, on
deferred payments. You can order this book
immediately -get it in a few days. and use it
while you are doing servicing work. You can
make the first few calls pay for the entire cost
of the book.
For you to get this book is quite simple and it
is sent to you as soon as your order is received.
You pay for it in small monthly amounts which
can be taken from your earnings. If you were
to buy the three volumes separately, the total
cost would be $17.00, including the supplements.
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OVER2,300

Pages

5.500 Illustrations
TIIIS IS TILE GREATEST SINGLE
VOLUME RADIO BOOK IN PRINT TODAY
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New York, N. Y.
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$14.00
-

You buy this book this way
Send $3.00 with order
Pay $5.00 to Express Company upon receipt of
book.
Send $3.00 thirty days after receipt of book.
Send $3.00 sixty days after receipt of book.
Total $14.00.

IF THE ENTIRE AMOUNT IS SENT WITH
YOUR ORDER. WE WILL ALLOW YOU A
10% DISCOUNT.

THIS CAN BE DEDUCTED
FROM YOUR REMITTANCE.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Mail Coupon Today!

i

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS.
96.98 Park Place. New York, N. Y.

,:r tki

.]

In accordance a ¡III your Special Offer, I enclose
herewith $3.00 as first payment toward the One volume Radio Manual.
Please forward it to me
uromptly.
Upon receipt of the book. I shall pay
r press company $.00.
Thirty days later I shall
old you $3.00. and slaty days after receipt of
hook, I shall send you my last payment of $3.00.

If

count

you want to take advantage of the Special Disof 10%, remit only $12.60 with this coupon.

Name

.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
96 -98 Park Place

Now you can get the
1931 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL,
with Supplements,
1932 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL.
with Supplements,
and the 1933 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL Complete
at a big saving.
THE SPECIAL NEW PRICE FOR ALL THREE
MANUALS, WITH SUPPLEMENTS. IN ONE
VOLUME, WITH HEAVY BINDER IS ONLY

.

\ddresa

City

_
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RADIO- CRAFT'S INFORMATION BUREAU
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but please observe these rules:
Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when
needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper.
List each question. Be SURE to sign your name AND address.
Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general
interest will be published here, to the extent that space permits.
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question

and the appearance of its answer here.
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by
25 cents (stamps) for each separate question; answers are subject
to subsequent publication. if considered of exceptional interest.
Other inquiries must be marked "For Publication."

PROSECUTION FOR "BLOOPING"
1.241)

SETS
Mr. .I. -\liusky,

Jr., Shenandoah,

Pa.
IQ.)

I am %%riling to you for some aid In
answering a question brought up by a few of
any friends. I would appreciate an answer if

eenvenient. The question is as follows:
Is there any law in the United States regulations by which it is possible to arrest or
stop a person from operating a receiving set
which oscillates. such as the old-time, one
tube regenerative type?
(A.) There is no law at the present time
to stop a person from operating a receiving
Fig. Q.245
set, the circuit of which oscillates, sinless the
set becomes a nuisance and disturbs people.
Interior of the "drawer coil" unit.
In the latter case, there are ordinances in
numerous cities, towns and communities which
necessitate the correct shielding and filtering
ALL-PURPOSE PENTODE
of any electrical appliances that cause interference in radio receivers. Radiating radio
(239) Mr, Bernard Little, Jeanette. Pa.
receivers, as well as other electrical devices,
(Q.) In reviewing the March, 11)32 issue would naturally come under this classificaof Itauto-CRAFT, I note an all- purpose pen- tion.
tode in which the commercial identification
number is not given. In other words I do
OVERHEATING RESISTORS IN A.C.
not know whether It Is a 57, 37, etc.
In comparing its characteristics with the
D.C. RECEIVERS
24, I am tempted to replace the latter tubes
(242)
Mr, Julian Lorenz, Washington,
in nu Atwater Kent model 60.
D. C.
Will such a step require n change in the
(Q.) What can be done about cooling off
circuit? Or can it be substituted as couvent - the resistors in an A.C.-D.C. compact "perently as the type 56 for the 27, without seri- sunlit" receiver? The resistor is placed near
ous distortion and with benefits to gain?
a paraffin-covered condenser which smokes
(A.) The tube that Mr. Little mentions is whenever the set is run for two programs, or
power output about an hour and a half. Will this affect
now known as the type 46
pentode. The characteristics of this tube the condenser?
were given in the article and it is evident
It certainly is not correct for the
IA.)
that Mr. Little mis- Interpreted them in sug- condenser to smoke, as you mention. Posor
be
used
in
R.F.
they
might
gesting that
sibly there is a short circuit in the set that
detector circuits. This tube is specifically de- rouses the "bleeder" resistor to overheat. We
signed as an output pentode.
would suggest that you check the values of
all resistors in the set and if possible also
check the condensers to determine if any of
the components are faulty, or of incorrect
DYNAMIC SPEAKER FOR
value.
If the set is found to be in perfect condi"RADIOLAMP"
tion, except for the overheated condenser, we
(240) Mr. Marvin Lebnert, Milwaukee, suggest that you obtain a piece of sheet asbestos and wrap it around the condenser, to
\Vis.
I constructed the receiver described deflect some of the heat from the resistor.
(Q.)
in the May. 1933 issue of WWI 0-CRAFT, on '1'hls will probably eliminate the trouble. Anpage 648. This set works very flue and I am other expedient would be to 'use at "power
well pleased with it. I have a small dynamic tord." mentioned in past Rune- CRAFT Data
reproducer which I would like to use with it. Sheets. selecting for the series resistor in
but I don't know hose to supply the field cur- the curd a value which is correct for the particular set.
rent. The field coil is 1,260 ohms.
I have tried several methods, but I either
beit
little
or
much
and
too
excite it too
PIANOTRON WIRING
cnmes hot. Placing It instead of the filter
(A CORRECTION)
choke does not excite it enough and when it
(243) Mr. Jack West. Oradell, N. J.
is connected across the "11" supply the field
checking over the wiring of the
In
IQ.)
inme
any
coil becomes hot. Can you give
Pianotron which appeared In the January,
formation about this?
(A.) The power circuit of the Radiolatnp 1034 issue of RADIO- CRAFT. I find that the
set you built has not been designed to supply tuned circuit of the 1A6 tube, L2, CG. is not
the field coil of a dynamic reproducer- If completed to ground. As I am thinking of
you are using the set on n 110 V. D.C. lite, building one of these instruments, I naturally
then merely connect the field mil directly want to be sure that the circuit is correct.
arrosa the 110 V. If you are using the set t'an you advise me?
(A.) On this page is shown a portion of
on an A.C. line, then you must build a small
rectifier system and connect the output di- the circuit of the I'ianotron (Fig. Q243),
rectly to the dynamic speaker. The pattern showing the addition of the wire that you
of the power supply unit for the Radiolamp mention. While this wire should be in place,
can be followed exactly, substituting a resist- the Pianotron will work quite well without it.
ance of 225 ohms for the 40 \V. lamp and as the grid circuit of the triode section of
114.
the other filaments of the receiver. A single the lA6 is completed through resistor
The missing wire does not complete the
8 mf. electrolytic condenser across the output
oscillatory
as
this
say,
as
you
circuit
tuned
will be sufficient Altering.
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circuit is complete between coil 1.2 and cos denser c'rt. whether this coil and condenser
lambina j..11 is connected to any other circuit or not.

POWER TRANSFORMER DATA
\ir, Morris lia>hmall, New York.

(244)
N. Y.

(Q.1) I would appreciate it if you will
send me the following information regaudiux
the Itauto -Cater A.C. Pentode Portable receiver. In the reference data, you specify a
power transformer with a 400 V, C.T. secondary. Does titis mean 400 V. on each side
of the center -top, or 200 V. on each side?
(.t -1) The power transformer in the A.C.
Pentode Portable has a 400 \'. secondary,
with u center -tap. In other words, It has
200 V. on each side of the tap.
(Q.2) What are the plate and screen-grid
voltages on the detector and the output tube,
in the same set?
(A.2) The voltages supplied to the 24 and
the 47 were not measured at the time that
the set w-ns available, so the cannot give this
information with any great deal of accuracy.
If you use the parts specified, however, all
voltages should be correct.

COILS FOR THE NOVEL 9 TUBE
ALL -WAVE SUPER.
(24) Mr. Itunad \loses, Buffalo, N. Y.
(Q.)

In the February, 1934 issue of Itauto.

I have just finished rending,
a set using drawer -type coils is described.
This set is ¡Idled the Novel 9 Tube Ail-Wave
"Super." However, I do not find details for
the coils used in this receiver. Can you supply this information?
(A.) 'l'he appearance of one of the coil
drawers for this receiver is shown in Fig.
0.245. It will be noticed that the coil forms
are mounted at right angles, in such a position that the wires to the contacts are extremely short. The copper shield that makes
up the drawer is divided into three comport ments, to farther prevent interaction be
ttveen the inductances.
Below are the details of turns, coil sizes,
etc., for the entire group of coils, covering
wavelengths of 540 to 14 meters.
Coil Data
Coil A-90 to 200 Meters
B.F. and Detector coils -53 turns No. 24
enamel wire, close wound, tapped at art
turns for band spread. Round on 1 3/10
in. form.
Oscillator coil -55 turns No. 24 enamel
wire, close wound, tapped at 5 turns for
cathode and 20 turns for band spread.
3/16 in, form.
(Continued on parse 5581

Cater, which
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Fig. Q.243

"Pianotron"
circuit modification.
A
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LATEST IN RADIO

RUINOFF gives a

UNIVERSAL ANALYZER
(Wont inurd from pnpr 5..1)

that brings new jo)
sl
HOW DIOYOU
ENJOY MY
PROGRAM
LAST SUNDAY?

radio listeners

to

Ó

Tip-

(HMMM, NOTHING SEEMS TO COME

FRANKLY, MR.RUBINOFF,

THRU VERY WELL

THERE WAS 50 MUCH

NOISE IN MY SET I
COULD HARDLY HEAR
YOUR VIOLIN

IT OUGHT TO WORK,
IT'S ONLY A YEAR

OLD

Schemat.c circuit of the analyzer

cable is plugged Into the set in place of the
tube. With power turned on in the set under
test, the voltage between any of the elements
of the tube and :rotund, or cat hode, or between
the elements themselves. may be measured by

varying the positions of the two rotary
switches. Sw.4 and Sw.5. Current readings
are trade by set tin;: switch Sw.:, to the desired point and setting the !al tester fur current of the desired range. An additional feature is the determination of A.P. output directly by setting Sw.r to Plaie and $w.4 to
Output. This is useful in aligning work.
Resistance measurements can be made by set ting the JO utdr to ces ist alti' measurement.

o_
r

HAVE YOU

THOUGHT OF

NEW TUBES?

i THAT MAY

LATER

4
1

THESE NEW RCA TUBES GIVE

BE

YOU 5 AMAZING IMPROVEMENTS

JUST THE THING.
I'LL CALL A
SERVICE MAN

-YET

RIGHT AWAY/

THEY COST NO MORE

(I

CAN HARDLY WAIT
TO HEAR IT WITH ALL

NEW TUBES!

SINGLE UNIT AMPLIFIER
OR DRIVER
The unit shown Indov is n flexible, 2 stage,
high -gain ang,litier for P.A. work. It employs
the class A system. with two 5T tulles in the
first stage. and two :.0's in the second. both
slages hieing in push-pull. 'l'he power output
of the amplifier is 3.2 V. and the gain Is 65
(lb. at 111011 cycles.
The power runsuutption
is rated at 55 W. This amplifier is unusually
flexible in ils lapel renuiretneuts, being adaptable for carbon or condenser mikes; low- or
high -impedance phono. pick-tips; or the plate
of n triode dehrtor for radio amplification.
The output is adjustable for 4, t) and la ohms
to feed directly into the voice coils of dynamic speakers and a 5110 ohm winding is
also provided for remote line work.
This amplifier is designed for use either as
a low -power 1.A. amplifier or as a driver
of n power stage for high power outputs. It
has a self-contained microphone current supply with a current tbntrul thus eliminating
the need for mike batteries.

(Continued

on

New Radio Tubes

i

Improz'ed

OH,MR.RUBINOFF, I HEARD YOUR
PROGRAM PERFECTLY...IT WAS

MARVELOUS!
¡ISM

page 566)

RGEI

50 GLAD MY

TIP HELPED YOU

5

u'aaS by

Have your dealer test
your tubes today. Insist
on the only tubes guaranteed by RCA Radio tron Co., Inc., to have
these improvements:
1

Quicker start

'2

Quieter operation

a Uniform volume
Uniform
performance
5 Every tube is fr.._
matched
-1

unninq am

An extremely flexible amplifier
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SPRAYBERRY'S
Practical

Practical Servicemen
-a

At, last
sound, how- to -do -It course by a man
who, for years, has been In unusually close touch
bare
with servicemen and service work. No bunk
minimum of theory-no mathetnat its -nu fancy and
Just a real. carefully written course
costly bindings.
wMO will prove Invaluable to every serviceman who
will study It. (lest of all, the introductory price Is
so low you'll pay for It by your Increased earnings on
For Instance, E. J. Breen of
the first few jobs.
tlallmusle, N.Ii.. Canada. writes: I am well satisfied
with your course. In fart. I can now service a radio
In about half the time I could ala months ago."

-a

Where Willas YOU Be
Tomorrow .
will

Times change. Radio
budis a fast
ust
ns n
Servicemen
find them
Otherwise tomorrow
nova with It.
sitting by watching the best jobs go to competitors.
Constant study and Improvement are essential. Thus,
In " I'ItAtTICAI. MECHANICS OF RADIO SEItVICI;' F. L. Spr:wberry goes you the latest. handiest
It costs
!cot, in the most i anpaet. readable style.
.end, being more practical. Is easier to understand.
For a total of $10.00 you get
28 lessons on Modern Radio
Service. Terms as low as

$10

$2.00 down and $2.00
month.
Your money absolutely refunded if you are
not satisfied.
You Get the Latest Information on

I. SET TESTING

by means of the Analyzer Method; Voltage
Method; Point -to -Pnlnt Method; Stage by -Stage Method; Oscillator Method and
Hand and Observation Method.

2. REPAIRING

Superhetenulyne Circuits; Automatic Volume Controls; Public Address; Auto Radio,
Battery Operated and 32 -Volt and 110 -Volt

L.C. Sets.

3. PARTS TESTING

heal Methods for Testing Condensers, Resistors, Transformers, Tubes. Loud
Speakers and Antenna and Input Circuits.

Including Pras

4. TROUBLE SHOOTING

Ilow to locate and eliminate Receiver Rum.
Internal Receiver interference, Intermittent
Reception, Poor Quality Reception and Poor
Sensitivity and

ÀLSOty.

A
SPECIAL.
SECTION
ON
TUILES, including all the latest
Lyrics. and r, 5 SPECIAI. SECTION ON SET ANALYZERS including information on modernizing
and repairing all types.

MAIL TODAY!
F. L. SPRAYBERRY WesiBryant Sú.c 'W'
Please rush complete details of your new 2g- lesson

"PRACTICAL MECICANICS OF
SERVICE." These, of course, are free.

RADIO

Name
Address

stan

City.

Rt'-3/ d

epet1dtbte
sensatiOnfit

foninulce

5f REE
DAYS

Trial

I.

IT ID
LOUD SPEAKERS
011MAL efficiency 2'a to 25 watts
-teak capacity 50 watts! BUn'S

new diaphragm and wilco coil assembly assure higher efficiency and far

greater dependability! Write for literature on 111.0
its;
11
alumi-

weatherproof "NATURALTONE" trumpets, microphones, trash r.. air column horns.
Cet details of Five-Day Free Trial and Information
an Our new high frequency theatre unit.
num.

BUD SPEAKER CO.
1107 JACKSON AVENUE

TOLEDO. OHIO- U.S.A.
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(Continued on page 534)
to line voltage fluctuations decreases rapidly

Advanced Training
Course for

ONLY

MAKING A 6F7 SERVICE
OSCILLATOR
with the temperature.
While on the subject of line voltage fluctuations, remember that frequency of oscillation is governed not only by the constants
of the tuned circuit but also to some extent
by the plate voltage. The service kit for
which this particular job was built includes
a line voltage adjustment as part of the tube
test panel. If there is no such adjustment
is your service kit it might be well, if you
desire the greatest accuracy, to include one

in the oscillator itself.
An answer to the third point was first
sought in the use of separate coils covering
each frequency band but the space required
for these coils and the associated multi -point
switch defeated entirely the object of compactness so it was abandoned in favor of a
single, low -frequency coil and the oscillator
so designed as to be as rich as possible in
harmonics by biasing the amplifier tube somewhat below the straight portion of its curve.
A position is provided on the A.F. switch
which completely stops A.F. oscillation and
so provides the desired, modulated- unmodutatell service.
'l'he fourth point is solved by the inclusion
of a shorting switch across the R.F. tuning
condenser which stops R.F. oscillation and
provides pa IV A.F.: and the use of a L point
tuning switch cutting in various condensers
across the plate portion of the A.F. oscillator
inductance. the last of which is large enough
to completely stop oscillation.
A potentiometer in the plate of the amplifier tube solves the fifth problem since the
entire output is taken across this potentiometer acting as a voltage divider. Tile addition of a scale on the panel will allow this
output to be conga red with any available
Standard and definitely calibrated.
The final point is a nsw'e red by completely
isolating the output circuit with reference
to D.C. by means of condensers.

The Circuit
Reference to the diagram will show the
si to l' lei ty of the cireui t.
Rectification for
.1.C. use is taceompl ished by the npplic: tion
of the 257,5 tube. 'l'he rectified current Is
put through a singl- section filter consisting
of the 1 nat. proper condenser, C12, the 15 hy.
Choke. t.4. and the S nsf, electrolytic condenser C13. line to the very small Cnrreut
drain of the entire outllt, this simple filter is
amply sufficient to insure freedom from 60
cycle modulation. 'l'he first filter condenser
is made small to decrease the voltage difference of A.C. eons pa red with D.C. operation.
The oscil la ter proper runs is t s of a type
617 tube, which is n pentode and triode contained in the sane bulb. The pentode section
is used as an A.F. oscillator while the triode
functions as an independent IL.l'. oscillator.

Either frequency may be varied at will without causing the least s'a riation in the other.
The uscii itot in_ V !d to ges so developed are
feel into the two grids of a \Vunderl h'h tube
Which functions as a modulator tube anal the
modulated output from the plate of this tube
is fed into the potentiometer, Ito, acting as a
load resistor.
A ward about this tube nsay not be amiss
for those who may perhaps not be familiar
with it. It contains a heater, a cathode,
two coplanar grids and a plate 'l'he novelty
and usefulness of this tube lies in the use of
these coplanar grids -which term simply
means that the two grids are wound over the
same supports, in the same plane and are
rJaef fN identical: so identical that if n positive voltage is applied to one grid and an
equal negative voltage to the other, there
will be no change in plate current.
There is. however, considerable capacity
between these two grids and for that reason
the ILF, choke La is included in the A.F.
grid lead to prevent the leakage of R.F..
especially at the higher frequencies, back
through the rather effective R.F. ground
formed by this circuit.
The coupling condensers C8 and C9 are
about the only really critical values in the
circuit. If they are made too large, there
will be a tuning effect of the A.F. on the

R.F., and vice- versa. On the other hand, 1f
made too small there will be frequency dis-

crimination in regard to trtuisfer of energy
to the output tube. The values shown seem

to be about the happy medium. though if you
wish, you can indulge in experiment on this
score. Condenser ('8, of course, controls the
percentage of modulation of the R.F. output.
Radio frequency variation is obtained in
the usual manner through the tuning condenser Cl, while variation of audio tone is
achieved through the use of a tapped switch
placing various values of capacity across the
plate section of the A.F. inductance L3. The
25-mf. condenser was sufficient with the inductance used in the original model to stop
oscillation entirely and the other values gave
a variation from an extremely high to a very
low note. These, also, are subject to variation and depend on the A.F. inductance used,
though the values shown should be satisfactory with the average inductance.

Building
Very little need be said on this subject as
the average builder of a circuit of this type
will be an experienced constructor and will
know exactly how to go about it. The main
point that may be stressed is that everything must be fastened down solidly, especially the wiring of the tuned circuits or you
will be troubled with instability and modulation due to the vibration of thin wires.
The R.F. coil consists of 3611 turns, random -wound over a space of I t,4 ins. on a 1%ins. dia. tube for the tuned portion ; and 250
turns wound in a % -in. space and removed
about % -in. from the primary, of No. 34
D.C.C. wire. The size wire is not critic -al but
it had better be double cotton.
The center'apped output choke specified is
the old fashioned R.C.A. job which was used
in some of the earlier battery models and
which is available from many of the mail
order houses. The inductance of this coil is
sufficiently low so that a very high A.F. is
readily obtained.
Don't forget to provide plenty of ventilation in the rectifier section as considerable
heat is developed in the tube filament dropping resistor.
'l'he original model has the
resistor mounted On the end wall with holes
at buttons and top and a chimney inside
made Of asbestos paper.

Calibration
After the unit is built, there remains the
problem of calibration of both audio and
radio frequencies.
'l'he A.F. may be very simply calibrated by
comparing the tone with a piano keyboard.
.utmost any physics text book will have tt
chart showing the physical pitch of the various keys.

Radio frequency calibration is nearly as
simple, but requires the use of a calibrated
Most modern receivers are calireceiver.
brated directly in lie., check this calibration
against several stations of known frequency
scattered over the dial. if your receiver is
not calibrated this will first have to be done,
drawing n curve of dial settings against frequency. Now connect the output of the oscillator to the receiver with the shielded lead
and start the oscillator delivering a modulated R.F. signal. Turning the dial of the
receiver will result in a number of response
points being observed. The difference in kr.
bet tu-s'en any two of these poi?' la to the fusoleMenfal frequency of the oscillator at that
setting. It should be around 100 kc, with
the coil specified but this need not be accurate. All thtst is necessary is that it be
below 130 kc. which is about the lowest frequency used in any modrn I.F. amplifier. A
repetition of this procedure with different
oscillator dial settings will result in sufficient points being determined to draw a
proper curve.
Calibration of the intensity of output is
also very useful. Most of us engaged in service work have several "standard" stations
that we use in judging the performance of a
receiver. This is all very well as long as
we are in the shop but in the field we are
sometimes lost. By using a D.P,D.T- switch
to connect the receiver alternately to antenna
and oscillator we may compare the oscillator
with these stations. Marking the position of
these points on the panel glues tot a very
excellent empirical standard which we may
always have available.
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This same "stunt" may be used to calibrate
the A.P. output by comparing the oscillator
with a microphone, a phonograph pickup and
the like. But be sure that this comparison
is made at the same frequency, or it will be
meaningless.

List of Parts
One ilammarlund midget tuning condenser.

type \íC32+ -M. Cl

one

;

11.F. choke. 85 mhy. L5;
One bakelite tube, 1% in. dia. a 3 ins. hone
Four I.R.C. t,meg., %-W. resistors, 111, 112.

Servicemen and

;

117

1111,

One Lynch 2,500 ohm, 1 W. resistor, I13 ;
One Lynch 70.000 ohm. 14-W. resistor, 116;
one Lynch 200 ohm, 25 W. resistor, ICI
One l'entralab potentiometer. tapered, 23,000
ohms, type sample No. 1866, R4
One l'olymet mien condenser, 250 mmf. 1'2;
Two Polymet mica condensers, .001 -mt. l'3.
CO;
CO I'olymet mica condenser, .005 -mf. C8;
Two Aerovox paper condensers, .02 -mt., 600
;

Radio Dealers

;

V.. C10,

C11;

One Aerovox paper condenser, .006 -mf., 200
V.,

One

Get a FREE Copy of This New Book
"The Inside Story of "A" Batteries
for Air Cell Radio"

C7;

Aerovox paper condenser, .01 -mt.,

20:1

V., CG:

One Aerovox paper condenser, .05 -mf., 200 V.,

C5;

One Aerovox paper condenser,

C4;

One Aerovox paper condenser,

C12;

_5 -rot., 200
1

V.,

mf., 200 V.,

One Aerovox electrolytic condenser, type VS,
8 mf., 450 V., C 13;
One Aerovox electrolytic condenser, 25 mt..

Right off the press

25 V., C14;
One Universal midget 30 by. choke. IA ;
One I1.1.'.A. output choke, as specified, L3;

ciency and Cost comparison of the

point switch, S3;
midget fixture-type switches, SI, 82;
Na AId 5 prong socket for Vl ;
Na -Aid 7 prong socket for V2;
Na -Aid G prong socket for Va;
RCA type 25Z5 tube. VI ;
RCA type 6F7 tube, V2;
Auto -Wunderlich type tube, V3;
tip jacks;
tip jack plugs;
I'ee Wee clips;
Necessary hardware, aluminum for box, wire,
length of shielded wire for output cable.
cord and plug for power cable.
One
Two
One
One
One
One
One
One
Two
Two
Two

-A direct Effi-

5

tt

Storage Battery; Dry

Battery

and the new and improved Eveready
Air Cell

Battery as used on the

new 2 -volt sets.
11íc

REWIRING FILAMENTS
FOR THE "AIRCELL"

Send
the
Coupon

(Conlin sad from page 552)
became necessary to develop a line of "aircell
tubes" to match the battery. These tubes
sometimes are called 2 V. tubes.
Being intended to be operated only by the
aircell buttery. which, in a correctly designed
filament circuit can't possibly over-voltage
the tubes. it was not necessary to have as
wide a margin of safety in the filaments
against accidental over -voltage as had been
the case with dry cell tubes. Because of
this. aircell tubes operate on much less filament power than the original dry cell tubes.
While this makes them even more vulnerable
to over- voltage than the (I I' cell tubes, the
hazard of over -voltage Is absent in an aircell
receiver, and the resulting decrease in battery drain fully justified taking the tube out
of the dry battery- class.
Although sometimes referred to as "2 -V."
tubes, this reference is not correct. Actually,
the tubes are designed to draw their rated
filament current at 2.10 V.; one make is
"centered" at 2.15 V. The upper safe limit
is 2.20 V., and the lower limit of satisfactory operation is 1.80 V. Anything over 2.20
V. will damage the tubes and anything under
1.80 V. will cause weak reception or, in the
case-of tubes which have been used several
hundred hours, complete loss of reception.
ligure 1 shows how well the filament charm teristics of the " nircell tube" have been
matched with the voltage characteristics of

inside stow of

BAI l'ERIES
for

Air

all

radio.

c

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC.
30 East 42nd Street, New York, Dept. RC-3

Please send me a Free copy of your new Book

;

the "aircell battery,"

"Aircell" Circuits
Figure 9A shows the simplest kind of filament circuit layout for an aircell receiver.
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All tube filaments are connected In parallel
across the filament bas (parallel linel, the
circuit being completed through the fixed re-

sistor and the on -off switch.
The resistor is calculated as follows : first.
calculate the total filament current which will

flow when 2.20 V. are impressed on the tubes.
Remembering that the tubes draw their rated

current at 2.10 V., it will be sufficiently accurate to ripply Ohm's law to Ilnd out what
it will be at 2.20 V. The battery voltage being 2.53 V., it is necessary to have enough

THE NEW

Centralab

RADIOHM
available for replacements
Servicemen everywhere are mighty glad that
these new I3/a in. Radiohms are now available
for replacements. Smaller
the new type
sets -they are the last word in efficiency.
Employ the famous Centralab rocking contact
for smooth, quiet, noiseless performance.
At your jobber.

-for

Resistor B of annular shape, has
long been the standard type. Current concentrates around the INNER edge, I, e., the shortest path.

Resistor A used in the new Ruffohm, has the same length path
across its entire width,
giving
greater effective area for good volume control.

Your jobber

1934 Volume Control
Ask for it!

has the new

Guide.

LABORATORIES

CENTRAL RADIO
MILWAUKEE

FORDSON
CATALOG
Deal Direct
and Save
to

WISCONSIN

4-tube AC-DC

FREE

Enjoy the performance of
ANY
FORDSON MODEL In YOUR OWN
NOME FREE for 30 DAYS. ThouAn
sands sold around the world.
owner writes: You are doing for Radio
what Henry Ford did for Auto industry-Not how cheap but how Good!
Many models: AC -DC; battery; long
and short wave; all -ware supers; O
and 32 volt; consoles; all -electric
auto radio. Sets for hone, ear, acon,
GI'ARANTEED.
farm and export.
30DAY FREE TRIAL IN YOUR
HOME.
A postcard or the coupon
brings
the
REMARKABLE NEW
FREE.
Send
today!
CATALOG
Prices will amaze you,
from
MAKE MONEY as our

s45

agent.

No

experience

needed. 2- roior lit era ture and cards (with

your

FREE.

sample
FREE.

a -lohe All Electric tar

Radio

Agent's

sets
Write!

Send card or
coupon nowt

T

32 -volt

All -

Electric Adapter

FORDSON RADIO MFG. CO.
Dept. 3, 4180 Oakman Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
Send me FREE catalog and agent's

proposition (this is not an order).
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resistance in the circuit to produce a drop
of 0.33 -V. Knowing the current to be carried. the amount of resistance required can
be calculated.
This is not the value of the
resistor, however: it is the total resistance
needed, and the total is usually made up of
three main elements -the leads, the switch
and the resistor, itself. To get the value of
the resistor, it is necessary to know the resistance of the leads and switch, and sub trnet it from the total resistance required.
This part of the circuit must be designed
and manufactured with considerable precision.
From Fig. 1 it can be seen that if the resistor is too large, the tubes will be under voltaged from the start, and that the net
filament voltage may fall to 1.80 V. before
the aireell battery can have delivered its
rated life. This would cause complaints of
short battery life. On the other hand, if the
resistor is too small. the tubes will be over voltnged, and this would cause complaints of
short tube life. The lee -way between too
much and too little resistance is quite narrow.
Figure 311 shows a more complex and, at
present, the most common type of aircell receiver filament circuit. The main point of
interest from a design standpoint is the presence of choke and coupling coils In the filament legs of one of the tubes.
These coils usually have considerable resistance. amoating in some cases to as much
ns 4 ohms- The tube usually associated with
these coils is the 1:10, having n CO mn. filament.
If operated at 2.20 V. initially. it
will draw 62.R ma.. and this current flowing
through 4 ohms will produce a drop of 0.25 -V.
If we were to lay out the circuit as In Fig.
nit. and provide a resistor to produce it drop
of 0.33 -V., leaving the required 2.20 V. across
the filament hots, the 1:10 will have only 1.95
V., since 0.25 -V. bi lost in the coils.
This
means that it would reach the lower 1.80 V.
limit after only about 500 or 350 ampere hours had been delivered by the aircell battery which would be wholly unsatisfactory
to the user.
It would be equally bad to reduce the main
resistor enough to raise the voltage on the
lAG to 2.20 V., since this would over-voltage
all the other tubes to the extent of 0.25 -V.,
or approximately 127 over their rated voltage. The resulting short tube life would be
as bad. if not worse than the short battery
life resulting from under- voltaging the LAG.
Figure 3C shows how this problem is being handled by aircell receiver manufacturers.
Since the coils in the filament legs of the
lAG absorb 0.25-V.. a second resistor. R2, is
inserted in the circuit between the 1.16 and
the rest of the tubes, designed to produce the
same drop. Then the main resistor is designed to produce the rest of the required
drop of 0.33 -V., or 0.0R V. In this way. the
net voltage at the filament terminals of all
tubes is the same. 2.20 V.. insuring maximum
life both of the tubes and of the "A" battery.
The figures just used apply only when the
combined resistance of the choke and coupling colis is 4 ohms. The procedure for other
coil resistances is the same, however. The
supplementary resistor. 112. Is designed to pro.
duce the same voltage drop as the coils, and
the main resistor makes up the rest of the
required 0.33 -V, drop.

Alternative Ideas
A few aircell receiver manufacturers feel
that it is desirable to make it possible for
their customers to exercise n choice in the

matter of "A" batteries, so that a dry "A"
pack may be used if desired. In such cases.
a rheostat is provided, with a separate "A"
battery lead. including the rheostat. bypassing the fixed resistor. In such cases. that
part of the circuit intended for dry "A" battery operation becomes essentially the some
as Fig. 2, with the voltage constants changed.
The "A" battery voltage is 3.0 V. initial

2.0 V, final.
The rheostat must be
manipulated to keep the tube voltage reasonably close to 2 volts. All the elements of
risk that caused the failure of the old dry
battery sets are present in this setup. The
user still has 50% more voltage at his disposal than the tubes can stand; it Is still up
to him to adjust the rheostat in accordance
with the shape of the dry battery voltage
discharge curve. an operation calling for more
technical knowledge and skill than the ordinary man possesses; the tubes themselves
are even more vulnerable to over -voltage than
was the case in the past, which increases the
hazards incident to dry battery operation,
all of which strongly Indicates that such
practice should be discouraged.
and

AN ELECTRO -MUSICAL
"TROMBONE"

:.)

(Cotit in u.d front page
The outer extremity of the

left of Fig. A.

lever moves over a wooden circular arc, on
which are marked the tonal intervals.
The Instrument possesses an agreeable
timbre. Its musical range is easily adjusted
to cover two octaves, nearly the same range
By increasing the curas the bass voico.
rent through the light -source. this range
can he increased to a considerable degree.
but the intervals on the arc become too
crowded for facility of operation.
The instrument could he improved by providing means for adjusting the volume of the
generated tones. As it is, there is only one
volume level.
Another imprmement would
consist in the A.C. operation of the lightsource. The first improvement may be attained by connecting two or more "staccato"
keys in the loudspeaker circuit, one key for
each desired volume level. The second improvement may be accomplished, as previously explained, by the use of a photo -conductive cell.
Other improvements could be made regarding the quality of the sound generated by the
instrument.
Suitable A.F. filters or additional photo -electric glow- discharge oscillators
may be used so as to enhance or suppress
certain harmonics and, thereby, change the
timbre of the sounds.
Many other electro-musical instruments can
be devised along the same lines of the experimental form described. (The unit illustrated was built up to satisfy the demands
of patent specifications; and to demonstrate
the principle involved.- l'echnicai Editor)

List of Parts
Three
prong sockets;
One midget magnetic reproducer;
One RCA type 80 tube;
One RCA type 45 tube;
One RCA photoelectric cell;
One 2 1V.. S-14 bulb. neon glow lamp, without protective resistor;
One incandescent lamp. type 14. 2.5 V., .3-A.;
One l'olymet mica condenser. .005-Inf.;
One General Transformer 30 toy. choke coil:
One Aerovox paper condenser, 0.05 -mf.;
One I.ynch adjustable resistor, 50,000 ohms.
10 W.;
One Aerovox

electrolytic, multiple-section
condenser, 4 -8 mf., 500 V.;
One Precision resistor, 10 megohms. 1 W.;
One Precision resistor. 2 megs... 1 W.;
One Precision resistor, 2,000 ohms, 10 W.;
One rheostat, 2 ohms, 1 W.
One Polymet bypass condenser. 4 mf.;
One Poiymet mica condenser. .002 -mf.:
Two medium -size dry cells, 1.5 V.;
One General Transformer power transformer,
400 V., 25 mn., C.T. ; 2.5 V., 3.5 A., C.T.;
and 5 V., 2 A.
One toggle switch;
One flashlight reflector, small size;

One Iilan aluminum box, 8 x 8 x G ins.;
One wooden arc. 54 -in. thick. 1l in. ouster

radius. 10 in. Inner radius:
1 in.. for exciterlamp housing;
One plug and cable. 110 V.;
One double -contact, bayonet -base socket, for
the neon tube;
One aluminum box, 3 x 2 1

One S.P.S.T. switch;
Two 0.5 -A. fuses;

Angle brackets, wire and hardware.
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"JUST THE THING FOR
MY NEW TEST SET"

(Continued from pale 519)

radio operation and control, would entail
on the part of the American people a willingness to take the following throe steps.
"First, they would have to be willing to
completely scrap the present American structure and to create, under the Federal Gov erument, a public, non- prolit monopoly for the
purpose of owning and operating all of the
broadcasting facilities of the country.
"Second, they would have to be willing to
subject this new broadcasting system to regu.
lotion by a government agent, whose authority would extend to the point of possessing
a complete censorship over programs.
In
Great Britain the General Post Office possesses this power.
"Third, they would have to be willing to
support the new system by means of taxa.
Lion and not by paid advertising.
"The broadcasting problems of the United
States are vastly different front those of a
small country, of only 94,000 square miles. in
which there are slightly more than 4,000,000
sets. According to the B.B.C. yearbook. th reo
of f he British stations are able to scree 75
per cent of all British listeners.
"Contrast this to the American problems.
Ilere there Is an area of more than 3,000,000
square miles to he served-an area thirty -two
times that of the United Kingdom. In it are
located more than 17.000,000 receiving sets
not highly concentrated as in Great Britain
but scattered far and wide."
According to Doc Iiettinger's statements,
Uncle Sam would not find John Bull's methods at all to his liking.
Ilowever, past experience has Indicated that
debates such as this one result in steps being
taken to follow the better course that these
controversies bring to light. Therefore, the
conclusions of this debate, in the thousands
of high schools throughout the country,
should result in improved radio broadcast
programs,
Of

--

Make all your tests with one instrument
THE NX UNIVERSAL RECTOX
Here is an instrument that's just the
thing for the service man who wishes
to build a test set that will make all the
measurements needed to diagnose re-

ceiving set ills.
Self-contained, it covers the following ranges:
Milliamps., d -c. 0 -1
Milliamps., a -c. 0 -1
Millivolts, d -c. 0 -100
Volts, a -c.
O -5
To give additional ranges, we can
PERCEN'T'AGE OF PROGRAMS OR VARIOUS TYPES supply resistances for voltage measurements, combination shunts for current
PERCENTAGE OF B.B.C. PROGRAMS
measurements, and resistors for reof Total flours sistance measurements. With these
NaIceaccessories the following ranges can
tional gional be obtained:
Type of Program
21.4
22.2
Serious music
0-1-5-10-50-100Volts, d -c.
Light music
34.8
18.3
Variety music
4.1
4.7
200-500-1000
Dance bands
10.5
19.7
0-10-50-100-200Volts, a -c.
Gramophone records
4.5
2.0
500-1000
Total music
Drama
Talks and readings
Schools: education
Adult education
News and running comments
Religious services
Appeals
Children's hour
Special transmission
Pictures

Total

58.8

83.4

1.9
9.0
2.8
2.2
9.2
5.5
0.2

1.7
1.6

0.2

4.4

0.1
0.2

100.0

100.0

5.6
0.4

%Îestinghouse

3.1
8.6
1.1
Since 1888, manufacturers of highest quality iastraments, which are now available at standard prices.
There is no reason for accepting lower standards.
Territories are still open for dealers.

PERCENTAGE OF NBC AND COLUMBIA PROGRAMS

Sun.,

Type of Program
Classical music
Semi-classical music
Folk music and ballads
Variety musk
Popular music

Nov. 6
16.4
19.0
3.0
3A
26.5

Total music
Children's programs
Comedy broadcasts
Other dramatic programs
Adult educational programs
Children's educat. programs
Farm programs
International rebroadcasts
News, In'k't, w'tlier reports
Religious broadcasts
Sports broadcasts
Special puh. interest features
Women's feature programs
Variety programs

68.3

Total

Dr(

grams

RADIO -CRAFT
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Wed.
Nov. 9
6.6
14.0
1.5
1.5
37.5

61.1
3.5
4.6
8.0
3.6
1.0
1.5

1.0

1.0

7.0

0.6

1.0
7.5

0.6
10.0
3.5

100.0

100.0

1.0

MARCH,

0- 5- 10 -50-

Milliamps., a -c.
Amperes, d -c.
Ohms

0- 5 -10 -50 -100
0- 1- 5 -10 -50
0- 1000 -10,000-

100-500

100,000
With these ranges, practically any
measurement of voltage, current or resistance can be made for checking receiving -set operation; for test -bench
work; for laboratory experiments; or
for the adjustment and operation of
transmitting sets. The instrument, with
complete accessories mounted on a panel
or in a box, with the necessary switches,
makes an ideal test set.
Catalog 43 -341 describes the construction features that result in the
high quality of the NX Universal Rectox Instrument, lists the instrument
and all accessories, and includes connection diagrams.
Send the coupon
or a post card for your copy.

SEND

FOR

CATALOG

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
Dept. i l9, Room 2 -N -East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Please send free copy of Catalog 43 -341
containing complete description of the Universal
Rectos Instrument.
Name
T 79845

Address
City

State

RC 3-34

Eleven Tube Universal 110 Volt A.C. -D.C. Operated

Combination 71 Watt Superheterodyne Broadcast
Receiver and Public Address Amplifier
2

Now you can build or buy a powerful. completely self- contained 3 -stags P.A.
Amplifier and Ultra Sensitive Broadcast Receiver --both for the price of onl
Employa s highly efficient circuit; 1 -78 Band -Pass Stage. I -tA7 Electron Counted Oscillator; 1.78 111gh Gain
F. Stage: -.moi Dooley Dinde Detector. Amplifier amt A u bunalje Volume Control Tube; 1.79 in a Two Stage
(PREAMPLIFIER) resistance coupled audio circuit, and 4 -43's In a push -pull parallel Class "A" Prime Amplifier
Output Stage and 2-25Z5 Rectifiers. Additional valuable features
include: 10 k.r. Selectivity, Inter- Channel Nni;e Supprevtnn.
Static Rejector. P,ntagrid Converter, Transformerless Power l'ark,
(furnishes optional field current to 1 or 2-4000 ohm D.C.
dynamic speakers), gumless Filler System, Tone Control. Master Gain Control. Tuner Volume Control, as well as a Self ntalned Control Panel for "Mixing" and "Fading" facilities.
Universal Inl:ut for single r double button microphones, and
for 21)0. 500. soot) ohm limn° l'lckupa. Extremely compact,
Is" s 10" s t -.
Completely Amembled Rit
$29.50
Factory Wired, Ready for Use
39.50
Matched Set of I I R.C.A. Tubes
14.12
Matched II inch Diameter D.C. Dynamic Speaker
7.35
1

2.4
2.0
7.4
3.4

Milliamps., d-c.

1

SEND FOR FREE NEW 1934 CATALOG

0,
1934
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NEVER OBSOLETE
Shallcross Number 611
Universal Tester
will be as modern next

year as it is today

TESTS
any radio receiver electrical circuit

CONDENSERS

paper or
electrolytic
RESISTORS
fixed or

variable
Transformers
Chokes
Maximum Ranges
1000 volts-A.C. -D.C.
1000 ohms per volt
1000 M.A. -D.C.
5,000,000 ohms D.C. Resistance
3,000,000 ohms A.C. Resistance
Capacitance .001 -10 Mfd.
Inductance 100- 10,000 Henrys
Send 3c in stamps for Bulletin No.
611 -P describing this instrument

ISIüALLCROSS MfG _COMPANY
îlrctrrcal llcutatio9 /atttamcná,
and..lccntalc s eiitlutL
700

MAC

0501000

COLLINGDALf, PA.

Accuracy
Wins
whether in

.

bowling, shooting, or in making

INTERNATIONAL RADIO
REVIEW
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(Continued front page 527)
presence of n signal. The length of the line
shows the strength of signal.
It is of interest to Service Men and experimenters to note that this simple little
en thole -ray tube has many other uses besides
its prime application as a tuning indicator.
It can be used to align the circuits of I.F.
amplifiers; for simple wave-form analysis of
A.F. amplifiers; for high -frequency voltage

measurement (as an A.C. voltmeter) and
ninny other uses that will suggest themselves
to the technical man.

DELAYED A.V.C. WITH
CRYSTAL

A

UP TO this time, the introduction of A.V.C.
to "straight" sets using grid detection has
necessitated complicated and costly alterations.
The system shown in Fig. G eliminates
this difficulty by the application of dry-disc
rectifiers, available in Europe for detecting
purposes. The circuit shown, employs two of
these rectifiers, one n full -wave unit which
acts as the second-detector, and the other u
half -wave unit as the A.V.C.
The A.C.C. rectifier is simply connected in
the detector bypass circuit and the D.C. at
the output is used, after passing through a
suitable filter, for controlling the bias applied
to the variable -mu tube.
The second-detector of the receiver Is replaced by a crystal (as explained above) of
the full -wave type to give an equivalent of
The crystal units
double -diode detection.
operate on the principle of the dry-disc metal
rectifiers used for converting D.'.'. mllliammeters into A.C. meters. These R.F. detectors have been especially designed for the detection of high- frequency currents, though
and have a very small internal capacity.
They are sold in Europe under the trade name

of Restector.
The use of crystals for the purpose of detection and A.V.C. in large receivers has the
advantage of reducing the number of tubes
required to give the desired results. however. as we have pointed out before t RADIO.
CRAFT, January 1934, page 418), ordinary
crystals cannot be used, as the voltages developed in sensitive superhets. would burn
the contact and disrupt detection. Special
rectifiers of the type mentioned are ne.es-

sarv. They cannot be obtained in the
this time.

C. S.
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I
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Mr. Arthur F. Lynch

Vt

551 nVesey St . New York, N. T.
Dear Mr. Lynch:

tent of
33 m ro
were
1 have made precise
and
watt Lynch Resistors.
wed a Le
I
Id.
year
than
Bridge and rte"
Wheatstone
e
Northrop
batteries.
were from oar
to
The units measured
ranged front 750
regular block and
730,000 ohmsrrunte unit was .nul ,. oft
oft
mod. accurate
accurate t s G.0':o
rattiios; te average as 3.B75á
rating: the
Yours very truly,
Sun Radio Co.,
(Signed) Jack Grand
3G -MS

Write LYNCH MFG. CO., ins.
51 Vesey St., New York, N. Y.
Makers f Lynch Resistors and)
Noise -Reducing Antenna Systeme/
for Free Descriptive Folder
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"repeat" business.

I had a large quantity- of business cards on
hand, as well as having an old paper punch
of the variety used to punch holes in paper
for use on n "ring- board" (similar to a
clasp -board).
punched n quantity of the
ra rds at the end, reinforced the hole with a
gummed reinforcement on each side, supplied
it with n string. and Presto! I had a first
class tag. Total cost 5 cents per 700!
I tie one of these to the cord of each radio
set leaving my service bench. These are
not often torn off, If they are tied up close
to the chassis.
Now here is what Invariably happens when
something goes "haywire" with the radio in
the home long after the regular advertising
is mislaid and forgotten): there is usually at
least one curious nun in each household who
will turn the receiver around to see if the
tubes are all burning. If not, he usually
buys new tubes, which may or may not correct the trouble, but if it does not, he usually calls the first radio man he can think
of --and that's where the tag does its blt.
To my way of thinking. all the radio serviceadvertising in the world does no good if the
service is not needed. or rather I should say.
if the owner thinks he doesn't need service.
But when the radio "quits," that's when
advertising about sertrice is really needed,
and Mr. 'rag does Ids stuff just then.
I also find it comparatively easier to go up
to a stranger and ask him to tie one of these
tags on his radio than to hand him a card
and tell 151m I'd like to service his "radio,"
because the chances that he needs service at
that particular time are nil. whereas it is
only human nature to tie any kind of tag to
something. A little understanding of this
human nature is the thing that puts It
across. A bossiness card Is often thrown
away when the dry--cleaner comes around at
cleaning time and the "old man's" pockets
are emptied:
HARRY L. KALI V AFTER,
T

107 A'. :Vnrket St.,

Akron, Ohio.

LATEST IN RADIO
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between LI and 1.2, in fractions of an inch.
Is given at X.
Wire
foil Turns X for
W.L.
Size
1.2
Ll -L2
LI
Range
33'4
53'4
-in. No. 2s D.S.C.
15- 23
No 2s
5Y4
63í
23- 45
ttg -in.
6%,
45 -115 15%
-in. No. 28 11.5.C.
I,
,t. -2u0 :IS% 9v
% -in. No. 29 D.S.C.

s
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am describing below a form of advertising which I believe to be one of the cheapest.
Its well as one of the most effective to insure
I

Resistors
SUa'%AD

CHEAP, EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING
Editor,

fro./ page

ak -in. No. 3S S.S.C.
1(5%
No. :I5 S.S.C.
+,w-ln.
259á
A List of l'arts is given for those who may
want to select individual items to complete
an inst rouant incorpora ling the circuit of
this most successful of 2 tube receivers, which

1;,7.-luit

75x'4
::-10.s;25 174%

:.431

Sw.12 and Sw.13, to make this n resistance
analyzer without interrupting any other use
of the analyzer. The connections are shown
in Fig. 1. The analyzer can be plugged in,
and all current and voltage tests made in
the usual manner; or the radio set power
cord may be disconnected and a resistance
measurement macle from the same plug.
All that is necessary to make the resistance
measurement is to turn the A.C.-0-D.C. switch
to the off position, connect a clip to the
set chassis. turn Sw.14 to the It position. and
the I. -Il. switch to the I position; press
push buttons Gm. G to 1:1 to measure resistance from any connection of the tube socket
to the chassis of the set.
In making resistance tests, be sure the set
is disconnected from any source of power.
A 1/32 -A. fuse is added in the meter circuit
to protect the meter against any error in
using the tester. For instance, making a
voltage test with the clip to chassis and
Sw.14 in the It position, will cause damage
to the meter. Re sure Sw.14 is in the A position, and that the clip is disconnected.
when using the analyzer for other than resistance measurements.
R. L. DAwsov,
1015 Knight Street,
Lynchburg, l'a.

uses plug-in coils.

List of Parts
One Ilamma rlund variable
mmf. ;
One A.Y. transformer, :I to

condenser,
1

140

ratio;

tine tuning dial:
One 4 wire battery cable;
One Centralab potentiometer, 50.000 ohms;
One rheostat. 10 to 30 ohms:
Three Na -Aid ti\ type wafer sockets;
Two RCA type 30 tubes;
5 -mt., 200
One Aerovox bypass condenser,
V.

One twin phone jack;
One IIammarluud antenna equalizing condenser, 100 mmf.;
One Lynch resistor, 5 megs. ;
Two molded mica condensers. 100 mmf.;
One Harrison metal panel, 7% z 7 ins. high
One Harrison metal subpanel, 7% z 5 z 2i4
ins. deep;
Two knobs;
Four coils or coil forms. or one kit of Harrison coils;
Miscellaneous hardware, wire, etc.
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Now ANOTHER

NAVY MAN

SELECTS

MASTERPIECE II
FOR A 'ROUND THE WORLD CRUISE

Lt. Fred L. Sehoenwoll, U.S.N.C.R. follows examele of
Admiral Byrd and selects MASTERPIECE II for transoceanic

work....

on 10 to 570 meters.

Never before has a radio receiver been the subject of so much official'
Interest. Head what this well known radio engineer says about It:

"At the completion of exhaustive analyses for selectivity, sensitk fly
fidelity and other eery important rhareeterlaties of radio revel ters of
the leading makes of 'AII -wase' radio receivers, 1 have finally decided
to take with toe, un a 'Around the world' triase, the MASTERPIECE
IL After making this decision. I was very
ve
much Impressed by the
fart that another Naval oaleer. Hear-Admiral Richard E. Byrd had
decided In take the same type receiver on his second Antarctic Expedi'Little America'.
has been my intention to obtain a radio receiver capable of receiving
Important Information. from both my home and office. by highfrequency radio. as well as to investigate short wave radio transmission
phenomena throughout the entire cruise.
It was necessary, therefore.
that I place try reliante on a rermbrr of maximum etTiriency so that.
when installed In my sl aterunm aboard the S.S. President Van Buren.
tion to

It
ACTUAL 10 DAY TRIAL
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
are entitled to the same
tuallty of radio performance that

Volt

Admiral Byrd, Lt. Schoenwulf,
and others insist upon.
I guar nter that my Masterpiece II will
cive you that kind of performtore .
but 1 let you be the
sole judge.
Either you get what
.

Von
11

it will

assure the most consistent possible performance.
The tests indicate that your MASTERPIECE II should unquestionably
Milli my requirements and ant therefore attaching hereto my order for
one of these receivers."

Iteapertfutly.
FRED L. SCIIOEN\SOLF
Lieutenant lig.l
C.

.

want out of my Masterpiece
or you get your money hark

Instantly.

My new book tells
and gives full technical deails of Masterpiece 11.

ill

Selecting P.A. Equipment
r:.,
pays 5301
where the sound output has to be distributed
over eonsiderable distances it is wiser to use
a horn for that purpose.
'rho second type of dynamic unit that is
avaaIlable is of the small- diaphragm type.
These units. of cunrse, Call be used un burns
only and are excellent for their purpose of
sound disc ribut ion in any given direction. An
interesting example of their use is /It airports. where the sound has to be carried out
across the field for a distance of a gnarter of
a mile, or more. lit that rase it is necessary
to confine every av-aiiable bit of energy to a
concentrated field so that the maximum distance coverage can i.e obtained.
The modern tendency is to use two or more
reproducers sr that a wider raute of frequencies can be obtained, 'Phis will result in
combinations. of horn and baffle type reproducers. which reproducers should be of vital
interest to all sound equipment users.
In the average installation, the writer has
noted that the tendency is to use as few reproducers as possible and run theta at a point
Where they acv badly overloaded. This results in poor quality and should be avoided.
If it is necessary to push the reproducers for
it given coverage. it is wiser to use additional
reproducers well placed. and work them all at
ronsonable volume. ')'his Will result do better
quality output and longer active life for the
reproducers themselves.
,

Power Required
While the exception will prove the rule, the
following statements have tvorkedl out very
well in practice, and should he quite satisfactory for use ns a guide in the selection of a
number of reproducer units to he employed
for satisfactory operation. If to fulfill any
of these requirements, it becomes necessary to
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McMURDO SILVER

Name

Incorporated
Belmont Ave.
CHICAGO
U.S.A.
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.
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overload the reproducer ter reproducers). it is
recommended that an additional reproducer be
used so as to keep the reproducer-workinglevel below the point tit which distortion would
be generated by the reproducers themselves.
In a room seating Soo persons of less, one
dy nanlir reproducer would generally be satisfactory. In rooms sealing tip to 1.1111(1 persons, two dynamic reproducers should give
excellent sound coverage,
In :uulitoriums
seating up to 2,0110 people. three or four dynamic reproducers eau be used very efficiently
- .tt'ihti the elude)) in favor of the fourth reproducer for most satisfactory results.
In all calculations involving the amount of
power n eresso ry for a given nperatiug condition, the following figures can be used :is a
rough tint very- satisfactory. cheek to determine the maximum amount of power ueeessa ry.
The reference level to w'hbit the succeeding
figures nee basal is kern level, or a power of
- 11uB- ndlllw-tu t t.
For headsets. allow approximately Jam1 -watt per unit. For hotel guest
rooms allow .111M -watt per speaker, For oftires, average -size living rooms. small reception nouns. etc.. allow about .I5 -watt. In
school class rooms, club rooms, lobbies of
lintels, hospital wards, card-rooms, large living rooms or libraries. allow nImut 0.5- watt.
Itt.oms seating up to 500 people, allow about
3 watts.
From this point on it would be
wise to use more than one reproducer and divide the Intel between two units for most satisfactory operation.
Itoonis capable of seating up to 1.0110 people
use about 0 watts, In rooms with a seating
rapacity of 1.500 persons. or over, use about
10 watts.
This necessitates the use of at
least two reproducers: and in instances where
rooms
the
are very noisy it would be wise to
use four reproducers carefully placed to give
the maximum coverage.
One should always bear in mind that a
large room of equal capacity In cubic feet, in
which there is a low noise level, requires less
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McMURDO SILVER. INC.
1735 Belmont Ave., Chicago, U.S.A.
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potter than would he necessary in a room of
equal size which was used as a dance hall or

roller skating rink (for example),
In general, when reproducers are to be used
in the open air, or in places such as ice skating rinks, it would be advisable to use the
horn-type speakers, so that the (nrreet sound
coverage can be obtained with the ni i ninnim
:a

amuutnt of power. The reproducers recommended for use under the conditions staled in
the first part of this section can be of the
dynamic cone type with a suitable baffle for
the best average operation.

Adequate Coverage
While experience in the selection of the required material for a given installation cannot b)) obtained over night. the above -mentioned figures will enable the newcomer in the
strand gone to choose equipment that will he
applicable to bis needs.
There is nothing quite so exasperating as to
have a sound system that is very satisfactory
Insofar as frequency response is concerned,
but lacking in the necessary power to satisfactorily fulfill the conditions imposed upon the
equipment by the moot or space to be covered by sound. 'therefore, it is always adrisable to select equipment which trill supply
mere sound energy than actually required for
the osrasion. Be on the safe side and select
equipment wide!) is capable of giving you t he
frequency response that you desire and still
be able to deliver more power upon demand,
se that the unexpected conditions which often
arise in sound work can be overcome with
smoothness and efficiency.
(The relation of
watts power to detihel, or "db." ratings is
given in ItAPto-t'a.tp °
November. 1031, Information Bureau. -Technical Editor)
The author will he glad to assist designers
and builders of sound equipment, who have
individual questions or problems.

r-

Chief Engineer, Aeratest Products Co.
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NEW!

DYNATRON
OPERATION

NEW!

MODEL 401

RADIO

AUTO

(Continued from page Crn)
P. tap to the grid connection of the tube, as
shown In Fig. 2.

This procedure results In applying a greater
voltage to the grid of the tube than is impressed upon the plate. Thus, as the electrons fly through space, after they have left
A Radio City Product
the filament, they strike the surface of the
metal elements with which they cone into
SERVICEMEN ATTENTION .
.
contact, with such force that other e)eetrona
NEW AUTO RADIO TESTER
are artanllll separated from the surface to
IIESIONED speially fur automotive installation.
testing ands servicing. It Is a compact. multiple
which they preciously belonged. 'rte electesting, quality instrument that will never become
trons that are Jarred loose are commonly reobsolete.
ferred to as "secondary- emission electrons"
'I-he model 401 Tester is equipped with a triple
rage oluaueter, measuring all resistances front .. to
Now, suppose we bridge the 00 V. "11" bat111111.000 ohms.
There are three individual ranges;
tery with at potentiometer of. say, 10,000
-3.111111 - 2110.11011 - 2,11ú0,110n
ohms.
Instrument is
ohms resistance, connecting the plate of the
iiirely self -contained requiring no external batteries.
tapered compensator for battery voltage gives smooth
tube to the potentiometer arm and a 5-0-5
adjustment at all ohmmeter ranges.
scale
nllliammeter in the elute circuit beme four -range voltmeter has individual ranges of
0 -5U. 0 -2.'dt and 0 -550 colts.
The sensitivity of
tween the plate and the potentiometer arm,
meter is 1,0011 ohms per volt.
Meter is of the
as shown lu Fig. 3.
irsonsai type. 3'.4 inches In diameter. Accuracy
2 percent.
There Is now a means of varying the volts A r ETV Is provided by an automatic selector switch
age impressed upon the pear from zero to
.candy r. lrr ern to the desired circuit and
which is the maximum available in
OO
.d at the same tiro disconnects the meter
:di other circuits and ranges, thus presenting
our hookup and which is the voltage applied
lge and burn -outs.
of the tube in this test. As the
grid
to
the
rand is title!). etched on,. case how a handsome
potentiometer arm is moved forward from
"Mine finish. Instrument is complete. ready to
and is
aupact and portable.
the zero positron. in the direction of the 90
Special illuminated teat prods, uroke this the ideal
V. position it will be Hided that .the plate
r for auto -radio work. 'rest prods have detachable
Bator spring chumps.
Overall size of instrument
current increases at first. with an increase
534" x sav x 4"
In plate voltage. then suddenly the milliamEvery radio man needs the 401 model while installing,
me-ter needle begins to drop bark toward zero,
tc,ting or servicing auto radio sets.
Then it begins to pick up and continues to inNET TO DEALERS
dicate an increase in plate current until the
AND SERVICEMEN
maximum voltage of 90 is impressed upon
Regular List $37.50
Complete
the plate.
If the result of what we have
Also available In knack -doaa kit form, complete
done is illustrated, graphically, on cross -sec:n instructions (less batterie, "nil test prods)
paper it will be found that our curve
NET TO DEALERS
Cl
(assuming that we use plate current values
AND SERVICEMEN
S Compiete
vertical] ordinates and plate voltage
for
Regular List $27.50
values for [horizontal] abscissas) indicates
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.
an increase in plate current with an increase
48 W. BROADWAY
Dept. RC NEW YORK. N.Y.
in plate voltage. but only at first: next a
decrease in plate current accompanies the
continued increase of plate voltage; and,
finally. the plate current indicates an increase
in plate current with the continued Increase
in plate voltage; this continues until the
maximum available plate voltage is attained.
BOOKS
The graph of this experiment is shown in
.JFig. 4.
That portion of the graph which indicates
a drop In plate current with an increase in
plate voltage is known ns the 'dyne trein;' or
"negative resistance' portion of the characA -C -RADIO
TELEVISION terestic curve just determined; when a tube
Every Electrical
Is being operated under conditions which preBIG BOOKS
Subject Covered
vail in order to give rise to this dynatron
characteristic it is actually functioning under
Here's great news for anybody interested
conditions very different from those which
in Electricity. Latest edition of .applied
commonly prevail in the more orthodox tube
Electricity brought right flown
circuits.
to date with every NEW elecFOR
10
trical subject fully covered.
Reference to the graph indicates that the
BEGINNERS
big Volumes and all shipped
and EXPERTS
dynatron feature obtains, when the plate voltFREE for examination.
Over 3000 pages
age is less that the yriei voltage; as a mat-hundreds of
of fact it has been found that this action
Illustrations
BIG FIELD! Big Demand ter
the most comprevails when the plate voltage Is approxiplete work of
Big
Pay!
Men
who
understand
40% of the grid voltage.
mately
ever
its kind
are urgently
published. needed right electricity
A study of the facts reflected by the graph
now in thousands of
Dynamos, moindustries. autos. airplanes, madiscloses the fart that in the beginning, the
tors. power
chine shops- prmileally every Indusstations. radiplate current increased with an increase in
tn. depends on electricity and men
os. television,
who know this subject make big
the voltage impressed upon the plate, hut
everything e'erPleasant. fascinating work,
money.
trical explained)
only up to a certain point at which It was
easy to learn and do; team quickly
cearly so anySend
books.
coupon
for
found that the secondary emission electrons
with
thew,
unone
sset for FREE examination and
were increasing in proportion to the number
derstand them.
ee for yourself.
of electrons moving in the opposite direction.
nsulting mm bership in the
1 ye is
This was due to the fn('t that the impact
Amer!. an rTechnical vteiety now given
against the plate, to begin with, was not
free t all readers of this famous CycloFREE
pedia of Electricity. Many say, "fhat's
strong enough to liberate an appreciable numworth more than tust of books."
ber of secondary -emission electrons. 'rho inAMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY crease in secondary -emission electrons conDept. E -326. Drexel at 58th St.. Chicago
tinues until the curve crosses the base line.
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY.
At this point in our experiment the needle
Dept. E -326, Drexel at 58th St., Chicago
of the milli :ammeter crossed the zero line and
Send for 10 days' free use. BRAND NEW 10 volume set
began moving in the opposite direction; this
of Electrical Engineering.
In return for mailing this
coupon promptly, send absolutely free certificate of memindicated that the current was now flowing
bership in the American Technical variety entitling me
in the opposite direction from that in which
to free consulting privilege for one year. I will Pay the
few rents delivery charges on the books. If t wish I may
it had been flowing but a moment before the
return them In 10 days and owe you nothing, but It I
Now, for n brief
zero mark was passed.
keep them I will send $2.00 after 10 days. then $3.00
period of time. our secondary- emission elecmonth until the special sale price of only $29.80 L paid
"filament" elecin
number
the
exceed
trons
Name
trons, even though we have not stopped inAddresi
creasing the voltage being impressed upon
City
State
the plate of the tube. This increase In the
Employed by
"negative plate current" (shown dotted) conAddress

TESTER

G

;

V

a

0

iI

ELECTRICAL

Iu/lped

FREE

10

Se

I

tinues for a time, then the negative value begins to decrease, at the lowest point indicated on the graph. This decrease continues
to the point where the curve again crosses
the base line (in its upward movement) at
which point the milliammeter again reads
zero current and reverses in indication of dr.
cuit polarity. From this point to the end of
the characteristic curve, an increase of plate
Current. accompanies an increase in plate voltage: until the maximum value of plate voltage is attained.
The statements made thus far have been
said largely with reference to 3 element
tubes: there are other tubes that function
to dynatron circuits and among them are the
4 element screen -grid tubes, such as the types
22, 24 and 32. As a matter of fact these
screen -grid tubes, in general, are better for
dynatron circuit adaptations than the 3 element tubes. Therefore, in the next issue we
will consider circuits using screen -grid tubes;
and we will employ a type 24 tube in our
experiments.

COMBINATION TUNER
AND P.A. AMPLIFIER
t t'ootin act from page 5371
sists essentially of a tuner, a 2 stage phonomicrophone pre -amplifier, at parallel push -pull
class A prime power output stage, and a
power supply proper.

The Superheterodyne Tuner

This superheterodyne tuner shown schematically in Fig. 1, has an overall sensitivity
of less than 0.5-microvolt per meter, and has
a delayed A.V.('. with resultant lteratage
noise suppression. ''his high sensitivity has
been obtained through the use of the latest
tubes in conjunction with It.F. and I.F, components that represent the last word in radio.
The general layout is such that the It.F. and
I.F, plate lends and many grid leads are only
about 1 in. in length, while the antenna and
remaining grid wires are totally shielded to
insure absolutely stable performance.
'Elie antenna coil, 1,1, is protected against
burnout by two blocking condensers ('13
and CI4, one on the serial and one on the
This roil is Litz -wire -wound
ground side.
(see Fig. 3.\), and designed for 10 kc. station tuning. Tite input signals, which any
be obtained from an aerial but a fete feet
in length, or from a piece of screening, are
feel through 1.1 into the first type 78 R.F.
amplifier tube VI. Maximum gain is obtained from this tube with an impedance
coupling choke and mica coupling condenser,
which are all self- contained in the detector
coil shield, L2, placed in the grid circuit of
FOR
3,4

VS

110V.,AC.04DC
VI

V2

V3

VR)

Rit

VII

-

FOR 32 V. DC

V4

VS

Vl

V2

v3

-
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32,1

Fig. 2
The connections of the tube filaments.
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a lawyer for legal advice
doctor for
health. Why not rely on the specialized experience of Electrad for RESISTORS and VOLUME

CONTROLS?

é+

Since the birth of radio, fhe name "ELECTRAD" has
stood for QUALITY of design, workmanship and performance.
And Electrad's moderate prices make it
unnecessary for you ever to accept inferior substitute
products. MAIL COUPON FOR NEW FREE CATALOG.
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BLACK
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TRUVOLT- Master RESISTOR
Exclusive
-superior

i

L

in design
in performance.
No other
resistor has these features:
(1) Patented design permits
larger wire and open -air cooling. (2) Double -spiral winding
insures perfect electrical contacts.
(3) Sliding clips provide
adjustments to exact voltages required.
(4) 1.000 volt
insulation. (5) Full -length protective fibre guard.
ALL
STANDARD SIZES.

C2
BLACK

-CBOTTOM VIEW

COMPOSITE COIL

(L3)

Fig. 3
Coll connections followed in the tuner.

the type CA7 tube, C2. This tube acts as
first-detector and electron -coupled oscillator,
and simultaneously as an amplifier. The circuits evolved for use with these tubes and
employed in this receiver include an oscillator arrangement which assures a constant
output over the entire broadcast band, a condition that is not usually obtained by the use
of individual detector and oscillator tubes.
The construction and use of the corresponding IL.F, components are thereby simplified,
permitting the oscillator and I.F. inductances
to be housed in a common shielded unit, indicated in Fig. 1 as I.F.T.1. It should be
noted that the use of this electron -coupled
oscillator tube entirely eliminates the formerly critical superheterodyne "coupling sphynx."
As the gang condenser has an automatic oscillator tracking section I('4) the question of
assembly, wiring and alignment of the superheterolyne circuit becomes as simple as that
of an IMF. tuner.
The GA7 pentngrld- converter tube is coupled
through a 175 ke. pre-aligned I.1'. transformer, I.F.T. 1, housed with the oscillator
coil, into another. type 75, la igh -na iii I.F.
tube, V:1. This tube in turn is transformercoupled through another 173 kc. I.F. transformer I.F.T. 2, into an 83 duo -diode seconddetector and triode amplifier tube.
The automatic volume control is obtained
by connecting the filtered grid returns of V1
and V2 to the grid leak and condenser combination, 1112. ('20. The values are so chosen
that it takes about ÿ'q- second after a station
is tuned in for the signals to be detected and
further amplified. Tlds is made possible because the I.F. currents produce a D.C. voltage drop across grid leak 1112 which is impressed upon the grid returns connected to it,
as well as upon the control -grid of the second- detector V4.
'However, the grid return
filter condensers will take a certain amount
of time to charge up, and only then may the
type 85 tube, V4. amplify again. This "time
constant" depends upon the product of the
total resistance in ohms by the total capacity
in farads. (Thus, n 1 meg. resistor and a
.0(10001 farad t1 Inf.] condenser has a time
constant, RC, of 1,000.000 X .000001 = 1
second.)
This is. at the same time, a very
effective way of creating an interstage noise
suppression, as no interfering signals or disturbing noises of any kind are beard, while
tuning normally from one station to another.
If any one of these bypass condensers is increased in capacity, this time delay may be
increased from 3e of a second up to several
seconds, if desired.
The 4 gang superheterodyne condenser used
with the inductance referred to above, is obtainable with a dial calibrated directly in kc.
A description of the Y.A. section will fol.
low in a subsequent issue of RADIO-CRAFT.
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VOLUME CONTROLS
Consider these time and laborsaving advantages:
(1) Interchangeable end covers instantly
convertible to use power- switch.
Just snap one out and the other
in without disturbing control connections.
(2) Long ALUMINUM
shafts easily cut to desired length.
(3) Only five types required to
service 799 standard receiver
models.
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The Next Great Industry

AIR CONDITIONING

Like other great enterprises which started small, many opportunities are now opening in the AIR
CONDITIONING Field. It's a business which is only starting
growth shortly will parallel
the radio, automotive and electrical field.
The advertisement on the third cover tells you in complete detail about the volume now being
published and which gives you a thorough understanding of the AIR CONDITIONING Servicing
Business. Turn now to this announcement.
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PRACTICAL
RADIO ENGINEERING
An opportunity for RADIO
MEN to enlarge their scope
of training.
Whether elementary radio
principles or advanced subjects, sound applications or
practical radio engineering, RCA
Institutes is prepared to give you
the instruction you need.
RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
with modern standard equipment
EXTENSION COURSES FOR HOME STUDY
under convenient "no obligation" plan.
Illustrated Catalog on Request
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Dept. RT -3

75 Varick Street, New York
1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago
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INFORMATION BUREAU
(Continued front page 548)
Coil

B

-50 to 90

Meters

ILl'. and Detector coils -24 turns

No. 24
enamel wine, single -space wound, tapped at
3/16 in. form.
12 turns for band spread
Oscllla tor col1-35 turns No. 24 enamel
wire, single -space wound, tapped at S turns
for cathode and 42 turns for band spread
I 3/16 in. fnrtn.
Coil C-26 to 50 Meters
and Detector coils-19 turns No. 18
mantel wire, double -space wound, tapped
in. form.
at 8 turns for band spread
Oscillator coil -21 turns No. 24 enamel
wire, double -space wound, tapped at 6 turns
for cathode and 8 turns for band spread
--1 In. form.
Coil D-14 to 26 Meters
I:.I', and Detector coils
turns No. 18
enamel wire, double -space wound, tapped
in. form.
at 2 turns for band spread
Oscillator coil-11% turns No, 18 enamel
wire, double -space wound, tapped at 2 turns
for cathode and 2% turns for band spread

-1

Get Into

a

Une

Where There's
Action -Every Day

-

Analyzer&

Resistance

Tester-
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-

And a Payday Every Latest
Week-You Be the Boss! Design
YOURS
Right now while hundreds are
for work where

looking

there

isn't any, the radio service field
can use trained men. With the
proper training and the necessary

Without

-S

Extra Cost

-1

MIUIIImc'nt. you can cuter this field and make n comfortable
living. We include with our course this modern set 1m
lzer and trouble shooter without any extra charge. This
piece of equipment has proved to be a saleable help to
our members. After a brief period of training, you rail
take the set analyser out on son ice calls and really comWe show you how to wire
pete with "old linters."
short-wave receivers-analyze and repair all types of
radio sets --and many other profitable jobs can be yours.
Teaching you this interesting work is nur business and we
have provided ourselves with every facility to help you
learn quickly yet thoroughly. If you possess average intelligence and the deaire to make real progress on your
own merits, you will be interested.

ACT NOW-MAIL COUPON
Send for full details of our plan
that explains how easily you ran now
in on radio quickly. Don't put it off! Write today. SEND NOW!

Start this very minute!
and free booklet
cash

1

RADIO TRAINING ASSN. of AMERICA
Dept. RCR -3. 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.
Gentlemen: Send me details of your Enrollment flan
and information on how to learn to make real money
In radio quirk.
Name
Address

State

City
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in. form.

Coil E-200 to 540 Meters
U.N. and detector coils -110 turns No. 27
3/16 in. form.
enamel wire, close wound
Oscillator coil -110 turns No. 28 enamel
wire, close wound, tapped at 30 turns for

(as stated in previous issues of
Itamo-Ourrt. 'Pubes having a filament volt age of 2.0, or less, bear the designation "1" :
tubes in the 2
V. group bear the designation
'2" ; 3,0 to 3.0 V. bear the designation "3" ;
4.0 to 4.0 V. bear the designation "4," and
so on.
'nc.. special arrangement made with
reference to the 2.5 V, group was adopted

required

only for convenience in retaining the figure 2
for this group. A 6.3 V. tube bears the designation 6. while n 12.6 V. tube is given the
designation 12.
The final digit refers to the number of
useful elements in the tubes which are
brought out to external connections. A brief
outline of the method of counting the elements is as follows filament or heater is
counted as one.
Cathode, control -grid and
plate count as 0110 each and the suppressor grid counts only when it is brought out to
an external connection. In most cases, therefore, the digit assigned to a tube will be determined by subtracting one frntn the number
of external connections, including the cap if
:

one is used.
The letter used between the numbers is
chosen arbitrarily in the order in which the
t Ube Is developed: thus, the first pentode of a

group would be given the designation ':V,"
while a second pent ade. differing slightly in
characteristics but having the sane number
of elements and filament rating, would be assigned the letter "B," An exception to this
cathode
3/16 in. form.
rule is made in time case of rectifiers, to distinguish them from the balance of the tubes,
by starting the letter from the other end of
A.F. AMPLIFIER FEED -BACK
the alphabet.
(246) Mr. C. W. Iverson, Jr., Ogden, Utah.
An attempt is being made to keep tubes
(Q.) While operating an amplifier that I having similar characteristics and falling in
recently built, I had trouble with feed -back the 2.5 or 6.:1 group identical except for the
noise due to the microphone being in the first digit. A good example of this action is
range of the loudspeaker. I would like very seen in the assignment of 2.17. 6A7: 2117 and
much to eliminate this trouble and still be 6l7. The 2A7 differs only from the 6A7 in
able to have a microphone close to the re- beater ratings, as is also the case with the
producer.
2137 and 6137.
I have seen, in several advertisements, a
claims
prevent
trouble.
to
this
device which
Would you please send nie a circuit diagram
so that I may construct a filter to eliminate
this feed -back or advise any other method to
FOR
THE
Iilninate the trouble and still use the mike
within close range of the speaker?
THE
(A.) la answer to this Inquiry we refer
Mt'. Iverson to an article which appeared in
(Continued front page 5291
it posit issue. (RADIO-CRAFT, December, 193..1
the
This article, entitled "The Causes and cures placed right over the mastoid, the path of
of Audio Oscillation," by L. Can leer Mel. bone sound conduction is a few inches lessstill.
shorter,
or
thereaboutsabout
six
inches
rovers the subject in mach more detail than
I have not found a great deal of difference in
is possible in a short answer on this page.
reception between the farehend and the mastoid bone. Another thing, to wear the instrument over the mastoid bone is tinconifortCRYSTAL RECEIVER QUESTIONS
able because this particular unit is too big
17
Mr. Joseph Lee, Manila, P. I.
after a short time. since
s.!
With reference to the crystal set on and proves annoying
has
the Kinks page of the December, 19::2 issue, bane is a fairly guutel sound e'ondnctnr,byitsteppractice that,
been
found
hl
actual
and contributed by Mr. J. M. Nighswander,
set somewhat,
I have several questions to ask. What size ping up the power of the radio
and how many plates does the 500 mmf. tun- that the difference between wearing the unit
bone is
or
on
the
mastoid
0:1 the forehead
ing condenser contain?
(A.1) 'l'he actual number of plates or the easily cam penes ted by a little more power.
Naturally, the more nearly deal the indisize or shape of the plates is not very imporIn
is, the more power must be used.
tant. as long as the correct capacity of con- vidual
be necessary to use a Read
Every Inanufo eturer some cases, it may
denser is obtained.
set,
if
eouneeled
the
radio
to
amplifier
audio
seems to use a little different shape for his
but in MOST rases,
condenser plates. All We can say is to pro- extreme power is required.
prove adequate if
cure n well -made condenser having the sport- n six- to ten -ttibe set will
of his auditory nerve
fled capacity of 500 mmf. which as you prob- the individual has part
dead,
instrument, of
left.
the
is
the
If
nerve
ably know is equivalent to .0005 -mf.
(Q:_) What form does the 111)1 -mf. bypass course, becomes useless.
A few words as to connecting the unit to
condenser take. In other words what does
radio set (sketches have been Included
it look like? Is It an ordinary fixed condenser your
show- how this can be done. Figs. 1 and 2).
to
of .001-inf. capacity?
to have the continuous use
(A.2) 'l'he .001 -mt. condenser specified as If the user wishes
of the unit. it eon be installed permanently,
a bypass condenser is an ordinary fixed unit.
disconobtainable in any radio store. The fact that as shown. .V switch is used, which
the dynamic speaker and switches on
this condenser is specified as a bypass con- nects
unit
is
that,
when
the
Remember
the
unit.
denser only indicates its use in the circuit
radio set is silent as
and does not indicate that a special type of used in this ease, the
fain as others are concerned, because all of the
unit is needed.
energy goes to the unit, the dynamic speaker
now being disconnected. If the unit is not
desired, all you have to do is throw the
TUBE DESIGNATIONS
switch, when the radio set again plays nor(248) Mr. Joseph Dixon, Denver, Colo.
These instructions are. of course,
(Q.) Why are some of the new tubes given mally.
of
meant if you have a dynamic speaker. The
instead
include
letters
designations which
the older method which uses only two simple other illustration shows the old -type magnetic
figures? It seems to me that the older method speaker. and here the conditions are similar.
The same switch is used, and the magnetic
was easier and less difficult to remember.
(A.) Many new tubes now bear type num- speaker becomes silent when the unit is used
bers assigned under the It.M.A. system, which for the near -deaf.
I shall be glad to hear from those who
is characterized by the fact that a letter appears between two digits. The first digit is have built the instrument, and would like
he informed of actual results obtained
and
in
to
the
determined by the filament voltage
case of higher voltage tubes, two figures are with it.

-1

-1

PHONOSONE

e

NEAR -DEAF

LINE NOISES
will not affect your

AC -DC MIDGET
radios if you equip them with

t

POWER LINE FILTERETTES
Because its RF circuits are
connected directly to the power
line without the filtering provided
by a power transformer and its
associated filter circuit, the ACDC Midget radio is especially
susceptible to noise that enters

thru the power connection.
To eliminate severe line noise,
use Tobe Lino Filterette 11F -2; Filterette
f r
less serious interference, use
Junior
-be Filterette Junior; if noise
idering the radio Ihru the lead -its as well
bru the power line, use the Tobc Aerial
terizer kit.
l

Ask your jobber, or write to

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORP.
CANTON

Filterette Divirion
MASSACHUSETTS

JUST OFF THEPRESS/

A1ALpÍr us voua

US YOUR
HEADQUARTERSftr
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R01MP(fERatoivpiiß
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TO COAST RADIO CORP.
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"REPLACEMENT"
TRANSFORMERS

Why National Union Radio Tubes?

(Continued from pape 539)
well -known set types using types 10 or 50
power tubes and 81 rectifier and then see how
the transformer meets the requirements of

these sets.
'Phis listing follows:
(1) 26, 27, 50, 81 ;
(2) 27. 50, 81;
(3) 27, 27, 50, 81.
Then there are set series using 3 V. tubes:
(4) C -484, C -10 or C580. C -81 ;
(5) C -26, C -484, C -586, C -SI.
In the amplifier and P.A. field there are
such combinations as the following:
(6) 27. 50, 81;
(7) 10, 81.;
(8) 01.1, 50, 81 ;
(9) 26, 81;
(10) 26, 50, 81;
(11) 24, 50. 81;
(12) 27. 27, 81;
These combinations are called "set types."
it is understood, of course, that only the type
of tube Is considered since the total number
of tubes may vary from, say. 6 to 10 or II.
Let us now consider No. 1 -the 26, 27, 30
and 81 combination. The type 26 tubes are
supplied by the 1.5 V. portion of winding I.
The 27's by II, the 10 (or 50) by III and
the 81 by the 7.5 V. portion of winding IV.
For No, 2-wing 27,'s, 50's. 81's -the 2.5 V.
for the 27's Is supplied by the 2 V. section
of winding 1. The 50's and 81's are confleetcd to windings III and IV in the same
manner as before.
Sets using :: V, heater tubes offer no spe
rial problem. The C -484, C -10 or C-586,
C -81 combination Is connected similarly to
the 27. 50. 81 eombhmtion as explained above:
the one differ nre is that the C -484 tubes
utilize the whole of winding I which delivers
'; 1'.
The C-10 and C -81 are supplied by
windings III and IV, respectively. If the
C -484's are used in combination with (' -26's
these latter tubes may receive their filament
supply from either half of winding li or,
better. from the 1.5 V. portion of I. Since
the í'484's are indirect heaters no complicittions arise. The greater portion of set types
call for straight simple hook-ups. No. 8 is
slightly different. however. since the 01A
tubes require 5 V, and no 5 V. winding is
supplied. Series connection of the 2.5 V.
pert inns of windings I to II, results in 5 V..
and everybody's happy.
Some sets and amplifiers split the 27's,
placing some on one filament winding and
some on an additional winding. Two such
windings are supplied so that the solution
k sbnple, A study of the diagram will
bring to light ninny combinations not discussed, such as the use of 6.3 V, tubes (still
using types 2An or 2:15 as power tubes).
Some of the old -style sets used 99 type
tubes in combination with the 10 and Rl's.
If there are any of these sets still requiring
service the 99's will "fit" nicely on the 3 V.
section of winding I. Single or push -pull
power tubes were not taken into consideration
rince this merely effects the total drain.
It is, however. assumed the type Rl tubes
to be full-wave L'Ith filaments in parallel,
si ace tb Is Is the usual set -up. This is not a
criterion for, by using only one -half of the
high voltage winding. a half -wave rectifier is
sr t isfact nrily supplied with power. Winding
IV has 15 V. totnl which takes care of those
sets with type Sl filaments in series ; and sots
requiring Kellogg. Cardon and others of the
old 15 V. filament tubes.
(Since the Cordon types 484 and 583 types
are not mentioned in most tube tables. the
following data is given. The type 484 tube
is an indirectly -heated general-purpose triode;
the 583 is a directly -heated power output triode. Both types are used in Sparton sets:
for example, the models 564. 570, 740 and
750 chasses, the schematic circuit of which
appears on page 895 of the Official Radio Service Manual, Vol. IL- Technical Editor)
It has been predicted that the 4 transformers first mentioned will service 90% of all
radio sets now on the market. With the addition of the "new cousin" It is very conservatively estimated that the 5 units can be
used to properly service 95% of all receiving
sets -past and present.
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FREE SHOP EQUIPMENT
One of the principal objectives of National
Union has been to supply the serviceman
with modern shop equipment and data so
that he would be in a position to do better
service work and more of it at a profit.

Testers, analyzers, service manuals and
service tools are given with the purchase of
National Union tubes. The wide awake
dealer realizes the advantage of obtaining
his equipment in this way as he has both
the guarantee of the manufacturer and the
backing of National Union.
The Service Tool Bit illustrated at the
left is one of National Union's newest free
offers. Note that with this kit is included
a patented screw holding screwdriver. It's
new! It grips screws and holds them! An
invaluable asset to service experts.
Other National Union offers are:
Supreme No. 333 Analyzer
Service Manuals-Auto Manual
Triplett Oscillator and Output Meter
Triplett Tube Tester

Hickok Tube Tester

Supreme Model 85 Tube Tester
All offers, subject to withdrawal with..,..
notice. Small deposit What do . u
need? Get details!

Screw Holding Screw Driver. Note Special
End of Blade Which Holds Screws

NEW!

NOTE THESE N. U. POLICIES
Other outstanding policies which make it vital
for the alert service dealer to tie up with National
Union are:

r
National Union Radio Corporation of N. Y.
400 Madison Ave., New York
Send me details about:

I. Service Aids

,

2. Superior Quality
3. Full profit from 10e
4. No

cut prices

higher list price.
Nano.

5. Sales Aids,

Investigate profit possibilities of
Lederer Ultra Violet!

St

City

National Union jobber stocks are complete.

RC-3

TUBES
OTHERS SAY ABOUT NATIONALtubes,UNION
ondly: My

My erperiemre as a

sertir m:tn. over quite a fen' Srara,
has definitely settled certain facts concerning radio tubes.
1 have found that seventy-live per cent of my s Hire
-ails are due to worn out or drfeetlhe tubes. 'Phis meats
that the sale of radio tubes rant itutes a good per cent
of my proms, By selling National Union Tubes I gain
In several ways. In the first place I am giving my
customer tube far superior to any other in bong -alts,
humfreo reception. tone told other qualities. This I
here proved to my ono satisfaction by .omipari son with

other make, rat
profit Is not cut
down by repeat calls. at no profit, due to new tubes, sold
to a customer, going bad after a short period of use.
Last!). 513 profit is greater because of the slightly
higher price of National Union Tubes.

This stakes an ideal setup for any serviceman who Is in
in the business. not only for his living, but to build UP
good will for the future. -Ralph M. Ingraham, Service
itanager, (litIs Srn'Iro seat L.n. .Manchester, Conn.

ARE YOU GETTING THE BENEFIT OF N. U. HELP?

I

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT
art-d I N PUT -Audio
TRANSFORMERS
MULTI -TAP OUTPUT
The Universal primary and the tamped secondary. from 2 to
30 ohms in '2 ol.nt steps, makes It possible to feed practically any stra.ght or push -pull output stage to any
dynamic speaker.
Universal -Physically may be mounted on end or side.
Slob In base allow wide range of adaptability without
176".
redrilling panel. Overall dimensions: 2" z 21/2"
Mtg. Centers: 114" z
" to 1 -9/10" or 11/2" z 1" to
Indispensable for Serdre Engineer's Emergency
1% ".
Stock.

UNIVERSAL INPUT AUDIO
No. 1337

can efficiently feed any straight or push -pull audio stage
either A.C. or U.C. sets .t wide range of adaptability
No- 3205
and side
physically
set, tlyr is made
hold always lllave one r
their emergency stock.
bracket.
en
neerspossible
Dimensions same as Output Transformer.
on

fotthEa

MAIL THIS COUPON

S. Throws Street.
Chicago, Illinois
Send me, without obligation, your
new Bulletin No. 3 -C, giving complete
Information regarding Multi -Tap products
with which I can correct any radio failures
504

'

"GENERAL" Illustrated and fully descriptives
3-C with complete list
BULLETIN.
inios on which you ran immediately
dols

caused by transformer troubles.

tore original performance Io case of
stock of only 5 models
net tapote out of
Malversa power, one Sfu1tIUD Output and one
Cuiversa! Input transformer.

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.
Chimp*, Illinois
504 86 Thm, Street
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GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.
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L

Town

State
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RCA VICTOR

IÁ:iÌ

a.Iéiirrú-

52-13

montane..

Portable Public
Address System
Type PG-62 -B

22

h.. 115

1

1 -stn.

Type PG-62 -B complete portable public
address system, including the famous
Velocity Microphone, a high grade Class
B 20 watt amplifier and two modern
dynamic loudspeakers with extension
cords-all self-contained in two carrying
cases. Operates on 110 volts AC, and is
designed to reenforce speech and music.
Provision for electrical phonograph input. Type PG-63 is a less expensive model,
employing one loudspeaker and carbon
type microphone, and is self-contained
in one carrying case.
Write for descriptive folders
Portable electric phonograph units of
single and double turn -table types available for either of the above equipments.

(eto.ad)

1-4Pt. -62 B
Carrying Cage (open) Containing Two
Loodsoaak.r. and Cable..

ale. S 151 -e tn.

x911,

IClosedI

eC -62.11 Amplifier
Carrying Caso. opened.

Veinray
Microphone
and Stand

Centralized Sound Section

RCA VICTOR Co. Inc

CAMDEN

EW JERSEY

RADIO HEADQUARTERS"

Improved HEARING
with the aid of the new, sensitive

"Baldwin DEAFAID"
Earphone
NATHANIEL BALDWIN LABORATORIES, radio's old

reliable manufacturers of earphones, have successfully
developed a mast sensitise instrument. the "Baldwin
Deafaid" Earphone which is highly practical for
hearing devices and most easily used as an aid by
people hard of hearing.
The "Baldwin Deafaid" unit contains a complete instrument, ineluding headband and conic, at extremely
This highly efficient aid -to- hearing
moderate cost.
device employs the new super- sensitive Improved Type
"(I" phone -that model which radio engineers, air pilots
and radio operators find most sensitive and superior in
long -distance receiving.

Complete details, together with prices on
the Baldwin Deafaid" unit, are sent upon
request. Write today for complete details
addressing Dept. RC.

-

The illustration shoes the Improved Type "C"
superseusiive phone. The earphone is the
"heart" of any practical hearing aid. Upon
this unit depends the quality and efficiency of
the entire device. The unit in this "Baldwin
Deafaid" device is known the world over.

-the

Nathaniel Baldwin Laboratories
3477 SOUTH 23rd

SALT LAKE CITY,

$

A 75

Dry Cell or AC Model $4.75
Two coils 200 to 625 meters 51.25

$1.00.

Balance C.O.D.

HARRISON RADIO CO.
560
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previous article, this
model has necessitated more service calls
for fading than for any other condition, a
cure for which was described by this writer
In the May, 1J::; issue of RADIO- CRAFT. One
receiver was eneountered, however, where the
fading persisted, although the A.V.C. heater
voltage had been cut to approximately 1.0 V.,
despite the most sincere efforts on the part
of several Service \lost; for the fading would
disappear at the snap of the line switch.
The receiver liad been taken to the repair
shop and placed on "life test" but the trouble
could not be located, as it did not appear.
I flow often
this does happen !) When It was
returned to the customer's home, it was derided to make one supreme effort to clear up
the enndit ion.
After an hour had elapsed, luckily, the vol.
TIM() gradually faded. The analyzer disclosed
a decreasing plate current drawn by the first
I.F. tube. due to an increasing control -grid
bins with the plate voltage comparatively the
same. lien.. at last was an indication that
pointed almost eon el usivcly to a failure in
the A.V.C. circuit. The .1 -mf. bypass condenser connected from the A.V.C. control -grid
return to cal hods ens al isuoit nec ted with no
results. The : -m f. condenser bypassing the
A.V.C. cathode to chassis was also disconnected -with no success. lint when the 1.
Inf. condenser bypassing the 1. meg. resistor
in the .1.\'.t'. control -grid return circuit to
chassis, (both these components being located
in the power pack. was disconnected, the volume level jumped to normal. This condenser
is one of live in a block mounted on the
power pack. ('os steel ion is made to the 1.
meg. carbon resistor by the blue lend emerging from the block, the other side of the
condenser being grounded to the chassis by
means of the black lead.
The condenser beenme leaky and the negative bias impressed on the control -grid of the
A.V.C. tube decreased. This caused a proportional increase of the voltage in the plate
circuit. svii Sell in turn increased the controlgrill bias on the IL.F. and first I.F. tubes.
A new condenser was installed and the job
was complete.
On this same model, the condition may be
encountered where the receiver is inoperative
until the A.V.C. tube is withdrawn from its
socket. Of course, this symptom. in addition
to the high negative control -grid bias (about
50 V.1 impressed on the R.F. and first I.F.
tubes. will lead one to suspect the cause to
lie with the A.V.C. circuit. This is true, but
checking is spite nnother story and much time
may be lost in tracing out the difficulty. It
will lie found to Ile in an open 1. meg. carbon resistor in the control-grid return eireuit
of the A.V.C. This resistor is situated on
the resistor strip antler the power pack,
fourth in line. 'l'he lack of A.V.C. control grid bias places tut great a control-grid bias
all the It.l'. and first I.F. tubes that the
receiver becomes inoperative. Figure 3 clearly
illustrates the A.V.C. circuit of this model.
A5 111EN'l'IO
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R -73, R -75,

R -74,

R-76, R-77

Simple to build -easy to operate -World -Wide
reception range -and extremely inexpensive!
We have sold thousands of these remarkable
short -wave kits and novices and "old- timers"
alike have marveled at the amazing results
obtai ned.
These kits contain every necessary part to construct the entire
receiver. The coils, which tune from 15 to 200 meters, are
wound on polished bakelite forms.
The attractive crystal
finished metal chassis and panel comes with all holes necessary
to mount the apparatus and this, together with complete, detailed, clear instruction sheets, greatly simplifies construction.

Send

I

RCA -VICTOR

UTAH

THE PERFECTED
12,500 MILE TWO TUBE RECEIVER

Order now!

OPERATING NOTES

Satisfaction guaranteed.

142 DLIBIERTY ST.

NEW YORK CITY

FAPI NG or the abrupt lowering of volume on
these models was discussed by this writer
in the July and August, 1933 issues of

RAnso- t'n.ts-r, and is due to an open -circuited

secondary- return bypass condenser : since. this
condition has many tinges been traced to an
Intermittently open -circuiting audio coupling
condenser of the same type. To obviate further difficulty. when these models are serviced
for fading and the aforementioned grid re.
turn bypass units are replaced, the audio
coupling condenser should also be changed.

AN

RCA 80, 82, 86
P\1RI-. i....midsint was received

some

time ago on ;u. RCA SO model receiver.
The customer maintained that the station
"changed all by Itself." The usual preliminary queries soon brought to light the actual
cause for complaint. After the receiver had
been tuned io, reception would cease at the
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slightest vibration or movement of the cabinet, but by retuning the station selector about
40 kc. lower on the dial. the station could
again be received. When this occurred, other
stations also shifted about 40 kc. on the dial,
WMCA at 570 kc. disappearing out of the
picture entirely.
The very nature of the complaint, at first
thought, would lead one to suspect the oscillator circuit, but it was only after a good
deal of checking that the cause was traced.
The oscillator series condenser was at fault.
If this unit is closely observed, three copper
tabs or plates can be seen to emerge from
each end of the condenser. These plates are
soldered together. Vibration, or perhaps weak
construction of the unit itself, causes one or
more of the tabs to snap directly at the
point where it emerges. As the tabs are soldered together at the end, the break of even
one of these tabs or plates will alter the capacity of the series condenser materially, considering its position in the circuit, and the
oscillator tuning condenser would track with

just that much difference.

When the break does not occur directly at
the point where the tabs emerge, with a rear
s"nable degree of care it is possible to solder
the "break" together. Otherwise, replacement with a 745 mmf. mica condenser is
necessary. This same condition has been
remedied, in like manner, on RCA models 60,
62, 64, and 67.

PHILCO 19, 89
THE PIIII.CO model 19, 89 is

a small 6
tube receiver employing a type 75 hi -mu
tube as second- detector and A.V.C. When
the complaint and symptom of low response
is observed, although the action of the shad owgraph (tuning system) is normal and all
voltages check correctly, the chances are the
trouble is caused by a defective 75 tube. Look
for a faint purplish glow within the elements.
The remedy, of course, is replacement of the
tube.

1.300 kc. or 650 kc. to 900 kc. This trouble
Is caused by the 36 type tube, employed as
combination first- detector and oscillator, go-

ing "flat" (not oscillating) at certain frequencies or over the entire band and, ordinarily, the only solution is replacement.
Where this does not help, it may be necessary to change the value of the oscillator
cathode bias resistor from 15,000 ohms to
10,000 ohms. The model 91X and 14X already
have the latter value, so the change in this
case should be 7,500 ohms.
On all these models, with the exception of
the 89, a shadowgraph is utilized for the
visual indication of signal resonance. This
component is in the "B plus" circuit of the
11.F. and I.F. tubes. A common trouble is
the failure or open -circuiting of the shadowgraph, which will result in an inoperative
receiver.

STROMBERG- CARLSON 38, 39, 40,
48, 49, 50, 51
ONE OF the most frequent causes for an
inoperative receiver in these models is an
open -circuited or burned-out visual tuning

meter. The meter will burn out or open -circuit if the .3 -mf. condenser bypassing the
meter should short -circuit or become leaky
for, in this way, the full voltage output of
the set will be shunted to ground through the
meter. Where the meter is found defective.
this condenser may he found to check O.K.
In any event, the bypass condenser should be
clipped out of the circuit and a new unit
(`with a high working voltage installed.
Another cause for an inoperative condition
is in a short-circuited I.1'. "B plus" bypass
condenser. If the schematic is closely scrutinized, it will be seen that this condenser is
in shunt with the 6 mf. filter condenser in
the power supply. The short -circuited unit
may be removed from the circuit without
substitution, with no ill effects.

STROMBERG- CARLSON 38
(2nd TYPE)
PHILCO 70
...del, instead of
THIS model, with serial number above IN TITIS Strombci
a 58 tube used as a demadulator (secondII- 22,000, a 27 tube is used as a diode dedetector)
A.V.C.,
and
and
a
type 56 tube in
tector with the cathode and plate tied to the
chassis. Where an inoperative receiver is the first A.F., two type 55 tubes are emencountered and the diode 27 is all "lit up," ployed. A complaint of low response is often
the probability is that the second I.F. trans- received on this model. Usually the cause
former will be found with a primary -sec- foi this trouble will be found to lie with the
ondary short, thus impressing a high posi. 1. mf. bypass condenser in the demodulator
often becomes leaky
the voltage upon the "grid" (anode) of the plate circuit ; this unit
diode tube. This may easily be repaired if and lowers the plate voltage on the demoducorrect potential is approxithe leads to the I.F. transformer are un -sol- lator tube. The
drred, the bypass block directly under it re- mately 100 V., measured between the plate
chassis.
If the plate voltage on
terminal
and
out
of
its
moved and the transformer lifted
shield. It will be noted that one or both this tube should be found to be 15 V. or
lends of one winding are shorting to the more below that given, this condenser should
other under the wax. These leads should he be checked and if necessary replaced.
moved out of the wax compound and a piece
of insulating material wrapped around the
MAJESTIC 307
second bobbin with the aid of a rubber band.
DECENTLY one of these models was serviced because of the complaint of low and
distorted reproduction, with the volume conPHILCO I4X, 91X
trol only effective at the extreme beginning of
ur
NE OF these models recently furnished
range. Every component that could posgrief to a number of Service Men. The its
cause this trouble was checked until
symptom and complaint in this instance was sibly
finally,
coupling condenser (a 1 mf. unit
a motor -boating hum, a peculiar condition. couplingthe
the diode output to the G 57 first
All tubes, voltages and components checked A.F.
was found leaky, breaking down
correctly, but the condition still existed and under tube)
It was checked by substituting
not a single clue could be found to determine anotherload.
This condenser is connected
the cause. After "much hair had been torn," from theunit.
diode input -transformer secondary
it was decided to find a cure instead of the (center tap)
return to one end of the volcause. Resistors and condensers were shunted
control.
across one circuit and then another, until ume
A cause for poor tone and low response has
finally a 100.000 ohm carbon resistor, con- often
been found to be caused by the G 58
nected from the control -grid of the first A.F. tube which
is employed as a phase reverser
37 to chassis, cleared up the motor-boating
for
the
push -pull resistance -coupled stage.
hum, resulting only in a slight volume decrease and lowering of bass response. It was
soltered into position and a repair was efKOLSTER 70, 75, 80, 90
fected.

O

PHILCO 71X, 91X, I9X, 14X, 89
ONE OF the most common and frequent
complaints on these receivers is an inoperative condition at either the low- or high -

frequency end of the dial. In some cases.
reception is obtained when the dial is rotated
one way and none when the dial is turned
back. In other instances, we may find dead
spots in the middle of the band, where the
receiver will be inoperative from 860 Ire. to

RADIO -CRAFT
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on these models is well -known and
FADING
frequent. Whenever the volume control is
set for the desired volume level, reception will
fade right out. This can be repeated several
times with the same symptoms until the volume control bas reached the limit of its
range. In every case, the condition has been
overcome by changing the A.V.C. 24A tube
with a "new type" tube. Interchanging the
A.V.C. tube with one of the other 24A tubes
will sometimes clear up the condition, but it
is advisable to replace with a dome -top 24A.
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WESTON VOLT- OHMMETER

Model 663

who select their test
equipment with a view toward permanency invariably select Weston Instruments. They know from experience
that the name these instruments bear
is an assurance of day-in and day -out
dependability; also, that they have
been designed with the lowest possible obsolescence factor,
The Weston Model 663 Volt -Ohmmeter represents a life-time investment.
Indicating in fundamental units, and
with a wide selection of ranges, it
always will be up -to -date despite circuit changes. It is furnished in an
individual case, or can be included in
the Weston combination Kit with other
instruments for all types of radio
testing. The coupon will bring you
complete information on 663 and other
Weston Instruments. Fill in and mail
today... Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 599 Frelinghuysen Ave.,
Newark, New Jersey.
RADIO MEN

E STON

adio In.rtrumejTis
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation
599 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.
Send Bulletin on Weston Radio Instruments.

Name -__
Address
City and Sea re
.11

561

SPARTON 18
AFREQUENT cause for complaint on the
Sparton model 18 Is intermittent reception, where volume will decrease abruptly to
a lower level and in some cases, almost en-

Your Future in Radio

tirely fade out. In practically every instance,

what you Dream of
but what you Work for
is not

Mere not "incurable optimists" because we realize that
there are good- paying, responsible positions awaiting the
-thoroughly trained radio man
. for we DO know that
only by effort and knowledge is it possible to attain these
jobs.
This institute was founded to train ambitious men
for radio's better opportunities.

J FREEJUST OFF

THE PRESS
New 40 -Pate
Illustrated
Booklet.

WRITE
TODAY:

r¡

Commercial

.

TECHNICAL TRAINING INSURES A FUTURE

('REI is no "Diploma Mill"
we are proud of
courses and our reputable standing in the profession.
graduates are employed and respected throughout
industry. Our courses in Practical Radio Engineering
by mail,
invite your inquiries.
Aviation
Police .
be

studied

Publie

...
Address ...

residence

Shipping

instruction, or both.

our
Our

the
can

lire

... Television .. .

Sales and Servis.

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
14th and Park Road,

N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dept. RC -3

PUBLIC ADDRESS

The Money Making Proposition For 1934
The only independent manufacturer of consuleto

outfits from
THE MICROPHONE TO THE HORN
A few of the items we manufacture are as follows:
Carbon. Condenser and Velocity Microphones;
Microphone Stands; Mixers; Pre -Amplifiers; Am.
plifiers, Hi -Gain, etc.; Portable Outfits; Matching
Transformers; Field Coils and Chokes; Power
Transformers; Field Exciters; Rectifying Units and
Voltage Regulators.

posit ion.

Duty. Chromium
Plated Microphones,
similar in appearance and Performance to Mikes listing
at
$25.00.

NET
PR CE

if

4aS

Send 2c stamp for

3 1/2 WATT III -GAIN AMPLIFIER
Uses 1 -57, 1 -2A5, and

1.5Z3 Tube. 85 d.b. gain.
Power Consumption 45 watts, 115 V., 60 Cycles.
NET
e$9
PRI CE....

Ap80
v

o ur

new 1934 Catalogue

RADIO AND AMPLIFIER LABORATORIES
291

EAST 137th STREET

MILES SOCKET MIKE

FACTORY CO- OPERATION

FOR SERVICE MEN
Service meetings will be held all over the
country by special factory radio field engineers.
Complete diagram talk on new as
well as old Stewart -Warner circuits will show
you the easy way to service Stewart Warner
radio sets. Service manuals on all new Home
and Auto Sets will be given free.
For time and place of meeting, write

Service Department

STEWART -WARNER CORP.

562

Another source of annoyance with this
phono. ntelt:mi sm is the -blowing" of the receiver fuse every time the kick -off arm starts
its cycle of opra t Ion. This condition is
caused by the indicator switch under the
kick -off compartment shorting to the shaft
as the roller mechanism begins to lower, or
the terminals of the switch shorting to the
side of the compartment covering the switch.
The remedy fur this dlfrul ty is to line the
Inside of the cover with some insulating material such as empire cloth or to wrap a
layer of tape around the shaft in such a
wry that it will not interfere with the operation of the roller mechanism.

ZENITH 230, 240, 245

NEW YORK, N. Y.

STEWART -WARNER

1826 Diversey Parkway

SPARTON 30
THE Sparton model :1i receiver is an automatic phono -radio combination. One of the
most common troubles with these automatic
phono. mechanisms is their failure to adjust
themselves for 10 or 12 in. record operation.
This is most often caused by the indicator
switch located under the nickel- plated compartment on the kick -off arm. Should this
indicator switch fail to make contact. thus
actuating the solenoid which operates the
mechanism for the changeover, the pickup
will lower into the position for playing 10 in.
records only. The kick -off arm and compartment may be lifted by removing the nut holding it in piece so that free access may be had
to the switch. The contacts may be worn or
dirty. In other cases, the failure may be
caused by the shifting of the solenoid through

I

Heavy

Money refunded
not satisfactory.

nections will disclose the source. The remedy
obviously Is simple, once the two shorting
parts or loose connections are found.
However, more often than not, the trouble
will be found to lie with the supposedly soldered connections to the wire -wound resistors
upon the strip. These resistors have metal
ends, with holes through which the wires
pass. An insulated pick or liber screwdriver
is ideal for work of this nature.

which the plunger operating the changeover
mechanism, passes. All that is necessary is
to adjust the position of the solenoid (located under the phoney. panel near the volume
control so that the plunger arm works in
and out freely. At this point check the tension of the plunger arm -spring which returns
the plunger to the 12 in. re-cord operation

MICROPHONE
2 - Button,

this trouble has been traced to the components mounted upon the terminal strip located
beneath the first A.F. and A.V.C. sockets.
The space between these parts and the side
of the chassis Is very small, and upon vibration, the condensers and resistors mounted
upon the strip short to one another. The
surest and quickest method of locating or
determining the offending members is to press
the insulated terminal strip In several places
in an effort to duplicate the effect of intermittent reception or decrease in volume.
Sometimes. pulling upon the wires and con-

. -

Chicago

I

A

Pat. fend. Dcrcloped by MILES)

microphone which

plugs into

the light

socket and which reproduces speech and music
in your own radio from any place in building
without wires. Clear, powerful, instantaneous
reception at your disposal -anytime, anywhere.
Details on request.

MILES SOCKET MIKE CO.
Dept. RC
244 WEST 23rd ST.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
We repair any make microphone
quick delivery.

-

AFREQUENT cause for complaint on the
Zenith models _30. 240, and 245 is ostillntinn, motor -boating and a slight amount
of hum (which sometimes is more than
slight). ')'his condition may be traced to a
do feet ive
dry -eh.c t roly t is filter condenser.
These condensers lust their effective capacity
and the only remedy is replacement.

ZENITH 410,
H1- ?1

011

41 I,
these models

bad electrolytic
the causes for an

420, 430, 440
caused by
One of
receiver is an

is also

filter condensers.

inoperative

shndowgraph. When the condition is
met where the receiver is inoperative until
the type 57 A.V.C. tube is withdrawn from
its socket, the cause is often a bad 57.
open

ZENITH 750
77.0 is n small C tube
superheterodyne. Where an inoperative receiver is encountered, with an additional
TIIF.

ZENITII model

RADIO -CRAFT
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MODERNIZE
Your Analyzer

Why be handicapped with an ancient analyzer when fa
two hours you can easily modernize It with one of these
pair of composite sockets! Direction. and
kits and
diagrams included with all outfits

NA-AID
S

907

FEET

CADLE

8 Vs ARE

DIAL
FILE

Parr
e

OWL

KNOB
SHAFT

PINION

WLCAp-6

SEARING
OFF
FLANGE

REPLACE BEARING

BRACKET

SOLDER.

WILE

TWIN

1

CCS
STUDS

SMALL
SEVEN

THUMB
RELEASE
LAT CH
LOCK %T

/INSTANTLY LOCATES
LARGE PRONGS

LOCKING
STUD

5%i

DIA+
FITS ALL
SOCKETS

974DSA
977DSA
975DSA
976DSA
907WLCAP Small T prong Latch Lock Analyzer
Plug, 8 -oire ('able. Plug and Socket as shown List
$6.00
above
1.25
974DSA Latrh - to 4 prong Adapter
1.25
9750SA Latch 7 to 5 prong Adapter
1.25
976DSA Lath 7 to Ii prong Adapter
977DSA Latch 7 to 7 prong large Adapter
1.25
Here Is the set for these who
want the lowest possible lost
Does not have means for locking
the adapters to the plug but Is
senlceabie In every war. the
wired adapters having the neresnary small base for fitting
C. O. stud
shielded sockets.
supplied.
977P 7 -prong Plain -Typo List
Analyzer Plug
9 .40
974W 7 to 4 -prong Wired
.65
Adapter
975ív 7 to 5 -prong Wired
.55
Adapter
976W 7 to 6 -prong Wired
.55
Adapter
077WA 7 to 7.5 - prong
.55
Adapter
si
9771' KIT Complete

I

V./

shown

$2.60

NEW ITEMS

List
.10 ft.

9 -Wire Analyzer Cable......
456 4- 5-6 -11o1e Comp. Socket

477
457
567

T -7A -hole Comp. Socket
5 -7 -Hole Comp. Socket.

5- 6- lA-Hole Camp

Skt.

8-prong

438S
Socket ((see above))
385 8 -holeSocke
967DSA B to Sm. 7 Latch

5

.50 ea.
.50 m.
.50 es.
.50 ea.
.35 ea.

4dapter

1.25 ea.

ing Adapter

2.50 ea.

955PSC Spkr.- Phones Switch450

50 -Watt Socket

UX-50

DER, PART

P

O

IOr vote NO

- building,

testing

repairing all kinds
of radio receivers !
and

Fig. 4
Rejuvenating

01-COLOR RING

-e

'AWN,

CONDENSER

50 -Watt to

50.7AS Sm.
Adapter

7

UX Adap50 -Watt

to

1068 and 107RA
Rubber Handle Plugs
104FIt. 105Ftt. 101LF1t and
10411, 10511.

IO7FItA

1.00 ea.
9 50 se.

3.50 ea.
.25 ea.

Handle

ltubber

.40 M.
Connectors
950 XYLA 120-10 -1 Adapter 6.00
950TR Traneformeer Adapter. 6.00

50 -7AS
NEW TWO -PIECE MOLDED CONNECTORS
Neat molded rap screws over socket con97FA
nector. covering and Insulating come.Very useful for cable extensions.
test bench work, etc.
List

,400
4- Contact Connector
40e
5- Contact Ibnnerlor
40e
6-Contact Connector
40e
Connector
7 -I onluct
97FA N n. 7- Contact Connector
401
(shown)

94F
95F
96F
97F

repair.

ZENITH 91, 92
THIS MODEL has been the cause of two
I unique complaints. In one instance, the
receiver will be found inoperative, until the

A.V.C. 24 type tube is withdrawn from its
socket. Another complaint consists of the
condition of distortion upon resonance which
will clear up only when the station selector
is slightly detuned. Both complaints are due
to the A.V.C. cathode voltage divider, which
will be found open- circuited in one case and
changed value in the other. The section connected from screen -grid to cathode is usually
at fault, and should be 15,000 ohms.

JACKSON -BELL
IWAS called to service

a Jackson -Bell midInspection of the set showed
that the teeth of the gears in the dial assembly were not meshing well. The teeth
were not badly worn or stripped ; but there
was no way to adjust the centers closer together. The bearing of the knob -shaft was
pressed into the metal bracket through which
the condenser shaft passed (thus giving a
fixed distance between the shafts, as shown
in Fig. 4.11. Since it would have been difficult to replace the dial assembly without considerable delay I decided to repair the dial
myself.
The pressed flange holding the bearing to
the bracket was tiled off and the bearing
hammered out (taking care not to damage
it). A round file was next used to elongate
the bearing hole in the bracket, as shown in
Fig. 413. When the hole was cut out about
1 /:12-in.,
the hearing Was replaced, aligned,
and soldered into its now position, closer to
the condenser shaft. When the dial was assembled again the teeth of the gears were in
perfect mesh.
This same method can be used to repair
some types of friction -drive dials, when they
become worn.

get radio.

ALBERT W. FRIEND,

3I6 Forest Ave.
Morgantown, W. Va.

obsolete set analyzer or tube checker
and information on using the new
tubes in place of old types. Include catalog pages of all kinds of
sockets. speaker pings, connectors.
wound and unwound roil bonus,
S -W

receiver

35%

Servicemen's Discount
On orders amounting to $10.00 List

40e/F

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
R -3. 715 Center St.
BROCKTON, MASS.

Dept.

A CORRECTION

IN TIIE

advertisement
which
appeared in February
issue.
Prices listed
for REw
710

All- Purpose

Tester were $15 ne.
net
to dealer ice $25 Bald
These prices
have read $

should
and

$27.50 respectively

BLUFFTON. OHIO

HEAIIRITE MCTER WORKS

RADIO -CRAFT
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Jackson -Bell Dial.

symptom of an I.F. off tube whose grids glow
red hot, the trouble can be traced to a shortAs in the case mened I.P. transformer.
tioned for the l'hilco 70, the "short" is due
shorting to the
one
winding
to the leads of
outer side of the other winding. These leads
should be carefully insulated to effect a

HERE'S THE DATA YOU WANT
Send two 3c stamps for new Booklet showing illustrated tube socket
connections of 268 different tubes,
data and diagrams on rewiring any

dl winding data.
references, etc.

a

NEW LITERATURE

A
Inc.,

interesting booklet has just been re-

Radio Service Co..
of Nev York City, entitled "flow to
Those conAddress;'
on
Public
Make Money
templating entering this field will find invaluable data in this book dealing with sales
and installation short cuts.
leased

by Wholesale

The WIRELESS WORLD-an English periodical and published by Iliffo and Sons Limited, Dorset (louse, Stamford Street. London,
England -Is printing a diary for 1934 which
contains considerable reference data on radio
It is in convenient
theory and circuits.
pocket form ; and information concerning how
to obtain this diary may be obtained by writing direct to the publishers.
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volumes of this library ciirer the entire
and "trouble-shootmodern radio receivers. The Library is
and is based on
respect
in
every
up -to -the- minute
the very latest developments in the design and
rapidly- growing
The
manufacture of equipment.
interest in short-wave and television reception is
thoroughly covered in a complete section which
deals with the construction of this type of
apparatus.

three
TI1E
field of building, repairing

fog"

On

Radio
Construction
Library
INCLUDING SHORT -WAVE AND
TELEVISION RECEIVERS
AND AUTO RADIO
By JAMES A. MOYER and
JOHN F. WOSTREL

Faculty.

University
Department

Extension, Massachusetts
of Education

Three Volumes-1087 Papes.
605

6 x 9

illustrations

1: pros -nrs the fundamental principles of radio
clearly and :amply that nyone of average training
understand and amity them. It gives
actual working drawings and lists of materials for the
construction of many typical sets.
VOLUME 1I: Newly revised edition, fully discusses all of
the elementary principles of radio construction and repair.
An explanation of the necessary steps for -trouble-shooting," repairing. serticing and constructing radio sets
successfully. Practical data is also given on auto radio,
midget sets. radio -noise meters, automatic volume, tone
This volume includes complete
and static control, etc,
Instructions for the construction and operation of shortwave and television receivers.
corers the essential principles underlying
VOLUME
mantho operation of vac ass tubes In as nortechn lea!

VOLUME
so

will be able to read,

Ill:

consistent with accuracy. It discusses the construction. action. reactivation, testing und use of vacuum
ner as

is

tubes; and an Increasing section Is devoted to remote control
of Industrial processes; and precision measurements.
EXAMINE these books for IO days FREE
This Library is not only a thorough hone -study course.
but a handy means of reference for the more experienced
radio experimenter, repair man. and radio el op -owner.
To these men, as well as to those who desire to advance
in the radio profession, this otter of a 10 dabs' Free
Examination is made.
Simply clip. nil in, and mail this coupon
McG RAW H ILL
FREE EXAMINATION

COUPON

McGRAW -HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.,
330 W. 42nd St, New York.
Gentlemen, -Send nie rho new RADIO CONSTRUCTION LIBRARY, all charges prepaid, for 10 days'
If satisfactory I will send $1.50
Free Examination.
In 10 days. and MOO a month until $7.50 has been
paid. If not wanted I will return the books.
Name
Home Address

City and State
Position
Name of Company

RC -3-34

(WRITE PLAINLY AND FILL ALL LINES)

J
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Start RIGHT

SERVICING THE
"TALKIES"

1!

Sen ice Man! Dealers! Start the Auto -Radio season
ri glu.
We now niter the most adsancei six -tubo
Iunverad superheterodyne Auto Radio on the market.
(Hundreds of satisfied users.)

Something NEW Again
In Condensers !

(Continued from page 539)
:Uthough every projection room carries
a limited stock of tubes and other spares,
special condensers, resistors and so on are
not commonly included in such reserves, and
the projectionist necessarily has less experience than the radio mac In wiring resistors
or condensers in series -parallel to secure n
desired value or using a transformer winding
as a temporary choke.
The radio man can
often help a highly competent projectionist
to make a haywire temporary repair to restore the show until such times as it is possible to do n proper and permanent job, because the radio Service Man does things of
that sort every defy, but the most Competent
projectionist. action.
4, The radio man's own stock of spare parts
will almost always serve to effect an emergency repair when the projectionist might not
have pquipnnnt 011 hand to make one, and
very frequently will serve satisfactorily for
permanent replacement.
To the occasional projectionist -there are
still some -who is in fact incapable of repairing serious trouble in an amplifier in
any length of the time, the radio man will of
course be of even greater value.
however, if the radio man can he of help
to the projectionist, the latter will also be
of help to the radio man. lie will know the
layout and wiring of his own projection room,
and he will commonly know sound equipment. and his own especially, more intimately
than the radio man can hope to. Ile will
1(1105 its past troubles and what was done to
heal them, and which parts are likeliest to
be at fault when anything goes wrong again.
The projectionist and the radio technician,
each strongest where the other happens to
be weakest. make a powerful team when they
cooperate harmoniously.
The one thing that is certain to prevent
any possibility of such cooperation is any
assumption on the part of the radio man that
he is an essential instead of an aid. He
east be a powerful aid.
Unless the projectionist is entirely incompetent he cannot be
essential: the majority of the country's theatres get along today without outside help
of any kind.
.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

1/6A7 1/41 1/75 2/78 1/84 Tuliei

it almee cult rol-- Inlerstat ion noise suppress
shot-Genuine Snperbet. circuit -New l'enlagrid converter tube -S tube performance--Illuminated vernier
aeroplane dial -Power luck swileh-- hynaude speaker
- Only 2 wires to connect-Installed in a ADy-199 to
530 meters -operate. un any OM aerial- Drains
001I
4 amperes -Size 0!e" x 6" a 65$" highl'owerfal-- Selective. f'omplele In one ani Ragged
Gliaranteed for one year-sold with genuine R. C. A. tubes.
dynamic speaker. aeroplane dial. all ready to operate.
Immediate deliveries.
Regular 1,Ist Price $52.0a0r
SPECIAL PRICE TO
AND SERVICEMEN
Spark plug suppressors kit complete
$1.50,
Automat

-

t-

DEALERS$27.9.1

AIR CELL SUPER

The New States Air Cell superbet. consumes only 20
It and .a amp's A
Employs 1 -1A6, 1.19,
1 -30.
1-32 1 -34 -RCA licensed
reeeptionl'oworful- Economi
For Farrn. Dome or Itoat.
Size 9 %" wide x 8" high a r!4" deep. Complete
chassis with tubes. speaker, less batteries.
List frire $39.00

mils

.

tat-

-huant

SPECIAL PRICE TO DEALERS
AND SERVICEMEN
Beautifula stm
Walnut Cabinet
1ely

Ql
5!'

95

50

Send
for pmphlet showing
our complete line of AC -hl` and All-Wave Receivers.

STATES RADIO LABS

I37R

LIB R Ñ.

ST.

I

CONCOURSE " "PEEWEE"
PAPER TUBULAILS

Smallest Ever Madam
Different Construction
Far Superior
An extensive line of Dry Electrolytic
Condensers for replacements in
A.C.-D.C. sets is now available.
Write for free catalogue

Concourse Condenser Co.
389 -409 Wales Ave,

MANUAL

SYSTCM TACATISC

D SOURD
THE ONLY BOOK

AVAILABLE Or ITS KIND!
A Vital Necessity to Everyone Con.
neeted in Any Way With Sound Systems
Amplifiers,
-Public Address Work
Filled from cover to cover with real
"tneat"-no theories that are osrr your
head -but full of practical "dope"adequately illustrated. simply and learly explained. Not only tells you WIi
but shows you HOW to co rreetly Install. test. operate. and maintain P A.
Systems. Written for Beginners. Dealers. Servicemen and Sound Engineers.

-or

'

POST

PAID

CO.
RADIV -AMP PUBLISHING
NEw
CIr9

UNIVERSAL

2- Button

City

The radio man should know more about
than the average projectionist. The

State

tubes

latter is accustomed to reading plate current.

his amplifiers are commonly equipped
with dynamic tube tests. and often comparatively small Information about market prices
of tubes of various types or makes.
What Is true of tubes is even more true of
other parts used in a sound system, with
which the projectionist has even Less frequent contact -resistors, condensers, transformers, inductances, potentiometers and so
on, Testing such parts is something the average projectionist does only once in a while
fit then) and he is not likely to know much
about current market prices for them, or
where to get them in a hurry. Moreover, be
has other matters to occupy his attention. in.
and

NEW!

SENSATIONAL!

110 VOLTS AC FOR AUTOS
The now AUTONATOR generates 110 Volt A.C. Current in motor cars, aeroplanes and from all types of
engines and motors. direct bola fan belt.
Costa
nothing to upende. No service -no brushes. collector
rings. commutator or 'Ire wound armature. Ideal
for operating PORTABLE Sound Equipment, A.C.
Radio Sels. Neon Signs, Electric Lights, Searchlights. Send for complete details.
AUTONATOR LABORATORIES, INC.
8140 South Chicago Avenue

Chicago,

Illinois

LOST AND FOUND
WE Just Located
Pairs

of the

Several Dozen

ORIGINAL NATHANIEL BALDWIN
MICA HEADPHONES

not confuse these super -sensitive phones with the
mutai liavhragm loud speaker units paired up and sold
Do

as headphones.

-3e'J11oJ

Limited Quantity
While they last
a parr
Sensitive Relays
M.A. for photocells, etc. $3.75

-I

ELAN, The Radio Men, Inc.

1778 Greenwleh Street

564

NOW

York N. Y.

eluding arc carbons. lenses, screens, and put-

ting on

a good show,

Electrical Companies' Repair and Sales
minority of the country's theatres operunder service contracts with the electrical company that manufactured their sound
equipment.
\\-hat this means to the radio
man is, that in the case of these theatres,
he must expect to be compensated for any
services he may render only in the form of
_t

ate

List

Maximum volume. minimum hiss,
scientifically damped. Truly na-

tural tone.

No delicate parts to
For announcing,
or home recording.
catalog
covers twelve models
New
from $5.00 up.
be

damaged.

transmitting

tage the average projectionist misses, in fa-

;

$15.00

Nandi -Mika

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE
COMPANY. Ltd.

miliarity with obscurer forms of electrical
equipment.
The typical projectionist will

logically know less than his radio neighbor
about voltage control devices, electrolytic condensers, battery -replacing rectifiers, or the
cheapness and availability of A.F. amplifiers
for emergency purposes. The radio dealer
can help the projectionist with good advice
on these and similar matters, and in return
for his trouble quite possibly supply the theatre with such equipment.

YORK

123 -R WEST 17'^ ST.

The Projectionist as Purchasing Agent
The radio man has One important advan-

AADOLEK CO., 135 Canal Station, Chicago
I am a Dealer D; Serviceman
I operate from Shop or Store
Home
I own the following Test Equipment
My training and experience is
Name
Address

New York City

424 Warren Lane
Inglewood, Calif.
U.S.A.

METAL -WORKING

LATHE

Precision equipment for
the small shop. New designs and manufacturing
processes make this amazing bargain
possible. Complete metal working lathe
with compound slide -rest. egnbinat ion
face-plate and Independent chuck and
tail center. 6" ring: 24" length. 2'0

fr
nro
grinding, sanding,
pounds.

$1.0t1

plus postage C.

Laths

Att) iet

. $4.
n
forD milli,
saw -table, etc.. available at low prie
Order from ad at °me and h,oe
nierhlnr .!s
AMERICAN MACHINE 8 TOOL CO.. Dept. -8
200 Broadway
New Ver'.
for

alone.

1

STUDY

UP

ON

THEATRE Sound Devices
World- Famous 3 Volume, "Sound Pro)ectle
Servicing Projection" and
'Simplified
vleing of Sound Equipment."
Original Value.
$15.00. Set of 3, $2.95; Individually $1.19 each.
'

World's Largest Theatre Supply House

O.

S.

S.

CORPORATION

1500 BROADWAY

NEW YORK. N. Y.

BACK ISSUES OF RADIO-CRAFT
which you might need to complete your files,
can still be had at the price of 25e per copy.
Send us your requirements, together with your
remittance in cheek nr money order.

RADIO -CRAFT

96.95 PARK PLACE

RADIO -CRAFT

for

NEW YORK, N. Y.

MARCH.
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orders for materials, since the theatre is
already paying a direct service charge. IL
can, nevertheless, render services of great
value.
The chief service he can offer to such theatres in the natter of repairs lies in the advantage of his availability. Ile Is in town.
or close to it. Ile Is not a long distance
away, looking for a train or road to get him
to that town in a hurry. Ills stock of emergency parts is within his reach, he does not
have to wire to some distant point to get n
little gadget needed in keep the show going.
Not but that those companies render remarkably good service -they do -but the local
Service Man still retains distinct and highly
valuable advantages.
In respect to supplies. he has the great advantage of being able to recommend any supplies, including those the electrical company
in question do.s not soli ; or supplies similar
to the ones they do sell. but at lower cost.
In this connection It 1s Important to note
that radio is u mass production industry
while sound is not and never can be. Therefore, whenever a radio part can be used for
sound purposes, it is necessarily less expensive -often amazingly less expensive -than
the similar product of a sound manufacturer.
However, the majority of theatres in this
country do not operate under any specific arrangement for service, although very often
the sound manufacturer will supply a service
engineer at a charge in the vicinity of $::5
pet day or freedom of a day. The advantage
of a competent local radio man. in the case
of such theatres- -which constitute the majority- needs no further comment.
Thus it would seem that nothing but an
ill -advised attempt to "high -pressure" the
theatre people before he has won their confidence can prevent the radio man making a
highly profitable eunnectinn with the greater
number of theatres operating under either
dispensation.

Let Your Customer Sell Himself!
in

3

RADIO -CRAFT

for

MARCH,

Adjust Line and Select

1

Filament.
Set

2.

Insert Tube and
Tube Selector.

3.

Press Button and Read

the Verdict!

ONLY 4 SOCKETS cannot tube
Inserted In wrong socket-Tester cannot
be harmed by incorrect operation.
In addition to its amazing simplicity
and ruggedness, this new tester is provided with a new neon glow test which
reveals 21 possible combinations of
"shorts" and LEAKAGES up to 90,000
ohms; namely, Cathode -Heater leakages.
G5 -CG, Plate- Cathode. CG- Cathode, G3Plate, Heater -Plate, G4- Plate, G4 -G5.
CG-Heater, G4 -CG, 133 -05, Plate -G5.
Cathode -G5. CG- Plate, G3- Heater, 6364, 64- Heater. Cathode-G4, CG -63.
Cathode -G3, and G5- Heater.
Ordinary testers provide only two or
three short tests and practically no leakage tests. The neon glow lamp is faster
faster than the
than a meter needle
heating of the pilot lamp short indicator
. it catches interof ordinary testers
mittent LEAKAGES and "shorts" with
the speed of light! Watch others follow
the Leader with neon glow leakage tests.
The new Supreme Model 85 is THE tester
of 1934, at a price that every Service

...

Supreme Model 85 -Tube Tester

-

S E

N D

T H

I

S

C O

U P

O N

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
486 Supreme Bldg., Greenwood, Mississippi
GEN'ft.t:MEN:
Send n
without obligation, full Information on the
new Supreme [Model 85 Tube Tester.
Name
Address
t.

NOW IN STOCK AT
YOUR JOBBERS

$3995

DEALERS' NET CASH
WHOLESALE PRICE

Man can pay!

The Projectionist as a Union Member
Projectionist unions are numerous and well

organized, and in most cases affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor. Unions
have rules, and their members must abide by
them. In some jurisdictions, the projectionist is subject to a heavy line by his union
it he permits a non -union person to perform
any labor in his projection room. Wherever
this rule is Mikity enforced, the radio man
has no choice but to cooperate with the projection staff in an advisory capacity, even
down to the extreme and slightly ridiculous
point where he must ask the projectionist to
manipulate a rheostat but not touch it himself !
In general, the radio man entering a projection room will find it both advisable and
courteous to ask permission before he so
much as touches a button to take a meter
reading. Personal acquaintance and confidence, and tactful bearing on the part of the
visitor, will soon end small annoyances,
whether the projection room is under union
operation or not. On the other hand, any
impatient attempt to make free with union
requirements may result in an order from
local headquarters barring the intruder from
every projection room in its jurisdiction.
Union conditions will not be a handicap to
any radio man who takes the trouble to
adapt himself to them, but he must take that
trouble.
The radio man will do well to confine his
attention to sound and not try to learn too
much about projection ns distinct from sound.
This attitude on his part will protect him
against suspicion that he might be willing
to serve in place of the projectionist in event
of a strike. F,r labor unions do not grow
of themselves, they are created out of effort
and sometimes through suffering, and show
who have created this form of protection for
themselves, and benefit by it, will not expose
It to risk for any consideration of minor
convenience.
With a scrupulous attitude of strictest
neutrality in all union matters, and careful
respect for union rules, the presence or absence of union conditions will be a matter
of no practical importance to the radio man
with a union theatre quite as
-be can deal
readily as with any other.

Simple Steps

LJ,bbe

slate
Preference

GRID -CONTROLLED
"B11

UNITS

s

Ire used as rectiWhen tricote pevrrr Iul
fiers approximately cuusiaut D.C. voltage can
be obtained by ha ring changes in the A.C.
voltage control their grid bias. Dr, L. A.
Richards (Cornell Univ.l states that a In
A.C. voltage change causes 0.1- to ,02e; filter
D.C. voltage output, according to a rouent Issue of 'l'li} HIM Ely OF SCIENTIFIC INsracMt:STS.

Circuit A shows D.C. grid control. Choke
1.3. 20 by.: It. load resistor; Rl, variable.
Tubes VI. W2 147.. 50. 2-\3. 10. etc.), optional; for fixed Ea their Inn determines the
output D.C. voltage. Ratio of T2 (3.4-to -1),
its sec. V. to En.
Circuit R, A.C. grid control. Drop across
112 (In shunt to 874's connected as nt hi
furnishes D.C. bias; A.C. component is the
drop across Rr, (T3 ratio, 3 -toi).

It
Is

í

500000..

Smart To Be

SAFE

-

BUILD with Hammarlund Condensers
world- renowned for precision work-

manship and efficiency.
There is a Hammarlund model for
every receiving and transmitting need
single, dual, double - spaced and
"band- spread" tuning -all so moderately priced there is no excuse for
economizing (7) on "cheap" condensers.
Write Dept. RC -3 for
Complete New 1934 Catalog

-

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424 -438 West 33rd Street

II
Grid -controlled constant

1934

"B

o t. Ba.rran Radin

New York

ammärlund
PRODUCTS

II

circuits.
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SERVICEMEN

LATEST IN RADIO

Get Your
Copies of the
SHURE

«Jontinued from page 349}

RADIO DEALERS
SEND FOR THIS

TECHNICAL
IIULLETIN

F R E E
CATALOG!

The following back issues of the SI SURE
TECHNICAL BULLETIN arc available

IT'S CHOCK -FULL OF

now at

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

No. 6
No. 7
No. 8

6

C

BARGAINS FOR YOU
A "Build Your

Condenser vs. Two -Button Microphones.
Field Problems in Microphone
Placement. Part 1-Broadcasting.
Field Problems in Microphone
Public AdPlacement. Part

2-

Binaural Transmission.
Field Problems in Microphone
Multiple
Placement. Part 3
Microphone Systems.
Electro - acoustic Measurements
of Microphone Performance.
High -Quality Sound Reproduction
An Outline of Factors
Affecting Fidelity.

:

-

-

The SHURE TECHNICAL BULLETIN
a monthly publication of the Shure
Brothers Company, 215 W. Huron St.,
Chicago, microphone makers . . . contains
AUTHORITATIVE AND USEFUL INFORMATION on microphones, microphone placement, design data on associated
speech -input circuits, new applications of
microphones for industrial and research
purposes, and similar technical phases of
broadcast and sound engineering.
of the SHURE TECHNICAL
BULLETIN may be had without charge by
broadcasting, public- address and recording
engineers simply by sending in your request on your company's letterhead.
Copies

Subscriptions accepted from amateurs, radio
service men, and others at the nominal fee
of S0c per year.

-

RADICALLY NEW, HIGH -POWER
TUBE (421)

What is said to be a radically near design
in amplifier and transmitting tubes has been
announced. It is designated as the type
212 -II: and is of superpower, improved, extra long life type.
The nain 11111Wba ,k experienced with the
usual 22212-Ii tube is lark Of uniformity in
characteristics. la fart. this type has been
offered in four eltssifi s'a tiens, due to production differences. .t special thoriated 11n:step filament is used in place of the usual.
oxide coated filament for the purpose of attaining and maintaining high- vacuum stability when high plate voltages are used, (The
difficulty of nia tching'such a filament and the
established operating conditions were finally
mastered.) The special, thoriated- tungsten
filament overcomes particularly the vacuum
instability which is an inevitable result of
th, use ,f nn oxide -coated filament in tubes
operating at high plate voltages. The addition of a graphite amass anode further insanes
the maintenance of the vacuum due to the
"keeper action" of the graphite mass. even
when the tube is subjected tu overloading.

Cl Please send me postpaid the following

issues of the SHURE TECHNI.
CAL BULLETIN:
No. 1
5
- --No. 2
6
No. 3
Ho 7
No. 4
__.No. 8
I am enclosing
e
(in stamps) (in cash).
Please enter my subscription for one
year. I am enclosing 50e
in stamps
in cash
in money order.

-No.

_____No.

"The New

g lilt find in ha. th.
pick of great bargains. Misil
thin coupon now

Ile

-RADIO CIRCULAR CO., INC.

225 Varick Street, Dept. RC -334

New York, N. Y.
Please send me free of charge and without obli-

gation, your latest catalog.

Address

State

City

Give SERVICE

...

. with a Small Inventory
Here is the best Volume Control Proposition on the Market. Here are the reasons
why?
1. Over 400 "exact duplicate" controls
in the "X" series.
2. Yet with SIX controls in the original -AD - A - SWITCH - SERIES 477
sets can be serviced.
3. By combining controls In both
lines any requirement can be met
with minimum stock investment.
4. Clarostat with its two separate
lines offers the widest range of
controls to choose from.
6. Clarostat Controls are inseparable
from Quality Service Work.
"x" line has over 400 controls to choose !mat
as to electrical overall resistance. taper, hushing,
shaft length, and will lit into exact space In set.
Clarostat Ad- A- Switch line comprises the maximum
ut t1 q with nu lnlssum stock investment. Series W (wire
Wound) obtainable from 50 to 50.000 obnns. Series C
(new cOnipw.i tion element
obtainable from 1O,000 to
5.000,000 ohms. itoth lines obtainable In all tapers
In.nlated chaft l s'a" long. Wide use 14 Indicated as tot'
W-28 will sen ice 128 sets; C -28 will service 105
W-29, 77 sets; C -59, 66 sets; etc., etc.
Clamatat

-exact

LOUDSPEAKER"
the title,

JUST OF THE PRESS!

'Resonator'

Lendspaker" IL.tuto- t'a.\rr, November. 19331,
appeared an article d,srt'iling a novel method
of applying the principles of resonant, to the
t

operation of reprothIcerS. In effect, resonating cylinders are used to correctly load the
diaphragm of n 411111111e rep
(e .% n1101101
this article was written by Pierre Ilemardin.
quer, the actual unit illustrated tans Invented
by a Mr. A. d'.\Itou (Prance). areordi ng to
correspondent-, we have reeei red from him in
this eonnectiou, 15I r. ti'.\Iton failed to furnish patent isuntlrs.l w', quote as follows:
"I am the inventor of the apparatus which
you describe. as you will note by reference
to the June, 193:1 Issue of Ls T.S.F. Porlt
TOUT.... I have been working on this device
for about 7 years ,
(and)
. have disposed of licenses for France and her Colonies
to "l'ompagnie Franeaise Thomson-Houston."
You have per contra in 1930 and in 19:13
mentioned the name of Volf as being the originator of a system somewhat similar to my
own."

t

-

R9

NEW CONTROL
REPLACEMENT GUIDE
ON REQUEST

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.
287 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
AD- A- SWITCH was orlginatcd by Clarostat

SERVICEMEN!

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CONDENSERS
AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO USE
wrste sor our new to.pagc Catalog cotter tree or cnarae

.

Name

Address
City and Seta.

RC-334
566

" 'RESONATOR'
Under

trical Goods, Sporting

Goods.

Name

I

To be sure of having these valuable
issues send for them now. Use the
coupon below.
SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY
215 W. Huron Street, Chicago, III.

Own' Radio Kit

RADIO CONSTRUCTION KIT
For the person who wants to start in radio
"on the ground floor," there is now available
a kit of parts suitable for numerous fundamental circuits. Included in the kit is a picture diagram of our old. familiar "3 circuit
tuner" circuit. that is capable of good II\ reception n plate- circuit va riometer affords regeneration.
The kit includes the following items: grid
leak, grid condenser. 500 mmf. variable condenser. It, P. coil, small variomefer, type 30
"battery" tube. headphone, tube socket, filament resistor off-on switch, headphone bypass
condenser. drilled panel. baseboard, and misrellaneout wire, solder. lugs. etc.

dress Systems.
Mixing Circuit Design Data.
The Microphone-An Electric
Noise MeasurementsEar.

____

Radio Dealers and Servicemen can't afford to he
without this book. It
offers marvelous buys in
Radio Sets, Long and
Short Wave Apparatus,
Servicemen's Repair and
Replacement Parts, Elec-

per copy.

76

Washington Street

RADIO -CRAFT
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Try this FORMULA
you design or build that new Set Analyzer,
"IIEN
Decade Boa, Bridge, Ohmmeter or High Resistance

Voltmeter why not try this FORMULA:
Q

+A +M I)
LC

-l'wwit

QUALITY and A eeuele ACCURACY
VI U equals MODERN DESIGN and LC equals LOW
', IST and I.A.ST COST then PWW R la always PRECIInN WIRE WOUND RESISTORS.
RESISTANCE RANGE: .25 Ohm to 1 Megohm

When Q equals

TYPE

TYPE "D"

"F"
tt'att

Normal hat ing

I

Normal Rating 44 Watt

ur

Maximunt

Length I " n
Maximum

'h"
ti
i
Diameter
Length

51 a

Din in etor

li"

Length of
Leads lt."
Furnished

Length of
Leads l lí"
Furnished

Tinned

Tinned

with No. l8

with No. IS

Copper
Lead..

Free Booklets and Price List
Precision Custom Built Wire Wound

Resistors, Mfg. by

PRECISION RESISTOR CO.
334

Newark, N. J.

Badger Ave.

RADIO BARGAINS!
RADIO CITY

TEST EQUIPMENT
Super Multldapter, Model 205; brings Your
net
uleolrte tube tester up to date
Molt i tester, 5lodel 401, a Voltmeter, Milllaae
meter; 0-750 volts; 10110 ohms per volt; a to
net
2 mer.; 0 -250 Ina. -kit. form

-

net
Model 303.1.
Tube Tester
guanunerd actinide. tests all tubes to -date,
net
foret
net
Assembled
Dependable Set Analyzer, Model 5400; point te -point analyzer; tube testing. Machin for
net
k and 9 prong tubes. Kit form
net
A ssentbled

.assembled
New Dependable

-kit

Dry ele.trolytie ,ondemrrs -- cardboard -S mid.

volts ¡Nationally Know Mfr.l
Dry electrolytic condensers -alum. can-8 mid
.,ml colts (Nationally Known Mfr.)
Stanger and General Exact Duplicate replacement power transformers -40% and 2 1/4, on.
.,m0

7.49

$

15.00
19.98
14.75
1

8.75

25.98
34.50
.49
.55

each
.97
Il:uuuutrlund I.F. Transformers
tone and field coil replacements In stock. Low Prices.
We stack a complete line of Ns -M,h. Shure Mikes,
Unit ersal Mikes. Webster P.A. Systems, IBC resistors.
Crntralah. Merit-ad. Ttuadarson. etc. Write for prices
Free bulletin. 20% with order, balance
on any (tent.
C.O.D. Remit by M.O.

MAURICE SCHWARTZ & SON

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

710.712 BROADWAY

Meters

RI01:17T

No. 1167 Free Point Set Analyzer
Our Net Price $25, less 2%.
No. 1179 Perpetual Tester . . $34.67
We carry the complete line. Call or
write for descriptive bulletin.

RADIO SHORT -CUTS
1

f

SU

d

Jrout p,lge 3:IU)

other parts are easily found in the average
repair shop. (Fig. 4.)
Our own repair shop is located on the top
floor of a three -story warehouse and since
the street door Is kept locked, we were continually running up and down stairs to let
people in and out. The use of this call system eliminates practically all of this. To
simplify calling. the amplifier is switched to
the remote position and left running. The
speaker on the street level is mounted directly over the door outside. facing down.
Since there Is n small recessed entrance -way
it Is well protected from the weather and
no trouble Is experienced here. Trouble may
possibly be found in the amplifier where, due
to the input and output leads approaching
one another so closely, oscillation may be
encountered, When first built, oscillation in
the amplifier was quite bad. However. by
changing the throw -over switch to a large
porcelain knife switch of the battery charging type, the oscillation was reduced to n
point where connecting the .02-mf. condenser
across the speaker side of the output transformer entirely eliminated it. The volume is
ample, and one need stand no closer than six
to
pr Seyell feet to obtain excellent results.
fact, standing any closer or raising the voice
above an ordinary conversational tone will
cause the speaker nt the other end to overload, so great is the volume.
This outfit has been in use for nearly a
month and has given excellent results. The
only drawback we can find is having to throw
the switch to change from one end to the
other. However, the cost was practically
nothing since nearly all the parts are Junk
which was kicking around the shop, a very
important feature.
I believe the diagram is self-explanatory
and that no Service Man, worthy of the
name, should encounter any difficulty in get
Ong the rig going. Uses for it should crop
out all over the shop. (I know at least three
places around our own warehouses and store
where one would be very handy.)
Lust of Parts

Two 25 -mf. condensers, Cl, ('2:
Two .112 -mf. condensers. l'a, C4;
Une 1 inf. condenser, C5;
One 500 ohm resistor, Ill ;
One 5 -mpg. resistor, 112;

resistor, 113;
One 1,500 ohm resistor, 114;
One 6 -1 ratio A.F. transformer. T1:
One secondary of push -pull input transformer, T2;
One output transformer to ma trii magnetic
speakers, T3;
Two filament windings to suit tubes, T4. 'r5;
Une 24.t tube,
One 71.t or 45 tube (pentodes not recommended), V2:
One large porcelain -base knife sty it elt. S w.l :
Two good-quality magnetic speakers, SI'K RI.
Cine .5 -meg.

'i;

SI'K112.

See him today.

r Send

ItIt:CTIFIEItS
E
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O

X
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and Servicemen.
Dealers and radio receiver manufacturen get in touch
with us regarding a new metal oxide product
recently developed.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH DEVICES
Brooklyn.

237 Richmond Street

for

N. Y.

MARCH,

Coupon for Facts
q

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.,

Make an eff'dent universal meter to read A.C. -D. C.
voltages front 0 to 1.000 volts by the use of two she rial shunts and one EItDI certified meter rectifier and
sit of multiplier resistors. EItDI products are fully
guaranteed. No etrrection resistor required. Information. characteristic runes, and diagrams furnished
free upon rerun-4. Rectifier, $2.85. Not to Dealers

RADIO -CRAFT

No. 1150 is a well designed, completely
shielded oscillator. A switch permits generating either a stabilized modulated or unmodulated signal of constant level. Extremely accurate scale divisions cover fractional frequencies from 110 to 1600 -K.C.,
oil the individually hand -made chart.
No. 1125 contains a direct reading Ohmmeter. Output meter. A.C. -D.C. Voltmeter
and Milliammeter. Complete with 16 different scale readings. All readings are
controlled by a selector switch. It lends
itself admirably to point to point continuity
testing for set analysis and general testing.
The Free -Point Auxiliary Set Tester,
No. 1166, is universal, flexible and designed
to overcome obsolescence. Four sockets
take care of all present day tubes.

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
Bluffton, Ohio
40 Main Street

CER I/F/EO
M

...

...

New York, N. Y.

VESEY STREET

NOW VOtt can carry a complete
and compact laboratory with you and
without
solve any testing problem
having to guess what the trouble may
be. This new Triplett portable laboratory, No. 1179, consists of three
units: 1150 Oscillator, 1125 Volt Ohm- Milliammeter, and the 1166
Free -Point Auxiliary Set Tester.

YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU
at the dealer's net price of $34.67

`7AeHoene d1GD10
4513

No. 1179 Free -Point Test Set

40 Main Street,

Bluffton, Ohio

Gentlemen:
Send me catalog on
and complete

"How long did it take you to do the trip,
man ?"

old

"Er-about, er -two

Bach cantatas and a

couple of fox- trots!"
(Courtesy-English Periodical, Unknown)

1934

Triplett Tester

-o- -.
1179

.

. .

line of radio servicing instruments.

Name

Street Address

LCity

State
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SERVICEMAN DEALER

NO

OR SET BUILDER CAN AFFORD

TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK
Send for the most
valuable book in

Radio. Packed

Short Wave
Radios, Sound
Systems, etc.

ALLIED RADIO CORP.,
Dept. D, 833 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me FREE your New 1931
Radio Book.
Address _._....._..._._,_ _...._..__
City

State

THE NEW

Model

E

TUBE TESTER

36

Read these excellent features

which give complete details
about the new Model 36 Tube
Tester.
(I) Direct Reading.
(2) Mutual conductance test
(3) Line voltage regulation
both Plate and Filament
on separate A.C. meter.
(4) No obsolescence due to
new 36 point, 6 pole
rotary switch-Provisions

for

short test

of

all elements. Diode test

cathode leakage test.
Ifi) Rapid and accurate.
17) Filament voltage ranee
for all tubes.
(8) Portable.
handsome

leatherette covered case.
DEALERS NET PRICE

$37.50

trial or

Sold on 10 day

Circular

money refunded.

on requesu.

L & L ELECTRIC
336 MADISON AVE.

COMPANY

Dept 6.A

MEMPHIS. TENN.

finest

G
RESISTORS
Getthe
SUPPRESSORS
CONDENSERS

Servicemen, experimenter and menufacrwer entre, thrower,
out the world, rely upon Continental for quality and serr¢r
aunweaned. New catalogs show complete lino el resistors,
uto radio suppressors, and cane
s.
Ask You,

loger,

at

Wt.te

rCOATI/PERTIIL CARBON Inc.j
Iule LORAIN AVE CLEVELAND. OHIO

568

(Continued from pale 538)
Then make a small slit in the can 1, -in, in
length directly under the "sound track" of
the film. Figure 2 shows the complete film
drum. The next step is to mount the drum
in the projector, which is easily done by
mounting it on the brackets. The film drum
is then fastened directly under the takeup
idler and beneath this drum is mounted the
takeup sprocket. On the end of the shaft
which is pulling the takeup sprocket is placed
the 2 in. pulley this pulley is then eounected
to the belt w'hteh drives the takeup reel.
This pulls the film at a constant speed over
the film drtstu on which is mounted a thin
strip of black felt. thus protecting the film.
The 4 prong socket in which the photoelectric
cell is pieced is then mounted in the opening of the film drum, and the cell centered
with the slit in the drum. Next make a
holder for Ills, exciter lamp, as shown in Fig.
3 (with the lens or optical system mounted!.
A hole is cut in the front of the projector,
directly in line with the slit. The distance
from the exciter lamp to the photoelectric
cell is 5 ins. This completes the assembly.
The adjustments are simple.
Figure 4 shout's the hookup of the photo -cell
to the amplifier which is a high -gain unit
using a type 24 input, a 27 intermediate and
two 47's with an 80 rectifier.
The projector is threaded in the regular
way. Figure 3 shows the procedure of threading. The exciter lamp is focused by moving
the tube in and out, until a sharp light is
obtained on the sound track. with the amplifier turned on. the exciter lamp lit, with
90 V. of 'B" battery on the photoelectric cell
and the projector in motion, you have adequate motion picture sound -on -film reproduction.
The sound head described has been in use
for over n year running satisfactorily with
many sound films. Any further questions or
problems concerning the construction, or further details of the sound head, will gladly
be answered by the writer. (Be sure to enclose postage.-Technical Editor)

HERE'S A BOOK
RADIO MEN WILL
REFER TO MANY
TIMES EACH DAY
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Yaluable,A11 -round Radio Book!

is one nHlio book that answers every
HERE
conceivable quest'
on interference. It
contains 76 pages, F yV, x11 inches, chock full
with hiring diagrams. (imwillgs and photo,mphs showing where interference originates
-how it is distributed, and how to eliminate
it. This is a wealth of information needed by
every radio listener, stealer and Service Man.

Send 50 cents in stamps or check for this book

RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINE
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y

BOOK REVIEW
ELEKTRISCHE MUSIK, by von P.
Lertes. Published by Theodor Steinkopff, Germany. Size 6 x 9 ins., 207
pages, 169 illustrations, paper covers.
Price, $4.00 (approximately).
We do not know of any other book dealing
with the subject of electronic music. of which
several practical instrument designs have appeared In past issues of lteoto- CIc%PT.
The author describes not only most of the
commercial electronic musical instruments.
but presents a broad review of fundamentals
that will enable the student and experimenter
to go far in their work.
We rocenuuend ELEK1'aisent: MtSIK (ELECTRONIC MI-sic) very highly.

new sockets.

(5) Complete

SOUND HEAD

;

with quality and
value. Lists the
most complete line
of radio replacement parts for any
service require- AlliedkRadio
ment.
Features latest
type set building Write for this
kits, test instru- Catalog today!
ments, Long and

k

MAKING A TALKIES

A DAY
100
BEMINGTON
BUYS A NEW

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Special 7-Day Free Trial Offer

Think of it! You can buy a new xtamlard Remington Portable Typewriter for but loc a d:p,
Standard keyboard.
Small and capital letters,
Beautiful finish.
Carrying case included free.
Exceptional money -making opportunities. Write today. Say: Please
tell me how I can get a new
Remington Portable typewriter
on your special 7 -day free
trial offer for but 10e a day.
Remington
Rand Inc., Dept.
R.
C.
Un- RC -8. Buffalo,
N. Y.

ELECTRONS AT WORK, by
derwood. Published by McGraw -Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. First
Edition. Size 6 x 9 ins., 354 pages,
220 illustrations, cloth covers. Price,
$3.00.
ELECTRONS AT WORK, by Charles R. Underwood. and published by the Mct:raw-i Iill
hook Company, is essentially (as the naine
implies! a hook dealing with the subject of

electronic tubes and their various applications.
Primary theory such as. potential energy.
potential, capacity. electrons and ions, space,
time. and oscillations, etc. etc., are found In
the first few chapters. From then on some
highly interesting but very technical subjects
are covered. i. e., electronic tubes, circuit phenomena, gaseous -discharge tubes. photolectric cells, cathode-ray tubes. X -rays, cosmic
ray's. invisible light -with application data.
While evidently not intended for the average layman, it is an invaluable text for the
student or engineer.

ONE CENT A DAY PAYS
UP TO $100 A MONTH
The Postal Life & Casualty Insurance Co., 152 Postal Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., is offering a new
accident policy that pays up to $100
a month for 24 months for disability
and $1,000.00 for deaths -costs less
than lc a day -$3.50 a year. More
than 150,000 have already bought
this policy. Men, women and children eligible. Send no money. Simply
send name, address, age, beneficiary's name and relationship and
they will send this policy on 10 days'
FREE inspection. No examination is
required. This offer is limited, so
write the company today.
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Popu/drShort ff'o vePoois
a suHere's money put right into your pocket-here's
You get absolutely
ing you never gave a thought to.
and 50e short
FREE any one or more of the regular 25cSHORT
WAVE
wave books with a year's subscription to
A one
Magazine.
cit.tF`r, the Radio Experimenter's
two
year's subscription brings you one fifty rent book or
two-year subscription brings
twenty -five rent books;
cent
you two fifty' rent booksa and any one twenty -fire
Decide NOW what books are most necessary to
book.
you -then send us your subscription by return mail.

will

The books

25,

HOW TO MAKE

SYNCHRONIZED, "SAME WAVE" BROADCASTING

be sent to you immediately.

The Copy

nnnve, by any

even the small jobs

station in the United

PAY !

I States since the North American Radio Conference in Mexico, has been made by \\'ICBM.
Chicago, key station of the Columbia Broad rasting System, and KPAII, Lincoln, Nebraska,
which, at the time of writing this, are synchronizing the latter part of January. The
move is regarded as significant inasmuch as
it may signalize the widespread introduction
of synchronization in the commercial broad-

casting industry of the country.
The perfection of synchronizing equipment
now makes such a development a practical
possibility. The equippment to be used by
N'BBM and KleAB provides a precision of carrier frequency never before approached in
It has been deIn oadcusting transmitters.
veloped by Bell Telephone Laboratories as it
result of years of experimentation which as
early as 1927 produced successful tests with
synchronous operation. The equipment was
built by the Western Electric Company.
The system operates as follows. In the
first place the equipment includes an extremely accurate source of carrier frequency
which entirely replaces the master oscillator
ill the station. A reference frequency is furnished by wire from the Bell Laboratories to
the stations involved which serves to control
the carrier frequency of each station.
Whenever the local carrier frequency -the
crystal oscillator- deviates from the control
FREE
frequency by even a small fraction of a <yrb. Send
an automatic mechanism in the synchronizio_
Learn
BOOK,
SERVICE
equipment is set in operation and immediately
I
corrects the minute difference. Consequcutl}
and
ways
new
quick
instations
of
the
the carrier frequencies
eluded in the system are at all times kept is
synchronism.
As far as the synchronizing itself is conThere's a world of valuable informacerned. no special link between the individual
stations Is required other than the circuit tion other service men have found usesupplying the reference frequency. Although ful in Sylvania's 64 -page book, "Service
designed primarily for common frequency
broadcasting. the equipment can be used also Hints." Things that will save you timo
as the master oscillator of a radio transmitter and trouble, too!
to provide extreme carrier frequency stability
to stations not operating on a common fre- "Service Hints" contains definite solu-

for SYLVANIA'

HINTS.
to spot

repair radio troubles!

On All
4 -Cater Cover
9" x 12" in Sue
Over 200 Illustrations

Newsstands

Na

No.

1

50e

THIS

tions of the special service problems of
more
43 popular makes of radios
than 200 models in all!
It gives formulas for calculating electernate during certain hours at night.
Synchronization will enable these two part trical quantities
practical hints on
time stations to utilize the air full time. Tb, amplifiers, auto radios, condensers, etc,
service they render to radio listeners in their
and a complete Interchangeable
area will be proportionately lengthened.
Plans to synchronize have been under con- Tube Chart!
for
some
time
RFAIS
and
sideration by \VRIIM
and the Federal Radio Commission gave its Don't be without this useful handbook.
sanction several months ago. Considerable importance is, attached to this decision of the Mail the coupon today! We'll send
Commission as evidencing Its desire to en- "Service Hints" FREE, and put your
courage wider use of synchronization in view name on the mailing list for Sylvania's
of the possibilities it offers for relieving the
congested commercial broadcasting band and FREE monthly "Service Bulletin" that
broadening good service.
gives additional helps in every issue!

quency basis.
The plan for WBBM and SFAB calls for
the two stations to be synchronized on 7711
Roth stations
Ice.. their present assignment.
now operate full time during the day but al-

Stir
-I/Y.4/1.

2

500

popular

Na

Na

2

short -wave

41

2Se

25o

magazine Interests

the great

army of "hams." broadcast listeners, and general
radio students who are interested In experimentel as
well as scientific angles of short wave development and
application. In each monthly issue appears the largest
and most correct .hors -wave station call list, and important construction articles of receivers and transmitters. including "picturized" diagrams easily understood
by anyone. s big feature "originated" by SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. You'll also find the latest news about shortwave physics, micro- and ultra -short waves and other
applications of this newest branch of radio.

Many Short Wave Sets to Build
Many excellent short-wave sets with complete construction details with "picture" diagrams, are found in every
Issue-these sets vary from Sipple Otte and two -tube
lets to those of mono advanced design five and eight
tubes.

Big Silver Trophy FREE!
Recently inaugurate] by Mr. Hugo Gernsback, Editor.
To the Shortwas the "Short Wave Scout Contest."
wave "fan" who has logged and obtained verification of
the largest number of short-wave stations from all over
the world. during eye month. will be awarded a magnificent silver Short wave Scout Trophy.

Mail This Coupon Today!
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. Dept. RC -334
96.98 Park Placo, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will rind nt remittance for a
subscription to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for
[
1 One Year @ $2no (Canadian and foreign $3.00)
I 1 Two Years @ $5.00 (Canadian and foreign $6.00)
Send me FREE books width are dueled below.
1

2

3

4

Name

...

-

The common frequency broadcasting equipment consists of two racks designated as the
No. 12l1Á and the No. 1222.5 panels. These
racks are covered with protective, locker-type
doors. 'l'he block diagram shows the relation
of all the essential components.
The left -hand rack assembly (No. '
panel) contains duplicate crystal ossil
with their associated control units and a
stage B.F. amplifier. The right -hand rack
(No. 1232A panel) contains the wire-terminating equipment, the reference frequency amplitler, and the multipliers for bringing the reference frequency tip to a value comparable to
that of the assigned carrier frequency.
Rich panel contains separate. stabilized
power apparatus. The power supply is drawn
entirely from the A.l'. power mains.
Although designed primarily for commuu
Dequeney broadcasting. the equipment can be
used also as the master oscillator of a ratio.
transmitter to provide extreme carrier fre
queney stability to stations which are not operating on a common frequency- basis.
-

Address

THE SET- TESTED RADIO TUBE

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORP.
Makers or
HYGRADE LAMPS
ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Factories
EMPORIUM, PA.
ST. MARYS, PA.
SALEM, MASS.
CLIFTON, N. J.

SYLVANIA TURES

J

State

(Send remittance In check or money order. Register Lt
It contains euh or unused U. S. Portage Stamps.)
tar

if

for
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The block illustration when studied with
the following description will provide a clear
(Continued on pale 572)
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HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION It
Emporium, Penna.
Please send me your free booklet "Service Hints" and your free monthly Service

Bulletin.
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HERE ARE RADIO ACCESSORIES
THAT EVERY BUSY SERVICE MAN NEEDS
Here are listed over
important replacement

150
parts which Service Men and Dealers need in their
business. Every part is guaranteed perfect
every part so made as to give the same service as the
original. These parts represent the lìnest selection of replacements made by reputable manufacturers.
Speakers and Parts
Panel and Tubing
3000 ohm 6" dynamic speakers
91.65
Aluminum panels cut to size, No. 148 &S
Automobile 6" dynamic speakers
1.95
per square inch
3i, cent
Farrand Concert Sr. (wooden baffle) speaker 2.15 Aluminum panels
cut to size, No. 16B &S
Farrand Inductor Speaker 11"
2.95
per square inch
t/a cent
Farrand Inductor trait
1.75
Aluminum corner posts 6" long
.19
Farrand Magnetic Chassis 9"
1.65
Bakelite walnut or black polish finish
Farrand Magnetic Chassis 7"
1.45
%"
cent
%
Farrand Magnetic Unit
1.15
Bakelite tubing 3" diameter, 2.4," long... .05
Timmonds Magnetic Chassis 9"
1.49
Bakelite tubing supplied in all lengths and
Timmonds Magnetic Unit
.95
damet ers.
Horn Units with adjustable diaphragms
.39
Magnetic cone and Apex 9"
.35
Miscellaneous
lagnetic cone Apexes
.25
3 for
Aeroplane speaker cloth
per sq. yd. .95
A B C of Radio -a pamphlet
9.05
Aeroplane Speaker Dope
' pint .39
Crystals
07
Extra Fancy Grill Cloth 121/2"x121/2"
.19
Double crystals
.11
Celotex Baffle for Speakers 12" x 12" x 1"
Crystal
detectors
.14
(any hole)
.27
Complete crystal set
.69
Celotex Baffle for Speakers 12" x 12" x 1%"
B
eliminator
complete
and
tested
including
(any hole)
.32
tubes
2.95
Celotex Baffle for Speakers cut to any size
14 lb. SCC wire No. 22 B &S
.19
Speaker riot felt -double thick.... per length .12 All
No. B &S wire supplied in enamel cover
Honeycomb
mounts
coil
double
.49
Transformers and Chokes
All wave triple tuner
.29
Gen
-Win
coils
-set
Shortwave
4
prong
of
4
1.29
Atwater Kent Cylindrical Audios
9.29
.75
Atwater Kent Cylindrical Inputs Push Pull .63 Gen -Win Broadcast coils 4 prong -set of 2
I'eerless SG RF tuning coils, set of 4
.39
Philco Push Pull Input
.89
Pilot lights 2.5v, 3.2v, 6v
5 for .12
Philco Push Pull Output
.89
Victor pilot lights -plain, white, orange,
Zenith Cylindrical Push Pull output ca itl:
blue, red
.10
4 hole mount 2%" x 3"
.49
Bright Star 200 A tubes
.31
Push Pull 47 Outputs- midget type
.67
Tube
bases
.02
Push Pull 47 Outputs -regular type
.64
I.C.A. 50 watt tube base
1.59
Power Transformer -5 tube -2%v, 5v, II.V .89
6 and 7 prong wafer sockets
2 for .09
Power Transformer -9 tube -2 %v, 2%v, 5v,
4 prong wafer socket
2 for .07
H.V.
1.79
4 to 5 prong adapters
.23
Power Transformer -9 tube-1',¢v, 21v, 5v,
No. 199 Benjamin socket
.10
5v, H.V.
2.20
Flexible
suppressors
grid
.06
Bakelite shielded 85 mill RF chokes
.35
Automobile noise suppressors
.15
Earl double 30 henry chokes
.82
Assorted
readings
dial
-circular
and
strip
Stronberg- Carlson 8 henry 250 mill chokes
.49
6 for .50
175 kilo I.F. Transformer unshielded
.21
Majestic dial cables
.15
All other dial cables in stock
Condensers
3" bakelite dials %" shaft
.05
Majestic B Blocks-7P6, 9P6, etc.
Hamilton voltage regulator
.29
$1.49
I.C.A. Resistovolt
All other standard blocks supplied
.96
Thordarson 14 mfd. cond. Blocks- 2 -1's, 2 -2's
Phone plugs
.12
1-8
Bakelite
male
plugs
3 for .10
.95
Transmitting Condensers 1 mfd. 11X30 volt 1.19
Twin binding posts
.06
Transmitting Condensers 2 mfd. 1000 volt 1.89
Fuse clips
4 for .05
Transmitting ('ondensers 4 mfd. 1000 volt 2.29 De Jur 3 stage resist. coupled amplifiers
complete
Filter Condensers 1 mfd. 400 volt
.19
.95
Dry electrolytic 8 mfd. cardboard
Dielectic slate bases for keys and hugs
.10
.39
Tubular electrolytic 25 mfd. 35 volt ;' "x2 %" .35
Franklin telegraph key
.79
Tubular Bypass condenser .01, .02, .Wl.
Double potentiometers 6 and 30 ohms
.17
002, etc.
Atnsco 1000 ohm potentiometers
,17
Western Electric Condensers 1 mfd
Centralab Elf potentiometers 1M to 1 meg
.39
.10
Western Electric Condensers mfd......
Centralab Elf potentiometers 1M to 1 meg
.11
with switch
Western Electric Condensers 2 x 1 mfd. .. .17
.52
Stromberg- Carlson Phono -Radio switch ., .39
Hammarlund compensators 0 to 100 mfd...
.10
Freed-Aerial condensers-7 plate
Federal Anti- Capacity switches
65
.39
Toggle switches
Trimmer condensers
.10
.12
Wooden Rosettes 1/4" t%i" %" ........
Splitdorf 1/4 mfd. 200 volt condenser
.09
.07
Wooden Rosettes 1'/i t', 1't4 ", 2 ", etc.
.14
Resistors
Screw Rosettes 1'/." to 2" long
4 for .05
Philco knobs
3 for
.25
Brunswick U.P. 591 Voltage Control
9.21
Insulated staples
boxes of 100 .17
Freshman Voltage Divider 6 taps % "x6 "
.29
Lightning arrestors
.06
Ward Leonard 200 watt 5 or 9 ohm 11/4"x9 " .35 Electric Iron Elements
.21
100 Ohm 10 watt 2" long resistor
.10
Test tube full of assorted hardware 6" x 1 "
.19
12,500 ohm 100 watt resistor 1" x 6"
.25
I.ine ballasts for all sets
1.19
50 and 63 ohm 200 watt filament resistors
1.12
Pickup coils 200 ohms for Brunswick, Victor,
60 ohm 3® watt filament resistors
1.32
R.C.A., Westinghouse, General Electric,
All standard voltage dividers in stock
and Majestic, A4" x 11/16" x 1/4"
.32
tinder
SI, order too
small. Remit 317. with order .. include
_
ry by parc el post. We will ship express if preferred.

...

-

%
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LEOTONE RADIO CO.

63 Dey St.,

N. Y.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements in this section are inserted at the cost of twelve cents per word for each Omen
tion -name, initials and address each count as one word. Cash should accompany all classified
advertisements aides placed by a recognized advertising agency. No less than ten wonls are
accepted. Advertising for the April, 1934 issue should be received not later than February 9th.
A. C. GENERATORS

TEN Practical and inexpensive changes convert.
ing Dodge 12 -V, Ford T. A., Chevrolet Delco 6 -V,
generators into 100 -500 -watt capacity A.C. generators, or into 32.110.V. D.C. motor or generator.
Dodge is 500.W. self-excited. All. in one book
illustrated with complete simplified instructions
and drawings for only $1. Autopower, 410 S.
Hoyne Ave.. Chicago.

REPRESENTATION WANTED

WANTED For Egypt -representation of important radio manufacturers building all -wave radios.
Orders will he paid cash. Apply to J. Calderon,
P. O. B. 1399, Cairo, Egypt.

RADIO

SONGWRITERS

DO You want -anything built for you? We design or construct any radio or electrical apparatus
to your satisfaction. Equipment Builders Co.,
Dept. 3G, 945 East 163rd Street, New York City.

SONGWRITERS! Poems, melodies. Amazing
opportunity. Hibbeler, D153, 2104 Keystone,

570

Chicago.

AN ANALYZER FOR RESISTANCE- VOLTAGE
(Continued front paie 533)
meter circuit to allow zero adjustment.
With the ohmmeter connected to the Selector Unit, suppose it is desired to check the
resistance of a circuit from some tube element socket contact to ground. Refer to the
diagram, Fig. 1. The clip marked "ground
clip' on the test cable is connected to the
chassis of the receiver, and the tube associated with the circuit to be tested is removed front its socket.
Suppose, for example, that the tube is a
2A7 and it is desired to check the resistance
of the circuit about the second grid (the
plate -grid of the oscillator section -that is,
the second -grid. counting from the cathode).
The test plug is Inserted in the 2A7 socket
of the receiver, with the A.C. line disconnected from the set, and the 7 prong group
of tubes consulted in the test data chart on
the panel. Under 2A7 it is seen that G2
(the second grid) appears under column 7.
This means that when the selector switch Is
turned to point 7. the resistance of the second grid circuit is read on the ohmmeter. If
the test is made to chassis, the "ground clip"
is secured to some part of the chassis. If the
test is made to cathode or other part of the
circuit, this same dip Is fastened to the contact in question. to complete the circuit.
Each circuit about the remaining tube elements may be tested separately, by turning
the selector switch. The test chart shows
proper settings of this switch in the adjoining columns for each tube prong circuit.
Some circuits may require resistance rend ings that cannot be readied through any of
the tube sockets. It is not necessary to disconnect the ohmmeter from the Selector Unit
to make these tests. Simply turn the selector switch to the position marked Test (No.
I1 ), which connects the ohmmeter to the
ground clip and the test prod which extends
from the selector unit case. The test prod
may then be applied to the proper point on
the wiring of the receiver to check between
the desired points.
In addition to resistance analysis of receiver faults. It is sometimes useful to determine if voltage is actually getting up to
some particular tube element. The selector
unit serves this function. 'l'he voltmeter 1s
connected to the Instrument in place of
the ohmmeter, and the same procedure in the
use of the chart and switch is observed, as
outlined above.
In cases where it is desired to ascertain
that the tube is getting filament voltage, a
filament voltmeter can be plugged into the
tip jacks on the panel adjacent to points 3
and 4 of the selector switch. These points
are the filament or benter terminals for practically all tubes, as shown on the test chart.
When :.taking voltage tests. 1114. power must
be turned on, of course.
Constructing the Selector
After obtaining the parts as outlined at
the end of this dcstriptioa. proceed to mount
the selector switch and two pin jacks on the
top of the box. as shown in rigs. A and 13.
Next, mount the other two tip jacks on the
side of the box. opposite the selector switch.
I roceed to wire the 0 wire cable to the varinus points of the selector switch, according
to the wiring diagram. Fig. 1, starting with
taps 1 and 2 on the top as shown and proceeding to No. 12 in n clock -wise direction.
It will be noticed that this places the filament voltmeter pin jacks opposite to taps
3 and 4: and the ohmmeter tip jacks on the
side of the box adjacent to taps 10 and I1.
Connect the test prod to terminal 10 as
shown and bring this wire out of the box
with the cable.
Then connect the cable wires to the 7
prong analyzer plug. being careful to follow
the color coding of the cable. The colors
indicated on the schematic diagram do not
necessarily have to be followed, if the particular cable colors differ. Simply be careful to connect the same colored wires to the
correct terminals on the switch and on the
analyzer plug.
It will be noticed that the black wire In
the cable terminates in the ground clip. It
is necessary to splice a length of wire to the
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Flo. B
Interior of the "Selector."

Free Reference Point Tester
At last a simple, low
price unit to make your

cable conductor, so that the clip can be free
to grip the chassis during tests. Also, the
brown wire terminates in a grid cap such
as found for the control -grids on a number
of screen -grid and similar tubes. 'Chis is
also equipped with an extra length of wire
and is for the purpose of making tests through
the circuits normally connected to the top

ohmmeter or analyzer a
high speed, point -topoint checker that will
never become obsolete.
Test cable plugs into
any tube socket. Selector switch connects
ohmmeter to any desired circuit without the

caps on these tubes.

The test chart printed here should be cut
out and pasted directly on the front of the
selector box, for handy reterence, as shown
in the photographs.
It will be noticed that no connections are
made to taps S and 9 on the selector switch.
These are reserved for use with tubes having

Service Manual

8 and 9 prongs.

Complete Directory

Automobile Radio

copy

Every man connected in any way with the booming autoradio business .111 want a copy of this book immediately.
It Is devoted exclusively to auto -radio service "dope" in
The OFFICIAL AUTOcomplete, understandable form.
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL contains schematic diaand
mounting instructions,
chassis layouts.
grams,
trouble shooting hints on all 1933 and many older model
This Manual contains a "goldauto -radio receivers.
mine" of information.

tulles) ;
Alden 0 prong adapter;
Alden 5 prong adapter;
Alden 4 prong adapter;
9 wire analyzer cable. 2 ft. long;
lila it test prod;
small battery clip (Ground Clip) ;
tube cap;
Four phone tip jacks;
Two rubber grommets to fit analyzer cable;
One metal or wooden box with removable bottom, 7 x 4 x 233 ins. high :
As needed, flexible wire, screws, nuts, etc.

Mail This Coupon Today!
Rte -33.1
GERNSRACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
90 -99 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
Enclosed you will find my remittance of $2.50 for which
please send me One Copy of the 1933 OFFICIAL AUTORADIO SERVICE MANUAL.
(Send remittance in
Register letter if it contain.
check or money order.
cash or currency. WE PAY POSTAGE.
Name
Address

City

RADIO -CRAFT

State

for

(r bnti,ued from

Co.

Over 200 Pages
Over 500 Illustrations
9x12 Inches
Flexible, Loose -Leaf Cover
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more complicated tube
The test chart on the instrument
panel shows selector switch setting for every circuit
of every type tube. Instant reading- Q7
no guess work. Net to servicemen only aP r e
base diagrams.

Electron -Coupled Test Oscillator
New improved series

with larger line filter and steep taper
shielded attenuator.
Provides all needed
frequencies f r o m
175 k. e. to 20
megacycles

vv

i
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f,3\!
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.

$32.6

UNIMETER
Volt- Ohm -Milliammeter
every d.c.,

a.c.,

output, and resistance measuring range needed for testing all receivers, with extremely sensitive, high resistance instrument movement.
Has all accuracy
found only in far more
costly- instruments.
Writs for complete description and the new low

page 331)

However, most of us can letter. more or
less passably, with a pen and ink, and therein
Get
lies the SulltfiU11 (no pun intended I.
yourself two bottles of Ink ; one regular black
drawing ink and one Chinese white: and any
kind of n pen that suits your fancy; better
try lettering on a piece of paper first to get
the "hang" of it. Then proceed as follows
l -sing n rag wet with alcohol, thoroughly
clean the surface to be "engraved," being particularly sure to remove every trace of grease.
Then. if you are not an experienced letterer
lay out what you want with light pencil
marks : you can see them even on a black
bakelite panel. Using the white ink for Bakelite and other dark surfaces and the black for
aluminum and surfaces of similar nature proceed to "engrave" the lettering or scales you
have laid out. If the ink does not flow evenly
and freely it is a sure sign that you have not
thoroughly removed all traces of grease from
the surface. (See Fig. 8.)
When you are through yen will have a
panel which. if you are skilful at lettering.
can not be told a short distance away from
a real engraved job. But it still has one
fault. the ink does not stick very well to this
type of surface and would soon rub off : so.
to complete the job we cover each group of
letters with a coating of thin white shellac
or if you want the finest possible appearance
cover the entire panel with a thin coat of
high -grade varnish.

=.
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r
ta
factory calibrated
snap position outputs.
No Bard-toread calibration curves. Operates directly from any
A.C. or D.C. poorer line. Also available in new two
Approved
and six volt battery, operated models.
and recommended by more than fifteen Leading set
manufacturers. Write for full details.
Net to servicemen only

SHORT CUTS
MARKING PANELS

Iloodwin Company

RCA -Victor Co.. Inc.
Sentinel Radio Corp.
Sparks- Withington Corp.
Stewart Radio & Tel. Corp.
United Amer. Dosch Corp.
United Motors Service
U. S. Radio & Tel. Corp.
Wells -Cardner Company
Zenith Radio Corp.

fumbling and uncertainty of test prods. No

Provides

Montgomery Ward & Co.
National Co.. Inc.
Phllco Radio & Tel. Corp.
Pierre -Afro. Inc.

Premier Electric

glad to supply any

One
One
One
One
One
One
One

List of Sets Covered in the Manual

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Federated Purchaser, Inc.
Fada Radio & Elec. Corp.
Ford -Majestic
Franklin Radio Corp.
Calvin Mfg. Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp,
OrlgsbY-Grunow Co.

be

One Weston 12 point selector switch, Sw.1
One Alden 7 prong analyzer plug;
One Alden 7 prong adapter (for large 7 prong

*2.5o

Chas.

and when these tubes are

further information required, or answer any
questions that may arise in the construction
of the unit.
List of Parts

Receivers

-'``.'I'tsll Installation and
-Trouble Shooting Guide

Atwater Rent Mfg. Co.
Autocrat Radio Company
Carter Genemotor Corp.
Chevrolet Motor Company
(rosle, Radio Corp.
Delco Appliance Corp.

if

Introduced.
The author will

of all

Models

e
.

25%

servicing auto radios, then you're
udssing a greet deal of business. The auto-radio business had its greatest boom this past summer and thousands of sets were sold.
Ity this time many of these
same sets require servicing and with hundreds of them
right in your own community, you can build up a good
auto -radio sen icing business. In a short time you can
easily add Z5% or more to your regular servicing busi-

Improved

!7

1

aCaDwrA)

1934

prices.

Staticlear Balanced Antenna
The proven interference eliminating system that
uses the exclusive Balanced Two-Win Transmission
Line, doing away with the energy leakage and freMakes
quent short circuits of shielded lead-ins.
possible operation of twelve or more receivers from
the same antenna and lead -in system. List price

only $5.50.

Write for full details.

Mail Coupon Today!
The CLOUGH -BRENGLE CO.
1130 W. Austin Ave.

Chicago,

U.S.A.

Please send me complete catalog of new 1934

('lough- Brengle Professional Service Instruments
and the Staticlear Balanced Antenna System.
Name
Address

City

State
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"SAME WAVE"
PROGRAMS
(Contimird front page 569)
understanding of the theory of operation of
the equipment.
Upon being brought into the station by
wire line the 4 kc. reference frequency passes
first through an amplifier. The output of the
amplifier is fed into a frequency multiplier
which generates the fifth harmonic (20 kc.)
of the fundamental frequency. This 20 kc.
frequency Is used to control a 10 ke. "multi vibrator." The output of the multivibrator
contains the 10 kc. fundamental frequency
and all its harmonics up through the broadcast range. The 10 ke. fundamental frequency
is passed through one amplifier and the harmonics are passed through another.
The amplified harmonics then are fed into
a selector which selects and further amplifies
that harmonic which is 10 kc. above the assigned carrier frequency of the station. The
carrier frequency, generated by the crystal
oscillator, which may be assumed to differ
from the assigned value by some difference
D is combined with the selected harmonic in
a detector.
The amplified harmonic beats with the carrier frequency in this detector producing a
difference -frequency of 10 kc.
I). This 10
kc. -F D, together with the amplified 10 kc.
reference frequency from the multivibrator
constitutes the input to a pair of balanced
modulators.
The 10 kc. reference frequency before being
applied to one of these modulators is passed
through a phase -shifting network which retards its phase by 90 °. The output of each
modulator becomes one phase of a two phase
alternating current of the frequency D. The
output of both modulators is then fed Into a
"corrector unit" consisting of a small, synchronous two phase motor mechanically connected to a small variable condenser associated with the crystal oscillator circuit. The

10 20
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attaining synchronized broadcasting,

two phase current from the modulator stage
has a direction of phase rotation which depends directly upon whether the carrier frequency is above or below the assigned value.
If the carrier departs from the assigned frequency, the synchronous motor will revolve in
the proper direction so that the resultant
change in the variable condenser will alter
the frequency of the crystal oscillator and so
bring it back to the assigned value.
Any deviation of the carrier frequency
from the assigned value operates the frequency corrector. thus propidtng a precision
of carrier frequency Rarer before approached
in broadcasting tranxatillece.

Quartz Crystal Oscillator

The crystal oscillator unit was especially
designed for use in this equipment. The
equipment contains the crystal oscillator unit
and the associated corrector device in duplicate. Should one of the units fail the other
may be placed immediately in service by a
simple switching operation. The spare unit
Is kept at operating temperature continuously
FO that no warming up period is required
before placing It in service.
The oscillator circuit, together with its associated quartz crystal control, is housed in a
single unit. The quartz crystal control is en-

Another Big Boom In Radioaa
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in a separate chamber. within this
unit. The temperature of this chamber is
closely regulated by a mercury thermostat.
The circuit. the crystal and the thermostat
are adjusted and calibrated as n unit. This
insures high precision of calibration as well
as permanency of adjustment.
The oscillator tubes used are uniform In
construction and, therefore, need not be caliclosed

brated individually with the oscillator unit.
It is possible even to replace the oscillator
tube without appreciable frequency change in
the oscillator. The absence of mechanical relays in the crystal heater circuit is an important factor in maintaining satisfactory
service.

Advantages of the Equipment

Equipment such as that descri hod has been
found the most practical means of holding
the carriers of radio transmitters in synchronism. Using the reference frequency to control the output of a local crystal oscillator,
rather than as the basis for generating the
carrier frequency, makes the station carrier
independent of any interference which might
be received with the reference frequency.
This arrangement also insures against the
necessity of the station ceasing operation if
there is a failure of the synchronizing appa-

a

PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION
Its

a

Money-Making Field
-it's

Here

is a new edition to the RADIO-CRAFT Library Series
a book which shows
radio men how to really make extra money in a fast -growing field, allied
to radio. In
public address work unlimited opportunities arise
practically a rejuvenation in radio.
Know the facts about public address equipment and get your share of business. Get a copy
of PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION AND SERVICING, by J. T. Bernsley
covers
modem methods of servicing and installing public address equipment.

-it's

C,
i

----

__
WV-CRAFT LLßRqgy:

PUBLIC ADDRESS

INSTALLATION

AND SERVICE
Modern Methods of
Servicing and Installing
Public Address Equipment
by J.

T.

Beratley

-it

r

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS
AUDIO AMPLIFIER FUNDAMENTALSINSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
Introduction; Dismission on types of amplification
analyzing Requirements; liesi methods for in-transformer coupling. resistance coupling. im.talling- indoor. outdoor; Methods for minania.
pedance toupling, push -pull and miscellaneous;
Inc 'howl'' or audio oscillation present after
New Terms and Theory-Class A mplification,
installing; Speaker Installation (horn type, bat Class It amplification, Voltage amplifier; Power
fie type); General Instructions and Hints.
amplification; Pre -amplifier, Carbon microphone,

-

PUBLISHED HY
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CKg1BÑÉwAT1oNS,
GERNSB
os

a-w-
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amplifier.

a30plla

7

64 PAGES

,4r1ds
(I

-

6 x 9

ACOUSTICS
How to survey and analyze an auditorium for
reverberation time-with formulas, and correct
method for treatment; chan with absorption coefficients of standard treating material.

watt

plifer.a
tt amplifier.
40 (watt
amplifier. 50 watt amplifier: Special Installation- Portable -5 volt operated amplifier; Mobile-use amplifier. 'c watt (ltadio- (raft). ACDC-and 6 volt amplifier, lyre- amplifier (1 stage.
2 stage, 3 stage).

INCHES

SERVICING-FORMULASAmplifiers:

-

Power Supply devices:
Microphones (carbon. condenser. ribbon
Itcl; Formulae -,facile). meaning and
overall
audio gain. distortion
culation
fier: Conclusion.

Speakers;

or velause. cal-

in ampli-

OVER 50 ILLUSTRATIONS

bock may be bought in combination with other books in the

Library Series.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

96 -98 Park Place,

RADIO-CRAFT

1
jJE..

New York, N. Y.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Ins., 96.98 Park Plate. New York. N. Y.
me postage

IF

-

PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS
Standard Installation -4,4 watt amplifier.

Gentlemen:
ti

-

Condenser microphone, Ribbon or velocity microphone; Parer Supply Requirements -For Class
A. For Class B.

epted, for which send
Enclosed you will and 50 cents. stamps. hecks or money order
Id, One Copy of the new book. PUBLIC c ADDRESS INSTALLATION AND SERVICING.

Name
Address

city

stab
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tutus or an interruption of the reference frequency supply. Under such conditions the
crystal oscillator will continue to supply a
carrier which will not drift from the assigned
value by more than a few cycles per minute
over a period of several hours -a variation

Index to Advertisers
A

B
Blau the Radio Man, Inc
Bud Speaker Company

a

513

558

Tobe

E

557

Ele'trad, Inc.
Electrical Research Devices

567

F

Fortson Radio Mfg. Co

552

G
H

505
580
Inside front cover
569

Harrison Radio Company
Howard Radio Company
llygrade-Sylvania Cont.
L & L Electric CompanyL
LOA'S Radio Company

Crotone Radio Company
Lynch Mfg. Company

ELECTRIC CLOCKS ON D.C.
SERVICE

MIEN

have

had

electric clocks

thrust upon thetn, in many late radio set
models but. until now, it has only been A.C.
receivers that were so equipped. Now, according to the December :30, 1033 issue of
N.trl'nl: London). a novel discovery makes it
possible to operate synchronous electric
clocks in certain D.C. districts,
(

559
574

General Transformer Company
Grenpark Company

568
567
570
554

_

Mc
563

McGraw-Hill Book Company

M

In England the D.C. power supply is obtained, in some instances. by means of mercury are rectifiers from a d phase, time-controlled, 30 cycle system. In which there is a
pronounced third -harmonic ripple in the D.C.
supply.
Although the clock in question was designed for 250 V. and 50 cycles the same
principle of operation would hold for any A.C.
flock provided it "matched" the ripple.
After putting into the clock a :l -to -1 reduction gear the seconds hand rotated 1 r.P.m.
'Pheo, as the amplitude of the ripple voltage
was only about rQ that for which the clock
was designed. n transformer of -to -10 step up ratio was installed between the supply and
the clock coil : a condenser in series with the
clock and one side of the D.C. power supply
isolated the clock and passed only the A.C.
1

Back cover

Midwest Radio Corporation
Miles Reproducer Company

562

N
551
515
559

National Carlton Company
National Radio Institute
National Union Radio Corp

P

l'Onlltollent.

'l'hls information is furnished to experimenters in the hope flint something may be
developed for us. iu \mri.a.
.

569
568
567

Popular Book Corp
Postal Life A Casualty' Co
)'recision Resistor Company

The No. 419 -711 tester makes testing
of new and old tubes a simple, easy,
quick operation. The shaded two -color
scale is an exclusive Readrite feature
making it possible to read tube values
in plain English
in language your
customers can understand. The position of the needle immediately indicates to what degree a tube is either
good or bad.

...

consumer with free service.

Spryl,erry, F. L.. .......

States Radio Laboratories
Stewart-Warner Corp.
Supreme Instruments Corp

_

-.....

See him today.

READRITE METER WORKS
102 College Ave.

Bluffton, Ohio

'Phnt idea was

tried here, but. somehow. it failed to go over.
564 However. if it "clicks" on the shores of Morrie
567 England-we might try the scheme all over
554 again.. It certainly would mean the end of
566
555 gyp -service or price cutting in service work.
The illustration below. Indicative of the
550
564 present status of American dealers. Is bor562 rowed from "THE BROADCASTER AND WIRELESS
565 RETAILER. an English publication.

T

1

Mail Today for Details
READRITE METER WORKS
102 College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

567
557

Co

-

...

564
ASUBJECT that has been discussed from
566
every possible angle, and which has not
556
570 as yet been settled to anyone's satisfaction. is
And now it seems
558 that of "free service."
564 that this most vexing problem has finally
557 floored English radio dealers.
549
One solution to their problem was a recom560
573 mendation that the dealer demand a certain
sum
for maintenance instead of supplying the
568

Corporation
Schwartz & Soo, Maurice
_..
Shallcross 511g. Cu,..
Shure Brothers Company
Inc...
lo
Silver,
McMur

Try -Mo Radio Co., Inc

bad tubes.

Furnished with a practical selector switch, this instrument enables you to test voltages and
In
resistances at set sockets.
addition, voltage resistance and
capacity tests are available through
the meter jacks. Equipped with
the new Triplett D'arsonval Voltmeter, which has 1000 ohms per
volt resistance.

FREE SERVICE?

5132

S.

Triplett Electrical Instrument

ments. The new 419 -711 tester
is regarded as a milestone in
Readrite progress.
No longer is it necessary to take
more than one instrument out on
a service call. This practical and
flexible unit permits you to make
every necessary radio set analysis,
to quickly check both good and

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY YOU
at the dealer's net price of $48.75

R
Radin & Amplifier Laboratories
Radio -Amp Pub. Company
Radio Circular Company
Radio City Products Co._..
Radio Trading Company
Radio Training Associai ion
Radulek Company
RCA Institutes, Ine
RCA ltadiutrun Co., Inc
RCA -Victor Cu., Ice
Readrite Meter Winks
Remington Rand, Inc

IN CE

1904, Readrite
engineers have pioneered
many important developments

S

in electrical measuring instru-

D

Gentlemen:

U
Universal Microphone Company

Send me catalog on Readrite Tester No.
419-711 and complete line of servicing intrumenta.

564

NV

...

Wellwnrth Trading Company

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.._

575
553
561

(While every precaution is taken to Insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the possibility
of an occasional change or omission in the prepara
tion of this index.)

RADIO -CRAFT

"

ulumotically.

frequency.
When stations in a chain are using the
sn me program these must necessarily be the
n.ual program line connection. Otherwise, all
570 tlm t is necessary to operate the station In
571 synchronization with another station or with
553, 555 a chain of stations is a wire line connection
584
565 to the 4.000 cycle reference frequency source.

-.
Classified Section
Clough- Brengle Company
Coast -to -Coast Radio Corp ._.
Concourse Electric Company
Continental Carbon, Inc..
Coyne Electrical School.

O.

419-711 TESTER

'

502
554
586

Capitol Radio Engineering Inst
Central Radio Laboratories
Clarostat Mfg. Co

S.

INAHURRY.'

sufficient to cause serious
which would not
interference at listeners' receivers. as soon
:i.. normal conditions are re- established. pre eke synchronization is restored promptly and

-

C

liammarlund Mfg. Co

WITH THIS NEW READRITE

This "common frequency broadcasting equipment" makes it possible to operate a chain of
distributed stations on a common fre562 widely system without any special synchro584gneucy
550 airing link between the indi v id un I stations
other than the circuit providing the reference

Nathaniel Baldwin Laboratories

Deutschmann Corp.,

YOU BET! ITS EASY

FOUND THE TROUBLE

be

666
563
568
564
566
564

Aerovox Corporation
Alden Mfg. Company
Allied Radio Corp
American Machine & Tool Co
American Technical Society
Automator Labor tories, Inc

rYOU CERTAINLY
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HERE IS A GROUP
OF FINE QUALITY RADIO

ALUE!

PARTS
THAT "Shouts "..
as
Mershon Triple 10 Mfd.
Electrolytic Condenser

CROSLEY POWER
TRANSFORMERS

POWERTONE SENDING KEY

A genuine Mer.

Eleetrolyli,

shoo

of

condenser at this
low price for the

-are

:and

design.
- proof.
capacity

puncture
constant

I

This popular design is snidely sited

the features

which distinguish
.u111,tr ncm others.
Posithe terminal leads are brought
sut to bolts on top of the condenser.
Negative is grot1ded pc
the container

i-

A

e,

d

transmitting

low power

inch wide.

Price

FARRAND

TLS.
idea! Lent
ware rece her speaker; eliminates Iutot
and
line
noise:
draws less current
absolutely
genuine
Ferrand;
Compact
in size; brings In
the very weak short
wave stations.

not
model

,a

$3.95
I

MODEL

Genuine
Ferrand
Inductor For The First
Time At This Low Price
These models are nul
L,. confused with the
types now on the

tents.

neted and will
Dandle an
verof
d
15:

ing

bought

a

great

price riso. Ilea
your Otani e to stork
They will go fast Ut
low prise -send In
order
now.
Pbo-pl

I

the

Price

\I

settler haphazardly.

Inch models
stand-

ing upright, with e
bracket on the bottom to
...Ise amounting. Dimencns of the 12 inch model: 12 inches h gh and
inches deep.
Model)

/4

as
1

Bled
u

r

Ins.

can.

I..,

.

o

r11,1ss

n

rV

tling or blasting.
The thick armature

output
permits

dress

system.

Neatly

-

with

69c

delivery.

5

$1.25

P

BALDOR
.\

-Oita

..mLnnlused

In

mtar
Jenkins Tel,
isinn receivers.

the

All

brau!
llaidor Motor.
SPECIFICATIONS
'ripe 51 2 C lt

lo

It.

transformer

which
use of
450
cults without distortion, rat-

genuine

.TV

H. P. -1 /IS
P. M. -17ao
Colts -Ian

Amp.-

I

Ph. -1
Standard -!
tacles. M

I

overall height

$6.95

Pire

-

Handy
Kit of
50

R.M.A.
Color
Coded
Resistors
1

Deduct

if full .mount is sent with order.
DO NOT SIND FOR CATALOG

-Watt

A e nudete assItrtlnrut of resistors which will
prove invaluable to the service henrh.
Their loll ;:
li need lead, and small size perm it e asy insert ioo
or replacement.
.\ It an Par, kit and ea si to r
Odd values ran be Obtained b) connecting two
mo
cal net in series or parallel.
It. M. A. elder
coded for easy Went Meat Ion.
FREE -Rath each assortment of 50 resistors a
beailifill bakelite rase
souvenir of the Chicago
Century of Progress Exposition. Size of bee
r 5'; s 13i, inches.

1

95c

-a

51.25

:

02.95

('rice

All orders are F. O. B. New York, and
subject to prior sale.
Terms: A deposit
Balof 20% is required with every order.

-

in

gun nmetal
compl.¢c
foot corch

Television Motor

IL, nLI:ne :d

$4.95

on

finished

miaow!

!r

hardy metal frame
battling fabric, greatly improving acoustic properties of this sensational speaker. Note the corrugated surface of the cone, an exclusive feature
enhances perfectionai nproduction equalities considerably; most compactly made; 9
,tot -i,b' diameter, 4%" deep overall.
Price
5 2.50
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shielded in
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fully

ttty of these sockets I,

bronze
contacts
a
permanent connection
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con -

genuine
replacement
MAI mechanism for the R.
c. A. 1110A. 10011. and 103
- neaker chassis.
This unit
t. complete in every detail
cite!!! that It Is for ni is
less the magnet.
Guaranreed to be in perfect condition. l'an also he used for
plarenient purposes on any
flier type speaker.

:
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rsted at 311 henries al 110 mills.
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HAND MIKE
Neat

Otte used in the R.C.A. 1011A10011 Speakers which list for
as high
as
$35.00.
Note

types on the market

12

1

This

various similar

(eer.:.!

$1

Provides true toned
reproduction of
tousle and roles.
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R.C.A. VICTOR

separated.

Each se

with ale

This Is the true Ferrand Indductor s Dynamic. It+
daption to Short {Vane Radio Rereis ers has
proven a popular step.
'rile most inaudible nu'
are brought In with remarkable clearness
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insult the customary noise and hum of regular
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,I I.
to
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rhea with u bracket Oat fed
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l''lease state power tube when

Primary 110 volts A.C. 60
Price

CROSLEY DOUBLE
CHOKE

I.

GENUINE

INDUCTOR DYNAMIC
SPEAKERS - -9 " MODEL
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e t e

measures 4 inches
in length and ISI
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volts at
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ease Installation.
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11714; Winding for Raytheon Type
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SALE OF ORIGINAL

REPLACEMENT PARTS

All Parts Used in MAJESTIC Receivers Have
Been Known to Be of the Highest Quality

1

t

s.

l

FILAMENT ANI) PLATE TRANSFORMER
Model No. 25
Primary 115 volt 25 cycle
Secondary to anode center tapped
Secondary 5 volt 2 anii,.
See endtlry 2.5 volt 7 amp.
Secondary 2.5 volt 7 amp. center tapped
Weight 13 lbs.
Original Majestic Part No. 5883

l
'F

1

I

1:Iíá

r

I

Model

t \i

5365

halt

v

120,

110,

150,

200,

220,

Primary 110

240

rectifier

2.4

Volt

2.4

Volt

7

4

Weight 13

Original

63

Atop..

center

Amp..

center

rectifier

Secondary

tapped

Volt

2.4

13

Amp..

240

$395

No. 90_9

Each

center

OI,ary

ji

i
III

P
AI

f'

Weight
Original Majestic

fart

1.1 sit- Cl -LI,
I \ CI'1'
l'R.'.Is n FORMER

PUSH -PULL
OUTPUT
TRANSFORM ER

Model No. 1008 -908
[Weight 1!z lbs.

Model No. 30

Weight I!,: lbs
Original Majestic l'art
31.1

i;:Inai Majestic l'art
So. I55I

89c Each

89c

-

-

CONDENSER
ASSEMBLY

Model No. 340B

Model No. 25 and 25B

Original Majestic l'art

Weight

3P1

lbs.

No. 5007

No. 9013

69C

lbs.

l'art

No. 716

69C

h

Fuel:

('IIOKE

ASSEMBLY
Dual 7h'I[o
Weight :i. lbs.
Majestic l'art
's

Orl¢Inal

N0

89c

for

MARCH,

1934

of iglnal Majestic

\n.

1583

DV- PASS

CON DENSER

ASSEMBLY
Model

69c

l'art

1_53

$1.49

CONDENSER BV-PASS
ASSEMBLY
Model No. 390
Original Majestic l'art \o. 9167

No. 35

Contains -1/10 turd.
Weight 1 li'.
Orl¢hml Maj79tie Part

IS

No.

FILTER CHOKE
UNIT

Model Ne. 50

Weight
Original

No.

89e

S

lbs.

30stie

Part

3051

Each

5792

69C

Eitel,

Each

l' -PASS C'ONI)ENSER AND
TERMINAL STRIP
ASSEMBLY
Model Nu. 200

Original Majestic l'art No. 6298

69c
Each

Each

Each

No orders for less than $2.00 accepted. No
C. O. D.'s. All shipments will be forwarded by
express collect if not sufficient postage included
with your order.
RADIO -CRAFT

\o.

712

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE
/.
Do Not ill
I' I Y1te for Catalog

DENSER
BANK
contains 3-2 mid.
CLIN

I

SI 49 Each

Original Majestic Part

r::'t

(SANK

$1.79 Each

Original Majslic

"

CONDENSER
ASSEMBLY

CONDENSER

69c Each
WA.

Weight 3 lbs.
Original Majestic Part No. 468

Each

For No. 100B and 90B

No. 3053

5.í7S

89c

Original Majestie l'art

Weight

Model No. 100

\o.

Each

Model No. 30

Each

PICKUP INPUT
TRANSFORMER

89c

Weight 3 lbs.
Original Majestic ]'art

CONDENSER BANK No. 7Bí'3

\\I

Original Majestic l'art

j'

801

Each

Model No. 155

No. 5532

Y.

Amp.
Amp., center tapped

PICKUP INPUT
TRANSFORMER

Each

PUSH-PI I.I.
IN l'l t
TRANSFO it V11:ß

7
3

$345

Each

89c

j

l

y`¡.t'

to anode center tapped

Weight 16% lb.
Original \lajeatic Part No.

lbs.

3

$229 Each

Each

StYonda ry 2.5 Volt
Secondary 2.5 Volt

Model
odel No. 155

_-

Weight 4 Ns,
Original Majestie Part No. 6414

Seroznd:try 5. Volt 2 Amp,

PIC KU I' TRANSFORMER
'-

2 Amp.
31/2 Amp.

li. I MENT AND PLATE TRANSFORMER
Model No. 130A-Chassis 131- 132.133
ç°
Primary 115 Volt CO Cycle

Weight 13 lbs,
Original Majestic Pan Na. 9178

lbs.

Secondary' 5. Volt
Secondary 2'.5 Volt

1

150 200, 220,

120,

Volt
Cycle 2.5. 100
Secondary ta anode renter tapped. supplies 3911 Volt D.C. at 120 M.A.
Secondary 2.5 Volt 3 Amp. for No. 82

Cycle 25, 109
Secondary to anode center tapped. supIdles :ISS Volt O.C. at 140 M.A.
nndary 2.1 Volt 3 Atop. for No. 82

Secondary
tapped
Secondary
mimed

Ettel[

No. 10 Converter

Model

Primary 110 Volt 50 -60 Cycle
seconday to anode renter tapped

.

UNIVERSAL POWER
TRANSFORMER

POWER
V IS It SA 1,
TRANSFORMER

Iri:..a

No. 23A

Primary 115 Volt 60 Cycle
ndaty to anode l'enter tapped
` '"ochry 5. Volt 2- Amp.
Amp.
^" dory 2.5 Volt
ottulary 2.` Volt 3 Amp. center tapped
Weight 20 Ns.
Original Majestie Part No. 2150

a

$345

FILAMENT ANI) PLATE
TRANSFORMER

FILAMENT AND PI.:tTE
TRANSFORMER

DOUBLE

CHOICE

FOR 90 SERIES
91'típower lack

Part

Original

No.
Na

SIN/:
l'OR

I.E:

:\\

Orlginu

l

Majestic

No.

281

$1.19 Each

('l1OKE
h:.

Ill -.FLU

89e

l'art

010

Each

TRADINGCO.,
RC-334
LLWOR H
Enclosed find $
for which ship to address below
the following MAJESTIC parts
111

Name

Address
City

State
575

YOUR DOL. AR IS WORTH MORE
When )'nn ling Front I'»
the dollar inflated? These days everyone is speaking of inflation. But who cares? Whether it is or not, your dollar is worth more
when you buy from us. The prices on this page are so radically low that no one can possibly undersell us. Every month we list on
this page a few STAR (*) items which are not listed in our regular catalog. These are all special items of which the small quantity
on hand does not permit us to catalog them. ONCE SOLD OUT, NO MORE CAN BE HAD AT ANY PRICE. ORDER TODAY
NOW. Order direct from this page and save money. 100% satisfaction guaranteed on every transaction. Take advantage of these spe.
cial offers while they are still available. STOP SHOPPING -WE SHOP FOR YOU AND GIVE YOU THE LOWEST PRICES.

I

S

-

Complete
Imagine the convenlence of just sitting
back In an easy chair
or lying in bed and

... Nothing Else to Buy

Greatest Buy in America
Pilot Six-Tube Two Volt
*
Battery Receiver

merely by pressing a
of
buttons,
Series
starting the radio ]o-

rated

in

a

far

off

room or hidden away

In the basement. Not
only that. but selecting One of ten stations
from a r mote point.
If this is ethe machine
age, it is also the age of convenience.
The remote control Is a machine designed lo tune your radio automatically. Wily not take advantage of ir.
esperlally when it is priced more tIr..:1
300r; bebuv its original list va lw.
.rd
This melote control outfit w
on one of tthe Colonial remote Control
eel s ers which sold for more than $300.011: yet you or anyone at all randy with tools can
atnwh it to your own radio. You ran then hide the radio either in the closet, basement, or
some other out-of- the -way place and extend wires to a
tuber of st eakers. strategically
Imagine the surprise of n or rdrnds or guests
located in various parts of your apartment.
at dinner or at spout gatherings, then. by merely pres.ing a button t io root Is gradually
or
be:m1ul
ttio,le
other
flooded with
entertaining programs, by tie hidden speaker&
Aside trout being a novel Idea it. is also a very praeti -al one.

RADIO SERVICE MAN and CUSTOM SET BUILDER -Here Is Your OpportunIty!
You need but mention the words 'remote control" to your customer an
di i I
omnrand his entire interest and attention. You are able to do this because the idea
hint. Is new and because It immediately implies expensive eudpment. liowever, who II
you Inform him that you ca
construct. o ADAPT HIS RECEIVER FOR REMOTE
CONTROL OPERATION for nonly a few dollars more. Ills Interest will most certainly
materialize Into an order. We need not give YOU any more talking points on this subject
can
because you probably
muster up more than ne.
EXTREMELY SIMPLE TO OPERATE
The outfit comprises two small motors tone for turning the tuning condenser and the
other for turning the volume coot roll. a 10- position commutator switch for selecting 10
different stations. a step -down Iransforurer for energizing the motors and a 13 button control board (10 battens for Ore to stations, two buttons for Increasing or derreasi ng the
volume and one button for silent tuning).
A pilot light In this control board indicates
when the receiver Is operating.
If the shafts of the tuning condenser and volume control of your present receiver can be
commutator
extended so that the
switch section and one of the motor gear, r n be slipped
the tuning condenser shaft and the other motor gear on the volume control shaft then
ou
yr ran easily adapt this outfit to y'onr rece lser DIRECTLY without any further changes.
With some sets it may be necessary to remove hie volume control entirely from the
chassis and mount it directly on the gear of the volume control motor. Custom set builders
need base no headaches about this remote control. inasmuch as they can design the plw'sical
layouts of their sets to conform with this epdpment. The Illustration clearly shows all
component parts of this complete remote control syit vm. Slipping weight 18 lbs.
No. 1789 Colonial Complete Remote Control Outfit
1

YOUR

PRICE.

S 59

Only

* Servicemen's Wire Wound Fixed
ei

::,s

I

1

tit

Resistor

st the Price

(1.141114
°

.nytn.o.

4Fi

;.11

oft

Iola hive probably never seen or used
resister of
thin typo.
It is new. It 1s radically different from
other resistor, both In construction, accuracy and maintenance of calibration.
These resistors are "ARMORED" in the strictest sense of the word.
A
heavy steel covering around One wire element protects
It indefinitely and prolongs its life. A RESISTOR OF
THIS TYPE MAY BE USED OVER AND OVER
AGAIN, FROM SET TO SET. WITHOUT LOSING
ITS CAT,IRR.tTION OR REARING OUT.

The

kit

CONTENTS OF KIT

contains one rash of the following values: 20

ohms C.T., 40 C.T., 60 C.T., 50 ohms, 100, 150. 250.
300. 400, 61)11. 125n, 100, 2000. 2500. and 3000; and
two each of the following 200 ohms. 500, 750 and 1000.
Shipping weight 3 lbs.

'MU- KIT "-- -Service
Fixed Resistor Kit.
...
YOUR PRICE
No.

Men's

Wire

Wound

on1yS2.25

If full cash accompanies order, deduct 2%
money order certified cheek
S. Stamps.

-U.

Don't Junk Your Old Tube Checker ! Modernize it
With This Multidapter
Contrary to popular belief the advent of the seven
n prong and other new tube. has
not rendered your tube checker obsolete.
Why throw away an expensive woe
checker
when it can be easily.
without any Internal
changes. w brought up to date?
Too merely plug this
new Multidapter into the four prong socket of your
present tube checker and you are all equipped to test
every tube that was ever placed on the market. The
legends of more than 60 of the new tubes are lithographed directly on the front panel of the Multidapter.
Furthermore, the unit is no flexibly constructed that
the operator has acres. to esery single element of any
In other words, aside from being able to make
tuba.
standard tests, even' conceivable other test desired by
any serslceman or experimenter ran be readily nude
through the manipulation of four plugs and the series
of plug jack.. symetrically arranged on the front panel.
Thin feature makes the unit a perpetual ln.trument.
Shipping weight 5 lbs.

dlnsunt.

tidapter

No

of a Toy

.

PUBLIC

-

Over 100 Hook Ups
1500 Illustrations
Every time
edition of our RADIO AND
SHORT W.tv ; TREATISE nomes off the press

201A Tube

This wire may be called
"erns."
It has
a 71 -A and the 201 -A.
SI type filament of the former and
the characteristics of the latter.
In
other w ids it is a 201 -A tube. which.
due to its "SI" shape filament has a
very high elettronle emission. This
means high plate current. These CharcharOut
aeteristics make It exceptionally suitable for u r as an oscillator in transor
s
in
receivers.
mitters
May be used

a

between
the

it

Is

an event.

This completely revised and enlarged 1934 edition
contains Inn solid pages of useful radio information, diagrams. illustrations, radio kinks and real live radio merIt contains more valuable radio infonnationchandise.
more real live "meat" -than many textbooks on the subject.

to adsantage as ecillators in 5 and 10
meter transndt tern. Fi lancent voltage 5 Kilt.. filament current -ntps. maximum plate toilage

volts. Shipping weight r:¡ lb.
No. ZRF-High Emission 201 -A Tube
YOUR PRICE
each
157

Send

$7.50

YOUR PRICE

ever offered in
commercial type microphone! An unusually large
microphone.
two - button
rusgedly constructed and
for
especialy
designed
Frebroadcast purpose..
gooney rang. 30 to over
5.000 .yelea- adequate far

High Emission

Radio Trading Company
576

$13.50
S4Ó0

YOUR PRICE

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00.
IF C.O.D. shipment is desired. please remit 20% remittance. which must accompany all orders.

--

highly sonsltise tuned radio frequency elrcuit which assures stability throughout. the
entire life of the set. Emery component
part. including the tuning condenser. are thoroughly shielded to prevent stray signal.
from entering the circuit.
.t large 8" magnetic streaker. specially designed to work
from push pull tubes. reproduces the programs with a clarity whir h compares favorably
with the original renditions.
Both chassis and speaker are mooned In a two -toned
cabinet of special colunnaire design. The four controls on the front panel aro resperthely volume control, station selector, on off" switch and tone control. The cabinet
uumsures 1S" high by 16" wide by 9" deep. Shipping weight 30 lbs.
No. P-200 -Pilot 6 Tube 2 -Vol Battery Receiver, Less Tubes.
YOUR PRICE
Complete set of tubes for this receiver

all speech and music re
production. EXCELLENT
ADDRESS WORK. Stretched
cushioned diaphragm of duraUum ith pure gold
enter rontarts on buttons and diaphragm. Standard 200 ohms per button. Finished In beautiful
polished chrome. Net weight 1% lbs. Shipping
weight 24. lbs.
No. "F" 2 Button Mike.
FOR

kit

monists ef 24 resistors. only 4 of whleh are
luplirated. In other words Otero are more than 20 different values. If these units were bought Individually
they would cost more than 86.511.
Slanufarturers and
custom let builders are rapidly becoming aware of the
fact that these resistor, defy adverse c tutions. They
will stand a considerable overload without breaking
down.
It is quality merchandise of this kind which
builds up the business and reputation of a senicemmn
or custom set builder because "cheap things are cxPensise in the long ru
The

This receiver may be operated from a
storage battery a well, without any additional changes. Uses 2 -30's. 2 -31's and
2 -:t2..
These tubes are arranged In a

value
stew

two roue

bnust 300% below list.

A REAL MICROPHONE

*

sssu

w

COMPLETE, NOTHING ELSE :O BUY
There are ONLY 20 of these ha :cry receivers available.
ACT FAST it you desire to hase one at this low price. Every
one in familiar with the fine qu :ly and
performance of Pilot receivers. T!.eir mein. engineering and elaborate de ten hall
made them famous throughout th
world.
A fortunate buy perudts us to s:st these
o tube 2-volt reedier. at a price which 13

$0.20

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Chapter Two of ' F undamanal Principles of Radio for the Reginner" -The New Tubes, Their )'ses. and Their Fundamental
Cinvl is -lfnw to Make Money with Public Address System.
How to Build the "It.T." Beginner's Transmitter- How to Build
the Famous Twinplex Short Rave itereiver -Itow to Construct an
Most Modern and Cetrrplete Tube
Amateur Radio Transmitter
Chart, Including Socket Connections for all Tubes--Numerous
Free Offers, etc.
Enclose 4e for postage.
Treatise sent by return mall.

-A

You will find special prices from time to
time, in this magazine. Get our big FREE
catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains.
Should you with goods shipped by parcel post, be sure to Include sufficient extra remittance
for same. Any excess will be refunded.
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OPPORTUNITY

FOR ALERT RADIO MEN

IN

THE NEXT GREAT INDUSTRY
THE

idea of electricians, radio service men and other mechanically inclined
æn, servicing Air Conditioning and Refrig.-ation Units is self-evident and
the thought has occurred to some untold tht usands ever since air condition.
ing equipment has been installed in public audi.,/riums, theatres, studios, department stores, office buildings and manufacturing plants. The tremendously broad
possibilities in this new industry are bound to give employment and success to
men far -sighted enough to see its advancement and development. We quote an
excerpt from Mr. Hugo Gernsback's editorial which appeared in a recent issue
of Everyday Science and Mechanics:

OFFICIAL

AIR CONDITIONING

"I advise young and progressive men to go into the air conditioning business during the next few years; because,
this, without a doubt, is the coming industry in this country. Thousands of small firms will spring up, undertaking
to air -condition private houses, mall business offices,

SERVICE

MANUAL

factories, etc. We are not going to tear down every
building in the United States immediately. It will be a
gradual growth; yet small installation firms will air -condition small houses, and even single offices in small

PRE-

buildings."

PUBLICATION

This is only partial proof of the certain success of this new field. Further
assurance is that engineering schools have already added many important courses
Architects and building conon air conditioning to their regular curriculum.
tractors are giving considerable thought to installation of this equipment in
structures which are now being planned and built. The beginning of this business
will probably be similar to the auto and radio industry, but in a few short years
it will surpass these two great fields.

OFFER

$4,.00

Official Air Conditioning Service Manual
The OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL is being
edited by L. K. Wright, who is an expert and a leading authority on air conditioning and refrigeration. He is a member of the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, National Association of Practical Refrigerating Engineers; also author of the OFFICIAL
REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL and other volumes.
In this Air Conditioning Service Manual nearly every page will be illustrated; every modern installation and individual part carefully explained;
diagrams furnished of all known equipment; special care given to the servicing
and installation end. The tools needed will be illustrated and explained; there
will be plenty of charts and page after page of service data.
Remember there is a big opportunity in this new field and plenty of money
to be made in the servicing end. There are thousands of firms selling installations
and parts every day and this equipment must be cared for frequently. Eventually
air conditioning systems will be as common as radios and refrigerators in homes,
offices and industrial plants. Why not start now-increase your earnings with a
full- or spare -time service business.
You have the opportunity to get your copy of the OFFICIAL AIR
CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL today
a saving of ONE DOLLAR.
When the book comes off press, which will be March 15th, the price will be
$7..0() a copy. YOUR ORDER TODAY BRINGS YOU A COPY FOR $4.00,
POSTAGE PREPAID. This is our usual courtesy. pre -publication offer which
enables us to determine the approximate print order for the first press run.
Send us the coupon today, together with a deposit of $2.00. When the book
reaches you, you pay the other $2.00.
Here are some of the chapter heads of the AIR CONDITIONING

-at

SERVICE MANUAL:

Contents in Brief
History of Air Conditioning; Fundamental Laws; Methods of Refrigeration;
Ejector System of Refrigeration; Compression System of Refrigeration; Refrigerants; Lubricating Oils: Liquid Throttle Devices; Servicing Expansion and Float
Valves; Servicing Refrigerating Systems; Control Devices: Thermodynamics
of Air Conditioning; Weather in the United S
; The Field of Air Conditioning; Insulating Materials; Heat Transmission Through Walls; Complete Air
Conditioning Systems: Estimating Requirements for the Home, Small Store.
Restaurant: Layout of Duct Systems; Starting Up a System; Operating and
Servicing Air Conditioning Systems: Air Filtration, Ventilating and Noise Eliminating Devices; Portable Electric Humidifiers and Room Coolers; Automatic
Humidifiers; Air Conditioning Units for Radiator Systems and Warm Air
Systems; Central Conditioning Units, etc.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
96 -98 Park Place

New York, N. Y.

352 Pages

Over 600 Illustrations
9" x 12" in Size
Flexible, Loose Leaf
Leatherette Cover

MAIL COUPON TODAYI
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS
Dept. RC -334
96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of Two Dollars for
which you are to send me One Copy of the OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL, postage prepaid, as soon as it comes
off the press. I am to pay the additional Two Dollars to postman when
it is delivered. It is understood that the regular price of the book rill
be FIVE DOLLARS when it comes off the press, and I am now paying
only a pre -publication price of Four Dollars.
Name
Address

._..

City
State - ___._ -__
(Send remittance in form of check, money order or unused U.S. Postage
Stamps. Register letter if it contains stamps or currency.)

AMERICA -TURNS TO MIDWEST!
AMAZING NEW SUPER -DELUXE

ALLWAVE Radio

I6'TUTBE
2000

Is firs/ Choice

fans !
of Thousands of Radio
ORLD'S GREATEST

Big FREE Catalog Shows
Sensational Radio Values

TOW'S mat00LSÍ(R
FM LANG DISTANCE
RECEIVER!

RADIO VALUE

BEFORE you buy any radio, write for
this big new FREE Midwest catalog...
printed in four colors. It has helped
thousands of satisfied customers save from
to 3 á on their radios
by buying direct from
the Midwest Laboratories. You, too, can
make a positive saving of 30% to 50% by buying a Midwest 16-tube de luxe ALL -WAVE
radio at sensationally low direct- from -laboratory prices. You'll be amazed and delighted
with its super performance! Broadcasts from
stations 10,000 milas and more away are
MIDWEST RADIOS
brought in
"clear as locals." You get
ARE PRECISION
complete wave length coverage of 9 to
ENGINEERED!
2,000 meters (33 megocycles to 150 KC.) Now,
30 -DAY FREE TRIAL PLAN
you can enjoy the new DXSTARTLES RADIO WORLD!
ing hobby
and secure
Try the Midwest radio you select from the free
verifications from world's
catalog ... in your own home ... for 30 days before you decide. Midwest can afford to make this
most distant radio stations.

...

...

.

with

New
De/uxe4udilorium Type

SPEI%KE R

...

sensational offer because. when you see and hear
this bigger, better, more powerful, clearer toned,
super selective radio ou will want to own it -as
so many thousands ofglen and women have done.

This Midwest ALL -WAVE Radio has FIVE distinct
wave bands: ultra-short, short, medium, broadcast
and long
putting the whole world of radio at your
finger tips. Now listen in on all U. S. programs .
Cnaadian, police, aniateur, commercial, airplane and
ship broadcasts ... and programs from the four corners
of t he earth. Thrill to the chimes of Big Ben from CSR
at 1)aventry, England -tune in on the "Marseillaise'(
from FYA, Pontoise, France -hear sparkling music from
}AQ, Madrid, Spain -enjoy opera from 12RO,ItnmeII-ten to the call of the Kookaburra bird from VK ?ME,
Sydney, Australia. Listen to Admiral Byrd's broadcasts from "Little America." Taylor of Ocean Beach
California, wrote: "Heard KJTY, U.S. S. 'Bear', Byrd

...

11

G N
STATIONS
COME I N

PILE LOCALS

heard

IndCrawfordarille,
I have

I1VJ,

Vatican City,

Ital r, Dill
;

Zeesen, Germany; and YVIIiC, Venezuela. They carne in with
the volume and clearness of
any local station. I lugged
stations front Canada to
Cuba, from coast to coast.
SSE

40 NEW 1934
FEATURESthe
features that

Bee for yourself

40 new 1034

insure amazing performance. Here are a few
of these features: Automatic Select -O -hand,
Amplified Automatic Volume Control, 16 New
Type Tubes, Balanced Unit Superheterodyne Circuit, Super-Power Class A" Amplifier, 29 Tuned
Circuits. New Duplex-Diode-High Mu Pentode
Tubes, Full Rubber Floated Chassis, Centralized
Tuning, 7 NC. Selectivity, New Thermionic Rectifier, Automatic. Tone Compensation, Auditorium Type Speaker, etc. These features are usually found only in sets selling from $100 to $150.

Expedition...
land, broadcasting phone
eonversatio n
to U. S. A,"
etc. Never,
so
much radio
for so :ittl°
near New Zea-

Recently, the Official Radio News Observer
for Pennsylvania reported that his Dlidwert
Super De Luxe 16-tube ALL -WAVE radio
maintained contact with W9XZ (Stratosphere Balloon) when other sets lost signals.

NEW STYLE CONSOLES

money
.
Write for

F

R

E

Write quickly for your FREE copy of the new
Midwest catalog. It pictures a complete line of
beautiful, artistic deluxe consoles and chassis...
in four colorai Sensational low
¡TERMS prices save you 30% to 50 %. You
AsLOWAS can order your Midwest radio from
catalog with as much certainty
SOO ofthissatisfaction
as if you were to
Dam select it personally at our _great
radio laboratories. Write TODAY

E

Catalog.

BALLING!:

.

DEAL DIRECT

WM

SAVE

lABORATORIES

Tó

SÓ/

Increasing costs are sure to result in higher
radio prices soon. Buy before the big advance
NOW, while you can take adv:i 1.

...
tage of Midwest's amazingly low prices.

-

No mid..
men's profits to pay! You save from 30% to
when you buy direct from the Midwest Laboral
...you get 30 days FREE trial-as little as 85.00 rI
puts a Midwest radin in your home. Satin a
pnr.nt.r.!I r, it r. i I,.,, b., c. .r rl; l'I',
r

MIDWEST RADIO CORP
DEPT. 466
Established 1920

- CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

Cable Address. Mirmo: ABC 5th Edition

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

OR

AMAZING 30DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER AND NEW 1934 CATALOG
MIDWEST RADIO CORP.,
A G ENTS I
Make Easy
Dent. 466
Money
Ohio.
fiere
Without °Moroi ion on my part send me Check
rar
J
catalog.
Uetalls
l
your lbera
0-d y
FULL
offer. Thiele NOT an order.

Ei.

clodnntl,

eallot

Name
Address

city

...

Stete

